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The Four Immeasurable Minds 
by Thich Nhat Hanh 

D uring the lifetime of the Buddha, those of the 
Brahmanic faith prayed that after death they would 
go to Heaven to dwell eternally with Brahma, the 

universal God. One day a Brahmin man asked the Buddha, 
"What can I do to be sure that I will be with Brahma after I 
die?" and the Buddha replied, "As Brahma is the source of 
Love, to dwell with him you must practice the Brahma
viharas-love, compassion, joy, and equanimity." A vihara 
is an abode or a dwelling place. Love in Sanskrit is maitri; 
in Pali it is metta. Compassion is karuna in both languages. 
Joy is mudita. Equanimity is upeksha in Sanskrit and 
upekkha in Pali. The Brahmaviharas are four elements of 
true love. They are called Immeasurable, because if you 
practice them, they will grow every day until they embrace 
the whole world. You will become happier, and those 
around you will become happier, also. 

The Buddha respected people's desire to practice their 
own faith, so he answered the Brahmin's question in a way 
that encouraged him to do so. If you enjoy sitting medita
tion , practice sitting meditation. If you enjoy walking 
meditation, practice walking meditation. But preserve your 

Jewish, Christian, or 
Muslim roots. That is the 
way to continue the 
Buddha's spirit. If you 
are cut off from your 
roots, you cannot be 
happy. 

According to 
Nagarjuna, the second
century Buddhist 
philosopher, practicing 
the Immeasurable Mind 
of Love extinguishes 
anger in the hearts of 
living beings. Practicing 
the Immeasurable Mind 
of Compassion extin
guishes all sorrows and 
anxieties in the hearts of 
living beings. Practicing 
the Immeasurable Mind 

of Joy extinguishes sadness and joylessness in the hearts of 
living beings. Practicing the Immeasurable Mind of 
Equanimity extinguishes hatred, aversion, and attachment in 
the hearts of living beings . 

If we learn ways to practice love, compassion, joy, and 
equanimity, we will know how to heal the illnesses of 
anger, sorrow, insecurity, sadness, hatred, loneliness, and 
unhealthy attachments. In the Anguttara Nikaya, the 
Buddha teaches, "If a mind of anger arises, the bhikkhu 
(monk) can practice the meditation on love, compassion, or 
equanimity for the person who has brought about the feeling 
of anger." 

Some sutra commentators have said that the Brahma-' 
viharas are not the highest teaching of the Buddha, that they 
cannot put an end to suffering and afflictions. This is not 
correct. One time the Buddha said to his beloved attendant 
Ananda, "Teach these Four Immeasurable Minds to the 
young monks, and they will feel secure, strong, and joyful, 
without afflictions of body or mind. For the whole of their 
lives, they will be well equipped to practice the pure way of 
a monk." On another occasion, a group of the Buddha's 
disciples visited the monastery of a nearby sect, and the 
monks there asked, "We have heard that your teacher 
Gautama teaches the Four Immeasurable Minds of love, 
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TEACHINGS ON LOVE 
Thich Nhat Hanh 

In this new book, Thich Nhat Hanh draws from many sources to present the Buddha's 
teachings on love in ways that are deeply resonant for contemporary readers. He elab
orates on the Four Immeasurable Minds-love, compassion, joy, and equanimity- as 
concrete expressions of our deepest love. Weaving together traditional anecdotes, 
personal experiences, and a deep understanding of the Buddha's way of mindful liv
ing, Thich Nhat Hanh offers step-by-step practices that foster the growth of under
standing and intimacy in any relationship, even with those who have done us harm. 
Teachings on Love provides a time-tested path that anyone can follow to nurture the 
deepest love in ourselves, others, and all beings. 

$18.00 Hardcover, Available March 1997 

THE HEART OF THE BUDDHA'S TEACHING 
AN INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHISM 
Thich Nhat Hanh 

In The Heart of the Budhha's Teaching, Thich Nhat Hanh brings his gifts of clarity 
and poetry to an explication of the Four Noble Truths, the Eightfold Path, and 
many other basic teachings of the Buddha. For longtime meditators or those newly 
interested in the way of understanding and love, The Heart of the Buddha's Teaching 
is a definitive introduction to the spirit and practice of Buddhism. 

"The Heart of the Buddha's Teaching is a masterful inventory of the basic 
accouterments of a well-furnished Buddhist life."-Publishers Weekly 

$20.00 Hardcover, Available May 1997 

PLUM VILLAGE CHANTING AND RECITATION BOOK 
Compiled by Thich Nhat Hanh 

Developed in Plum Village, Thich Nhat Hanh's community in France, Plum Village 
Chanting and Recitation Book brings together traditional and new Buddhist prayers 
and meditations for such occasions as blessing a meal, celebrating a wedding, com
forting the sick, and remembering the deceased. It includes many new translations 
of discourses of the Buddha and of Mahayana Buddhism. This is a most valuable 
resource for the practice of mindful living. 

$17.50 Spiralbound Paperback, Available June 1997 

These three books will be available in bookstores soon. If you order directly from Parallax Press by March 31st and state 
that you are a Mindfulness Bell subscriber or "Friend of Parallax Press", take a 10% discount. To order from us, please send 
your name, address, Visa or MasterCard number (with expiration date) or a check. Add $4.50 per shipping address for 
postage and handling, plus tax if you are in California. 
Parallax Press, P.O. Box 7355, Berkeley, CA 94707 

Phone: 510-525-0101 (9 am-5 pm Pacific Time) • Fax: 51 0-525-7129 • E-mail: parapress@aol.com 



From the Editors 

f 1we are peaceful, ifwe are happy, we can blossom like a 
flower, and everyone in our family, our entire society will 

benefit from our peace .... -from Being Peace 
In this Mindfulness Bell, Thich Nhat Hanh teaches us 

how to cultivate love, compassion, joy, and equanimity in 
ourselves and others. Maxine Hong Kingston-calling joy 
an advanced state of human evolution-encourages us to 
develop an art and literature of joy. Other Sangha members 
share their insights into the Vietnamese roots of Thich Nhat 
Hanh's teachings, the second international Order of 
Interbeing conference, and family practice. 

This issue marks the first time The Mindfulness Bell 
includes advertising. We hope you appreciate the chance to 
learn about the work and products of others in our extended 
community, and we also hope this will help us in the 
direction of breaking even. As always, we look forward to 
hearing from you about your successes and difficulties of 
practicing mindfulness in daily life. 

Arnie Kotler, Therese Fitzgerald, and Maria Duerr 
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Retreat Center Update 

I n September, a breakthrough occurred in our search 
for a property to begin a rural retreat center and commu

nity . Real estate developer Pritam Singh, who developed the 
award-winning and environmentally sound Truman Annex 
community in Key West, Florida, as well as many other 
properties, has offered to help in our efforts. After practicing 
in another spiritual tradition for more than twenty years, 
Pritam came upon Peace Is Every Step and Thich Nhat 
Hanh's other books and felt a deep conviction to practice 
and to help share the practice of mindful living widely. To 
our great joy, Pritam has offered his time and the resources 
of The Singh Companies as a gift to work with us establish
ing and developing this center. 

On December I, at Alrlie Conference Center in 
Warrenton, Virginia, Sangha members from Washington 
D.C., Charlottesville, Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and 
even Paris, joined Pritam, architect Guy Grassie, and 
Pritam's assistant, Ken Braverman, to discuss the functions 
such a center might serve, the forms it might take, and the 
process for accomplishing this. We began with sitting 
meditation. Anh Huong Nguyen then read a statement by 
Thfty about starting a retreat center. Therese Fitzgerald, 
Pritam, and I shared introductory thoughts, and then we met 
for the rest of the morning in small groups to set our visions 
down on easel paper and in discussion. We concluded the 
morning with walking meditation (indoors-it was a cold 
December rain outside). After a beautiful lunch, begun in 
silence, followed by mindful conversation, we spent the 
entire afternoon as a large group continuing the discussion 
on where we go from here. We finished with a short period 
of sitting. All of us had the sense that our dream was getting 
closer to reality, in terms of property and in terms of 
community building. 

A similar meeting was held in Mill Valley, California, 
on December 15. In addition to talking about a national 
retreat center in Virginia, we also talked about the possibil
ity of finding a small house and beginning a practice 
"corner" in the Bay Area. This seems to be a topic all over 
the world. Sangha members in Germany, Australia, New 
Zealand, Montana, and several other places have recently 
shared with us their thoughts about starting a small center, 
or as Thfty has said, "Zen corner." 

A full report on our plans and our progress to date will 
be available soon. If you would like a copy, please send a 
9x12 self-addressed, stamped envelope. Then do let us hear 
your comments. We very much look forward to proceeding 
together with you. 

Arnie Kotler, for the Community of Mindful Living 



The Four Immeasurable Minds 
(Continuedfrom Page 1) 

compassion, joy, and equanimity. Our master teaches this 
also. What is the difference?" The Buddha' s disciples did 
not know how to respond. When they returned to their 
monastery, the Buddha told them, "Whoever practices the 
Four Immeasurable Minds together with the Seven Factors 
of Enlightenment, the Four Noble Truths, and the Noble 
Eightfold Path will arrive deeply at enlightenment." Love, 
compassion, joy, and equanimity are the very nature of an 
enlightened person. They are the four aspects of true love 
within ourselves and within everyone and everything. 

The first aspect of true love is maitri, the intention and 
capacity to offer joy and happiness. To develop that 
capacity, we have to practice looking and listening deeply 
so that we know what to do and what not to do to make 
others happy. If you offer your beloved something she does 
not need, that is not maitri. You have to see her real situa
tion or what you offer might bring her unhappiness. 

In Southeast Asia, many people are extremely fond of a 
large, thorny fruit called durian. You could even say they 
are addicted to it. Its smell is extremely strong, and when 
some people finish eating the fruit, they put the skin under 
their bed so they can continue to smell it. To me, the smell 
of durian is horrible. One day when I was practicing 
chanting alone in my temple in Vietnam, there was a durian 
on the altar that had been offered to the Buddha. I was 
trying to recite The Lotus Sutra, using a wooden drum and a 
large bowl-shaped bell for accompaniment, but I could not 
concentrate at all. I finally carried the bell to the altar and 
turned it upside down to imprison the durian, so I could 
chant the sutra. After I finished, I bowed to the Buddha and 
liberated the durian. If you were to say to me, "Thay, I love 
you so much I would like you to eat some of this durian," I 
would suffer. You love me, you want me to be happy, but 
you force me to eat durian. That is an example of love 
without understanding. Your intention is good, but you 
don't have the correct understanding. 

Without understanding, your love is not true love. You 
must look deeply in order to see and understand the needs, 
aspirations, and suffering of the one you love. We all need 
love. Love brings us joy and well-being. It is as natural as 
the air. We are loved by the air; we need fresh air to be 
happy and well. We are loved by trees. We need trees to be 
healthy. In order to be loved, we have to love, which means 
we have to understand. For our love to continue, we have to 
take the appropriate action or non-action to protect the air, 
the trees, and our beloved. 

Maitri can be translated as "love" or "loving kindness." 
Some Buddhist teachers prefer "loving kindness," as they 
find the word "love" too ld·angerous. But I prefer the word 
love. Words sometimes get sick and we have to heal them. 
We have been using the word "love" to mean appetite or 
desire, as in "I love hamburgers ." We have to use language 
more carefully. We have to restore the meaning of the word 
love. "Love" is a beautiful word. We have to restore its 
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meaning. The word maitri has roots in the word mitra, 
which means friend. In Buddhism, the primary meaning of 

love is friendship. 
We all have the seeds of love in us. We can develop this 

wonderful source of energy, nurturing the unconditional 
love that does not expect anything in return. When we 
understand someone deeply, even someone who has done us 
harm, we cannot resist loving him or her. Shakyamuni 
Buddha declared that the Buddha of the next eon will be 
named Maitreya, the Buddha of Love. 

The second aspect of true love is karuna , the intention 
and capacity to relieve and transform suffering and lighten 
sorrows. Karuna is usually translated as "compassion," but 
that is not exactly correct. "Compassion" is composed of 
com ("together with") and passion ("to suffer"). But we do 
not need to suffer to remove suffering from another person. 
Doctors, for instance, can relieve their patients' sufferIng 
without experiencing the same disease in themselves . If we 
suffer too much, we may be crushed and unable to help. 
Still, until we find a better word, let us use "compassion" to 
translate karuna. 

To develop compassion in ourselves, we need to practice 
mindful breathing, deep listening, and deep looking. The 
Lotus Sutra describes A valokiteshvara as the bodhisattva 
who practices "looking with the eyes of compassion and 
listening deeply to the cries of the world." Compassion 
contains deep concern. You know the other person is 
suffering, so you sit close to her. You look and listen deeply 
to her to be able to touch her pain. You are in deep commu
nication, deep communion with her , and that alone brings 
some relief. 

One compassionate word, action, or thought can reduce 
another person's suffering and bring him joy. One word can 
give comfort and confidence, destroy doubt, help someone 
avoid a mistake, reconcile a conflict, or open the door to 
liberation. One action can save a person's life or help him 
take advantage of a rare opportunity. One thought can do the 
same, because thoughts always lead to words and actions. 
With compassion in our heart, every thought, word, and 
deed can bring about a miracle. 

When I was a novice, I could not understand why, if the 
world is filled with suffering, the Buddha has such a 
beautiful smile. Why isn't he disturbed by all the suffering? 
Later I discovered that the Buddha had enough understand
ing, calmness, and strength. That is why the suffering does 
not overwhelm him. He is able to smile to suffering because 
he knows how to take care of it and to help transform it. We 
need to be aware of the suffering, but retain our clarity, 
calmness, and strength so we can help transform the 
situation. The ocean of tears cannot drown us if karuna is 
there. That is why the Buddha's smile is possible. 

The third element of true love is mudita, joy . True love 
always brings joy to ourselves and to the one we love. If our 
love does not bring joy to both of us, it is not true love. 

Commentators explain that happiness relates to both 
body and mind, whereas joy relates primarily to mind . This 



example is often given: Someone traveling in the desert sees 
a stream of cool water and experiences joy. On drinking the 
water, he experiences happiness. Ditthadhamma sukhavihari 
means "dwelling happily in the present moment." We don't 
rush to the future; we know that everything is here in the 
present moment. Many small things can bring us tremen
dous joy, such as the awareness that we have eyes in good 
condition. We just have to open our eyes and we can see the 
blue sky, the violet flowers, the children, the trees, and so 
many other kinds of forms and colors. Dwelling in mindful
ness, we can touch these wondrous and refreshing things, 
and our mind of joy arises naturally. Joy contains happiness 
and happiness contains joy. 

Some commentators 
have said that mudita means 
"sympathetic joy" or 
"altruistic joy," the happi
ness we feel when others are 
happy. But that is too 
limited. It discriminates 
between self and others. A 
deeper definition of mudita 
is a joy that is filled with 
peace and contentment. We 
rejoice when we see others 
happy, but we rejoice in our 
own well-being as well. 
How can we feel joy for 
another person when we do 
not feel joy for ourselves? 
Joy is for everyone. 

The fourth element of 
true love is upeksha, which 
means equanimity, 
nonattachment, nondiscrimi
nation, even-mindedness, or 
letting go. Upe means 
"over," and ksh means "to 
look." You climb the 
mountain to be able to look 
over the whole situation, not 
bound by one side or the 
other. If your love has attachment, discrimination, prejudice, 
or clinging in it, it is not true love. People who do not 
understand Buddhism sometimes think upeksha means 
indifference, but true equanimity is neither cold nor indiffer
ent. If you have more than one child, they are all your 
children. Upeksha does not mean that you don't love. You 
love in a way that all your children receive your love, 
without discrimination. 

Upeksha has the mark called samatajii.ana, "the wisdom 
of equality," the ability to see everyone as equal, not 
discriminating between ourselves and others. In a conflict, 
even though we are deeply concerned, we remain impartial, 
able to love and to understand both sides. We shed all 
discrimination and prejudice, and remove all boundaries 
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between ourselves and others. As long as we see ourselves 
as the one who loves and the other as the one who is loved, 
as long as we value ourselves more than others or see others 
as different from us, we do not have true equanimity. We 
have to put ourselves "into the other person's skin" and 
become one with him if we want to understand and truly 
love him. When that happens, there is no "self' and no 
"other." 

Without upeksha, your love may become possessive. A 
summer breeze can be very refreshing; but if we try to put it 
in a tin can so we can have it entirely for ourselves, the 
breeze will die. Our beloved is the same. He is like a cloud, 

a breeze, a flower. If you 
imprison him in a tin can, he 
will die. Yet many people 
do just that. They rob their 
loved one of his liberty, 
until he can no longer be 
himself. They live to satisfy 
themsel ves and use their 
loved one to help them 
fulfill that. That is not 
loving; it is destroying. You 
say you love him, but if you 
do not understand his 
aspirations, his needs, his 
difficulties, he is in a prison 
called love. True love allows 
you to preserve your 
freedom and the freedom of 
your beloved. That is 
upeksha. 

For love to be true love, 
it must contain compassion, 
joy, and equanimity in it. 
For compassion to be true 
compassion, it has to have 
love, joy, and equanimity in 
it. True joy has to contain 
love, compassion, and 
equanimity. And true 
equanimity has to have love, 

compassion, and joy in it. This is the interbeing nature of the 
Four Immeasurable Minds. When the Buddha told the 
Brahmin man to practice the Four Immeasurable Minds, he 
was offering all of us a very important teaching. But we 
must look deeply and practice them for ourselves to bring 
these four aspects of love into our own lives and into the 
lives we love. 

This Dharma talk is from Teachings on Love, to be pub
lished by Parallax Press in March. 



Writing Peace 
by Maxine Hong Kingston 

T o write a scene, a story, or even a poetic moment of 
peace may not be easy to do. In the writing workshops 

that I share with veterans, most of the stories that come are 
traumatic scenes: a firefight where everybody except the 
writer is killed, going berserk in the vet hospital and 
breaking through a wall, giving orders for planes to bomb 
our own troops because the enemy is coming. It is easier to 
write about scenes like that than about moments of great joy 
because the habit energy of our culture tells us that the 
excitement of violence is more dramatic. Often people say, 
"Were you excited?" or, "That was really exciting!" We are 
addicted to excitement more than to calmness, ease, and 
peace. Violence, conflict, and excitement are what draw us 
to the movies, television programs, and books we choose. In 
fact, the whole point of the form of a novel is to lead to 
conflict and then resolution. 

It is very easy to look over our lives and think of all the 
crises we have had. We think of those as times of growth. 
But what if you stopped and asked yourself, "When have I 
been happy?" It could be a childhood memory, but it would 
be wonderful if you had a happy moment yesterday, because 
that means that you are experiencing joy and delight now. 

Please write a scene of joy. Find a quiet spot, breathe, 
and review your life. Think about a wonderful moment that 
has happened to you or that you have caused to happen in 
this world, a scene of delight, love, hope, or gratitude. When 
you put a great moment of joy into a story or poem, that joy 
is passed on to the reader who learns how to have that feel
ing through what is written. When we write our scenes of 
happiness and joy, we could be beginning a new kind of lit
erature and changing the consciousness of what great art is . 

of 
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The words "love," "joy," "delight," and "beauty" are 
abstractions. You need to write in a way that makes this 
moment very concrete. Peace, joy, and delight take pla~e in 
our physical body as physical sensations. When you thmk of 
this happy moment, can you remember how your body felt? 
Where did the joy take place? In your stomach? In your 
chest? Sometimes I feel as though there is sunlight in my 
body, and I feel rays of light coming out of my ch.est. I also 
feel joy and agony in my hands. You are the physIcal 
embodiment of those feelings. You feel them in all parts of 
your body. So when you describe these feelings, remember 
to describe the way your body felt. 

This joy and happiness is not just in your body, it also 
happens in a place. Write about what is inside of you, and 
then also write about what is in your surroundings that gives 
you those feelings. 

A scene of joy takes place in sequential and continuous 
time. When you write a scene, write about a series of 
moments. Don't skip forward or skip backward, j ust stay in 
that scene until you have described everything that contrib
uted to the atmosphere. Use the senses of your body to see if 
your description is full and complete. Of all our sense 
organs, our eyes let in the most of the outside world. What 
does joy look like? Write down all the visual images that 
contributed to those wonderful feelings . What does peace 
smell like? What does it sound like? If there were people 
who contributed to the happiness, what did they talk about? 
What did you say that made everybody so happy? What 
tone of voice did they use? What does happiness feel like? 
There are times when the skin feels different, depending on 
what feelings and thoughts we're having. What does joy 
taste like? As you look through your scene, check it for all 
of these senses. These are ways that we perceive and 
interact with the real world. 

Story is cause and effect. As you write, think about what 
causes this feeling. Sometimes we have a flash of great 
happiness or a vision that seems to come out of nowhere, 

. but there is a cause for our happiness. 
Keep looking at what caused what, and 
keep describing what happened. 

Don't miss a moment of peace just 
because it is surrounded by unhappy 
moments. You may be able to find a 
diamond or a light of joy in the middle 
of a very traumatic moment in your life. 
My husband and I spend summers at the 
Grand Canyon and live with firefighters 
who often talk about being surrounded 
by fire. I know one young man who fel t 
that there is a place of calm and peace 
even in the middle of a firestorm. It 
might have been inside of him or it 
might have been out there, but he was 
able to sit in the middle of the fire and 
write a poem. 



One of the veterans in our writing group, Mike Wong, 
was a deserter during the war in Vietnam. He went to 
Canada and met American, Canadian, and Vietnamese draft 
resisters and evaders. Mike wrote a wonderful scene about a 
peace demonstration with his friends that turned into a sit-in 
in the middle of the street. These young men were risking 
deportation, arrest, and being put back in the army and 
shipped to Vietnam, but they sat in the middle of the street 
anyway. Suddenly, there was a moment of peace as the 
crowds went around them. In writing that scene, Mike 
described everything- the feel of the concrete street they 
were sitting on, the noise of the crowd, the excitement of the 
mounted policemen on their horses, the people shouting, 
"Take the street!" He wrote about the peacefulness and the 
great joy of things not happening-they were not arrested, 
they were not run down, they were not beaten up by the 
police- much like Thich Nhat Hanh's reminder to appreci
ate a non-toothache. Mike had the ability to show a great 
moment of peace right in the middle of violence and fear. 

Many psychotherapists have believed that people need to 
go deeply into their traumas and wounds and talk about 
them. But lately, there has been some thought that it might 
be better to strengthen the positive, joyful aspects of life . I 
learned about this in my hometown of Stockton, California. 
Several years ago, a man came into a schoolyard with a 
machine gun and killed many Southeast Asian children. 
Afterward, therapists from all over the state came to help the 
children. The therapists wanted the children to talk about the 
man with the gun, about who was killed next to them, and 
so on. But the Vietnamese community in Stockton said they 
had their own way of handling it. They had Sangha meet
ings, meditations, tea ceremonies, and games. They con
stantly had joyful practices with the children. 

Last Thanksgiving at Plum Village, Thich Nhat Hanh 
said to several of us, "Let go of your suffering. Don't be 
attached to the suffering." But we also remembered him 
saying at another time, "Stick to your suffering." I have 
come to the conclusion that there is no contradiction in these 
statements. In our writing and in our contemplation, we do 
both. There are times when we attach to our suffering, we 
feel it, we contemplate it, we breathe it, we hold it, we write 
about it, and we find words for it. We almost instinctively 
do that. But the idea of letting go of suffering is a really new 
thought. Instead of coming directly at that suffering, we can 
contemplate our joy. When we do this, peace and joy 
become solid and strong and suffering takes care of itself. 
Human joy is an advanced stage of our evolution. 

Maxine Hong Kingston, winner of the National Book 
Award, is author of The Woman Warrior, China Men, 
Hawaii One Summer, and Tripmaster Monkey. She leads 
meditation and writing workshops for veterans of war. 
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Redwood Sangha 
by Wendy Johnson 

M any years ago Thich Nhat Hanh walked through the 
filtered light of the redwood trees in Muir Woods 

National Monument and reminded us that West Coast 
Dharma students were practicing in the protection of a true 
"Redwood Sangha." Just as the stately sugar maple of 
eastern Canada gives color and form to Maple Village 
'Sangha on the outskirts of Montreal, and the gnarly, 
drought-hardy manzanita defines the lines of Manzanita 
Village in the Anza-Borrego wilderness of Southern 
California, so does the old growth redwood of the Pacific 
Northwest sustain and deepen the Dharma practice of those 
of us living in the remnants of the Redwood Empire. 

This empire once stretched in a vast, 2000-mile arc from 
Icy Strait on the North Alaskan panhandle as far south as the 
forested flanks of Monterey Bay in central California. When 
Europeans first entered these forests in the 1700s, they 
walked into woods that had grown undisturbed for millen
nia. The dominant conifers of these forests- western 
hemlock, Sitka spruce, noble fir , western red cedar, Douglas 
fir, Port Orford cedar, and coastal redwood- are all ancient 
trees, some growing to a height of 200-300 feet. By a 
million and a half years ago, these conifers had established 
their dominance on the temperate Pacific Slope where they 
have grown undisturbed since the dawn of time. 

In the 1870s, commercial West Coast logging began in 
earnest and these forests came under the saw blade of a 
booming timber industry . Now, only a scant four percent of 
the original two million acres of old growth redwood 
remains. Loss of this ancient forest signals loss of life and 
habitat for numerous inhabitants of the forest including 
microscopic mycorrhizal fungi, the endangered Pacific giant 
salamander, the coho salmon, the California black bear, the 
red tree vole, the northern spotted owl and the elusive, 
threatened marbled murralet. 

Old growth redwoods have been my home and my 
teacher for 25 years. Every winter at Green Gulch Farm we 
dedicate January and February to caring for these trees and 
plants. Each February since 1987, we have a Family Day of 
Mindfulness during which we plant and tend seedling 
redwood and Douglas fir trees. Some of our original trees 
now stand eight feet tall with their long limbs stretched to 
the sun. Children who attended our first plantings come 
every year to visit their young Redwood Sangha. 

Over the last two years, I have joined many people in 
speaking out for the protection of our remaining old growth 
forests. In partiCUlar, I have been involved in the peaceful 
and steady campaign to protect the last stand of old growth 
redwoods on private land, the 60,000 acre Headwaters forest 
owned by Pacific Lumber Company in southern Humboldt 
County, California. Ten years ago, the company was taken 
over by Charles Hurwitz. In order to repay his sizable junk 



bond debt, Hurwitz has ordered that a massive swatch be cut 
out of this irreplaceable 2,000-year-old redwood empire. 

When I ponder the loss of this ancient forest, I remember 
Thich Nhat Hanh's words, "We must be aware of the real 
problems of the world. Then, with mindfulness, we will 
know what to do and what not to do to be of help. Mindful
ness must be engaged. Once there is seeing, there must be 
acting. Otherwise, what is the use of seeing?" I keep this 
statement on the wall of my closet. They help me slow 
down and think about what I am doing as I prepare to dress 
and go out to work in the world. 

Last month a group of us from Green Gulch Farm 
organized an evening prayer vigil in Muir Woods in honor 
of the Headwaters forest. 
People came together in Muir 
Woods to pray for the 
nonviolent protection of the 
forest. We practiced walking 
meditation under the vast 
canopy of the old growth 
trees of Muir Woods, 
stopping for a long time near 
a huge, freshly fallen 
redwood tree that was 
hundreds of years old. In the 
last light of the day, our 
prayers were carried through 
Muir Woods and out to the 
Headwaters forest, some 250 
miles north. 

A week after the prayer 
vigil I drove north with two 
young women friends to 
make a pilgrimage to the 
Headwaters forest. We 
camped with about 125 
nonviolent activists on the 
banks of the Van Duzen 
River, sleeping, eating, 
speaking, and meditating in 
the shelter of a towering 
Redwood Sangha. Every night, we sat up in the dark with 
our backs against giant redwo.od elders. In the quiet of the 
forest we invited the bell of mindfulness and listened as the 
tones carried up to be received by the lowest limbs, some 50 
feet above our heads. 

David Brower, the founder of Friends of the Earth and 
an environmental activist of 70 years, has called for "CPR" 
for the old growth forests--conservation, protection, and 
restoration. I thought long and deeply about these values as 
we sat in the presence of the Headwaters Redwood Sangha. 
I wondered what action I could take to protect the life of 
these trees that would not also polarize and pit loggers 
against environmentalists. I took the time to compose a 
letter to Charles Hurwitz about his unique ability to offer 
CPR to the Headwaters forest and to the world by preserv-
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ing the legacy of the ancient redwoods. 
At the same time it was clear to me that I could not stand 

by and permit the logging of these trees . This wo.uld be 
disengaged mindfulness and unacceptable behavIOr. To 
stand by and do nothing would be true civil disobedience 
rather that obeying the civil call of thy forest. So, after much 
thought, my two friends and Ijoined about 15 other women 
in a peaceful action to block a main logging road leading 
into the forest. In the middle of the night we filled our 
pockets and backpacks with balls of colorful wool yarn and 
went to the road leading into the heart of the woods. All 
across this lonely road we wove a bright, thick web of wool 
to block the entrance to the forest. We worked in mindful-

ness and in joy, sending 
prayers to the loggers and to 
the trees, and receiving 
strength from the dark 
presence of the forest brooding 
just beyond the gate. 

A web of wool can be 
slashed apart by a sharp knife, 
which is just what happened 
when the Pacific Lumber 
guard encountered our work. 
But we continued to weave 
and to send love to the forest 
and to this guard. We sang and 
prayed as we worked. One 
brave woman even crawled 
into the guard's car and 
wrapped his gun with a web of 
gossamer wool. We were not 
angry, although the guard was. 
We treated him with respect 
and determination as he 
slashed down our web, again 
and again. Finally he called the 
sheriff who arrived irate and 
determined to flatten the now 
huge web that blocked the 
road. In the headlights of the 

sheriff s truck before he drove into the web and tore it 
down, we saw a shining net of mindfulness spun with love 
and attention to protect the trees from danger. 

Now I am home again in our Muir Woods watershed, 
with the image of the Headwaters Redwood Sangha strong 
in my heart and mind. This image is deepened with the 
practice of mindfulness. I continue to work for CPR of the 
forest in whatever way I can, because I know that if I forget 
about this Redwood Sangha then I am truly lost. Just a few 
days ago I went with my daughter and friends to the heart of 
the financial district of San Francisco where more than 100 
people gathered at Senator Feinstein ' s office for a candle
light prayer vigil in support of the forest. Rabbis and 
ministers spoke and I offered the evocation of the 
Bodhisattvas ' names in honor of the forest. We closed the 



prayer vigil with a spirited group chanting of The Metta 
Sutta (Discourse on Love). 

Recently I celebrated my 49th birthday by practicing 
walking meditation with my family and close friends at 
daybreak in Muir Woods. The dawn was warm, lit by the 
soft red-gold light of late Indian Summer. Far above us the 
small cones opened their primitive scales in the warmth and 
shook free their ripe seed, showering us with a rain of 
wealth. I knelt with my seven-year-old daughter Alisa in a 
cathedral grove of redwoods and gathered waves of cinna
mon-brown seed. "Mama," Alisa whispered with earnest 
intensity as we worked, "if we have to, we can replant the 
Headwaters forest with this good seed." 

Dharma teacher Wendy Johnson, True Compassion 
Adornment, was the head gardener at Green Gulch Farm in 
Northern California for 20 years. She is currently writing a 
book about meditation and gardening. 

The Sangha Tree 
by Ian Prattis 

A t the September retreat, Sister Ani Lodro and I decided 
to plant a tree as a gift to the Lower Hamlet. We 

purchased an apricot tree from the garden center in 
Bergerac. It has beautiful, delicate white flowers in the 
spring and rich orange-colored fruit in the autumn. We both 
had our personal reasons: Ani Lodro wished to commemo
rate her friend Kay, who had recently died an aware and 
beautiful death, and I wanted to establish a landmark for my 
son Alexander's new life and commitment to a path free 
from drugs. But the project quickly grew beyond our 
individual concerns and we decided to associate the tree 
with the Third Refuge and the idea of Sangha-building. 
Each person is a cell in the body of the living Buddha that 
manifests through the Sangha, and this tree represents every 
Sangha we create through mindful practice. 

On September 26, the tree was entrusted to the Earth, the 
Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha, and planted in the 
orchard next to the Buddha garden, circled by apple trees . 
We recited poems, sang songs, and placed some soil and our 
heartfelt prayers into the ground for its growth. Thay and 
Sister Chan Kh6ng graced the ceremony with their presence. 

The tree came with a guarantee from the garden center
if it does not work it can be traded in for a new one! There is 
no such guarantee for Sangha-building, however, other than 
the guidelines and encouragement from Thay which can 
help our Sanghas flower and bear fruit. When you next 
come to Plum Village, please visit the tree in the Lower 
Hamlet. Feel its beauty, and remember all it connects us to. 

Ian Prattis, True Body of Understanding, practices with the 
Tu All Pagoda Sangha in Ottawa, Canada. 
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51 6Cessing of winter to you-
When the earth Res asfeep in the aari( 
In the cora that can chi[[ our 60nes, 

May your heart stay awa~ ana attentive 
May you hear how ((creation stiff groans." 

51 6Cessing of springtime to you
When a[[ rivufets gurgfe again 
51na wet 6ranches unfud their green, 

May your heart's tears of joy ana 
of gratefulness 

13e the water to wash anger cfean. 

51 6Cessing of summer to you-
When in orchardS the fruit starts to gww 
51na in garaens the fwwers are f[aring, 

May your heart come a6faze with the fire 
lJ1iat can I<;jnafe compassionate caring. 

51 6Cessing of autumn to you-
When the fragrance of fruit fi[[s the air 
J1.s we wa~ to the carr of wi[a geese, 

May your heart fina the home that it wngs for 
May you i(now where to seei(your true peace. 

13rother 'Davia Steinaf-2(ast 



Open Eyes 
by Sam Dubois 

Please do not ask me to shut my eyes 
until you have demonstrated what a lotus is 
and how I may be able to be it; 
until you can show me how to understand 
that along with the terrible, even unspeakable, 
I carry along some kind of potential. 
I do not mean to take advantage of you
I believe there is no viable alternative. 
I know about being "saved" only to continue to hurt; 
nothing exists beyond suffering and pain 
and what little I can take 
before someone takes again from me. 

-Sam Dubois 

Pour years ago, I started sitting, reading, and reaching out 
through Buddhist practice for a basis to begin under

standing who I am and how I had come to deserve to be 
where I am. Two years ago, I received the first kind letter 
and some beautiful books from Therese Fitzgerald. A year 
later, she honored me with a humbling, joyful personal 
interview while she was in North Carolina. Therese spent 
some time with our chaplain and started the wheels rolling 
towards having two hours each month set aside for medita
tion in our prison chapel. Bob Repoley of the Charlotte, 
North Carolina Sangha, led our first Sangha-behind-bars in 
Harnett Correctional Institution. Joined by eight nervous 
fellow inmates, I sat on two hymnals for a cushion, trying to 
be still with my monkey brain climbing, shoving, swinging, 
and jumping over my extensive internal obstacle course. Not 
exactly a textbook meditation group, but an important one. 

I would like to share some thoughts about practice in this 
setting from my own experiences. First, any generalization 
is suspect, but an awareness of who is in our prison popula
tion may be helpful. Most of us, through a combination of 
causes, have developed lies on which we base our thinking 
and through which we process any situation we encounter. 
We may manipulate and rationalize our behavior to allow 
ourselves to be unmindful. I believe most inmates would 
like to confront their errors in thinking. I also accept that 
some are operating from apparently sociopathic or even 
psychopathic reasoning. They may be incapable of empathy 
or compassion, and unprepared to be aware of the suffering 
they cause others and themselves. 

There are no valid excuses or reasons for inappropriate 
behavior. There are only wrong choices, which come from a 
lack of values, morals, or precepts. More than anything else, 
the men, women, and youth in U.S. prisons need the firm, 
compassionate Mindfulness Trainings. Please understand 
that many will not be ready for the message, and a few may 
even be hostile. Yet some will, perhaps without being able 
to communicate it, find a degree of mindfulness and set in 

motion immeasurable actions that will constructively affect 
those they come into contact with, and prevent the suffering 
of those who would have been caught in the cycle of 
mindlessness. 
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It is also important to know that many inmates have been 
incarcerated since their early teens and know nothing about 
life except their experienced negatives. Most inmates have 
seen and/or caused too many things they do not want to 
think about, much less confront in unsupported stillness. 
One brief case history illustrates this point. It is a true story, 
and the worst is probably untold: A boy is born to a crack 
mother, with extensive prenatal abuse. His earliest experi
ence is not being responded to when crying in hunger or 
need to be changed. He grows up without physical, social , 
moral, or sexual boundaries, knowing nothing except being 
violated and violating. Carries a gun to school in fourth 
grade to prevent assault on his person. Runs a line of 
prostitutes younger than he by the time he is 15. Snitched on 
by a disgruntled coke client. After four years in detention, 
four months on the street was enough time to earn 20 years 
in prison for assault, larceny, and possession. He is a street
wise young man, familiar with murder, betrayal, and 
distrust, afraid to walk down any quiet forest trail. 

And finally , please realize that "prisoner" is another 
word for person, neighbor, friend, daughter, son, sister, and 
brother. We are not ignorant or irreversibly fixated in 
immaturity. We are very misinformed because of the 
absence of a constant, imitable experience. We are not 
unwilling nor incapable. But we have learned to expect 
social injustice, rejection, and failure. 

I thank you for listening, and wish I could express 
myself more clearly. Every day I am angry , lonely, sad, and 
afraid. I know that the highest gift is the awareness that we 
do not have to fear. And I know this beautiful gift cannot be 
given or received from someone merely saying, "Do not be 
afraid"-it must come with risk and patience, wrapped in 
honest and persistent demonstration . . 

Sam DuBois is a peer counselor in the S.O.A.R. (Sex 
Offenders Accountability and Responsibility) program at the 
Harnett Correctional Institute in North Carolina. He invites 
readers to share thoughts and questions with him at P.O. 
Box 1569, Lillington, NC 27546. 



Prison Sangha 
by Therese Fitzgerald 

The chaplain said, ':You know, it is unprecedented in the 
North CarolIna pnson system to have a Buddhist 

ce:emony." We were on the phone trying to rearrange a Five 
Mmdfulness Trainings ceremony for Sam DuBois an 
inmate at Harnett Correctional Institution. Charlot~e Sangha 
member Bob Repoley had spent weeks arranging for a 
dozen ~~ngha members to attend a ceremony that prison 
authontles cancelled at the last minute. 

I was allowed to make a personal visit to Sam at the time 
of the sched~led ceremony. Having gotten lost in the nearby 
town of LIllIngton, I arrived ten minutes late. The female 
guard who checked me in exclaimed, "Sam's been askin' 
for you every minute!" Sam met me, and we were allowed 
to sit at a picnic table in the prison yard. We just sat together 
e~Joymg the autumnal air. Looking at the heavily pruned 
WIllow oak trees in the yard, I expressed gladness that they 
were at least there, however contorted. "We are surrounded 
by trees," Sam beamed, pointing through the chain fencing 
topped by coils of barbed wire to the trees across the street 
from the prison. "I'm fortunate to have a window by my bed 
in the dormitory, so I can look out and enjoy the trees and 
the birds that fly overhead." We discussed each Mindfulness 
Training, one by one, as well as the context of practicing the 
Trainings in a Sangha. 

I gave the prison authorities a copy of the text for the 
Trainings ceremony without any Sanskrit words, to dispel 
any notion of cultish activities. For example, the authorities 
had referred to me as a "high priestess." "You can refer to 
me as a minister," I responded. Over the next two days, the 
Durham and Charlotte Sanghas and I prepared for the 
ceremony with the help of the chaplain. At the very last 
minute, the chaplain was able to give us the "OK." Kim 
Warren and I drove as quickly as we mindfully could to 
arrive at the designated time. 

At the prison, our persons and everything we brought
zafus, incense, bells-were inspected at the gate. Once 
again, Sam was there, Johnny-on-the-spot, to greet us and 
usher us with the guard through groups of prisoners milling 
about, to the chapel. The chaplain graciously welcomed us 
into the chapel, a haven of quiet and calm on the otherwise 
noisy, crowded campus. 

Seven men gathered to bear witness and to participate in 
Sam's ordination. I looked each man in the eye with respect 
and a certain seriousness. We exchanged names and shook 
hands, and I invited everyone to sit in a circle. We sat in 
meditation to settle into an experience of ease and self
acceptance. We sat in support of Sam going for refuge and 
protection. 

Just as we began the formal ceremony, Leslie Rawls and 
Bob Repoley arrived after a three-hour drive from Charlotte. 
The circle widened. Two inmates entered the room as 
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observers. Incense was offered and the Mindfulness 
Training Transmission Ceremony took place. Sam emeroed 
as '.'Courageous Understanding of the Source," and man; 
smIles were present in the room. A fellow inmate told Sam 
"I share your joy." We all felt the joy of the moment ' 
welc~ming. Sam into his formal acceptance and prac~ice of 
the FIve Mmdfulness Trainings. We were allowed a visit 
with Sam in the yard before departing, happy that this day 
had corne to be. 

Therese Fitzgerald, True Light, is a Dharma teacher and 
the Director of the Community of Mindful Living. 

The Community of Mindful Living's Prisoner 's Program 
provides books, subscriptions to The Mindfulness Bell, and 
other support to inmates around the U.S. If you are inter
ested in assisting the project, please contact CML at P. 0. 
Box 7355, Berkeley, CA 94707, tel: (510)527-3751. 

The following letters were received from other inmates 
who attended Sam's ceremony and are part of the 
Harnett Correctional Center Sangha. 

Our Sangha met Saturday. We did a reading meditation 
on anger. It went well. The bellmaster did a fabulous 
job-it's funny how much I've come to enjoy the 
ringing of a bell. .. The thought has crossed my mind 
that perhaps I could be somehow instrumental in 
carrying the good news of what Bob [Repoley] and 
Sam [DuBois] have begun. I thirst for more knowledge 
and as time passes hopefully I'll have other Dharma 
teachers to learn from. This path that has been pre
sented to me offers something seldom experienced .. . 
This old heart of mine beats with much more loving 
kindness now. It'll grow even more. 

Edwyn Wright 
Lillington, North Carolina 

Thank you for your time, persistence, patience, and 
presence here at Harnett Correctional. The Mindfulness 
Training ceremony for Sam was beautiful. Since then, 
he has radiated with the same glow that you provided 
while here. I am most sincerely interested in more 
teachings surrounding the Mindfulness Trainings ... I 
cannot help but see the benefits of meditation and the 
important support of my community. I have found that 
accountability and responsibility are universal. Much 
has been given to me, truly, much is required ... 

Frankie Palmer 
Lillington, North Carolina 



Jewish Holidays 
by Anne Rogal Winiker 

B ecause the Jewish year is based upon an ancient lunar 
calendar, Jewish holidays are never on the same date 

from one year to the next. Thus, my nonrefundable plane 
tickets were already purchased when I realized that our most 
sacred holidays overlapped the time period of "The Heart of 
the Buddha," the September retreat in Plum Village. I felt 
conflicted, but stuck to my decision to spend Rosh 
Hashanah and Yom Kippur far from home. My rationale 
that "spiritual work is spiritual work" did not appease my 
family. As I departed , my younger brother hugged me and 
hissed into my ear, "Have a safe trip, happy holidays, and 
don't ever do this again! " 

The day 

The days passed, and a small group worked to .comb~ne 
stroncrly-held philosophies and opinions, ceremomal objects 
and ;ritings, and favorite songs and traditions. My sense of 
mission expanded abruptly when Ruby , a non-Jew, insisted 
that the celebrations should be offered to everyone at the 
retreat. "What a wonderful opportunity to experience our 
true interbeing," she said. Startled, I realized the image I 
held of our Jewish group celebrating unobtrusively in some 
quiet corner. To share the significance of this time with non
Jews was unprecedented in my life. 

As the holidays approached, we prepared our texts so 
that an "outsider" would be able to understand them. We 
made announcements and public invitations. When we 
gathered by the bamboo grove to rehearse our music, we . 
were joined by new people, strangers to us and to the Jewish 
traditions. A large circle of singers formed, standing and 
swaying as our ancestors have done in worship through the 

ages. The 
newcomers 
approached the 
unfamiliar 
Hebrew words 
and haunting 
melodies with 
incredible zeal. 
Emanuele, a 
non-Jewish 
friend from 
Italy, said, "I 
feel as if I have 
always known 
this music ." 

after my arrival 
at Plum Village 
was also three 
days before the 
first of these 
holy celebra
tions. There 
was a group of 
Jewish 
retreatants, and 
written recogni
tion from Thfty 
about the 
importance of 
this time "for 
our Jewish 
brothers and 
sisters." But 
how would we 
celebrate 
without rabbi, 

Celebrating Yom Kippur at Plum Village 

The 60-
strong German 
Sangha loomed 
large for me. 
They circled us, 
clearly wanting 

services, or synagogue? The Jewish group numbered about 
40, and most of us were now sitting in a big circle by the 
linden tree, trying to figure out how to create our own 
ceremonies. 

"I feel like crying," one woman said. "I can't believe 
nothing has been organized." 

"I'd like to develop something accentuating Buddhist 
themes." 

"We have twenty-one days of Buddhist themes. I want a 
Jewish service." 

"We need a bell. Someone please ring a bell." 
"Maybe we should just go find a synagogue in Bor

deaux." 

"Can we talk about process before content?" 
"My name is Shalom," said Shalom. She extended her 

hands, and one by one we connected our circle, closing our 
eyes, breathing, and finding ourselves united, after all. 
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to participate. Eulysia, gentle and self-effacing, had joined 
our first planning group. "I'm not a Jew, I don ' t know if it's 
all right for me to be here, may I help with something?" I 
felt the sincerity of her intention, and a pain behind it. W hy 
did I also feel a sense of annoyance, as if I wondered, "What 
could you do anyway?" The next day two handsome, blond 
men approached us, politely offering, " May we share with 
you?" in German accents. As they sat down, I fe lt an 
intangible sense of threat, and could not get the phrase 
"perfect Aryan specimens" out of my mind. Several of my 
new Jewish friends were children of concentration camp 
survivors. I wondered if the religious services could 
somehow serve as a vehicle for German-Jewish reconcilia
tion. But I didn't know how to reconcile these visceral 
feelings that came from a time before many of us were even 
born. 

Friday evening arrived, bringing the Sabbath and Erev 



Rosh Hashanah, the eve of the New Year. To my amaze
ment, perhaps 200 people gathered in the large meditation 
hall of the Upper Hamlet. Thay was there. The room glowed 
with warm candlelight, illuminating the flowers, fruit 
offerings, and rose-colored Buddha statue. Together, we 
sang the beautiful melodies. People's arms extended around 
their neighbors. Together, we rose to call out the Shema, the 
"watchword of the Jewish faith," affirming the Oneness of 
God. Stretching our arms to the sky, we affirmed the 
oneness of us all. We blessed bread and fed pieces to each 
other, saying, "May you never be hungry." And we recited 
the Shehechianu, a prayer for blessing anything new. We 
were blessing not only the New Year, but also this new 
Sangha of Jews and non-Jews celebrating at a Buddhist 
retreat. As the service ended, Nel , a friend from Holland, 
rushed up to me. "I want to convert!" she exclaimed. 

"Tashlich" is the New Year' s Day ceremony symboliz
ing throwing away one's sins. Thay led the Sangha on a 
mindful walk to the little pond in the Lower Hamlet. We 
had been instructed to gather small sticks along the way. At 
the water's edge we stood silently for a few moments, then 
threw the twigs into the water and called out aspects of 
ourselves we'd like to cast away for the new year. Soft 
voices filled the air: "My greed, my impatience, my lack of 
involvement, my anger. . . " We were told to imagine these 
attributes transformed into our aspirations for the coming 
year. Suddenly, miraculously, the sticks sprouted wings! 
Brown dragonflies arose from the pond and took flight. 

As we turned to go back, I felt a hand on my shoulder. It 
was Andreas, one of the "Aryan duo." In that profound 
moment I felt a warm recognition. We bowed, smiled, and 
embraced in a meditation hug. Then with silent accord we 
took each other by the hand and began to walk. I became 
terribly self-conscious: "I don't know this man. German. 
Jew. It's hot. Why is he walking so slowly? My shoulders 
feel so tense." Eventually , mind and body relaxed, hands 
remaining gently linked. We were going slower and slower. 
Each pace took me deeper into my mind. I saw myself led 
on a death march into a concentration camp. But here was a 
German friend, and he was coming with me. I was an 
African child, leading a blind grandfather on the long walk 
from the river to our hut. I was the first of a long line of 
Jews, and he of Germans, with our ancestors and the 
generations to come stretched out behind, walking, walking. 
I was myself, and a student of mindfulness, taking one slow 
step after another, no attainment, no path, no destination. 
Thay's gatha from walking meditation the previous day 
returned to me. I practiced it, linking silent words to my 
breathing and my footsteps: "Andreas, Andreas, I am here; 
Anne, Anne, I am here," bringing myself with him into the 
present moment even as, absurdly, a loud megaphone from 
some nearby auto racetrack blasted noisy commentary 
across the fields. Present moment, wonderful moment. 

Trust blossomed, and friendship without discrimination 
was born. The stereotyped German and Jewish concepts fell 
from me as gently as the sticks had fallen into the pond. 
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Later after we had talked, we brought the idea of a German
Jewish dialogue back to our friends. This idea bore fruit. On 
two separate evenings, about 35 people from both groups 
met to share their historical wounds, fears, shame, guilt, and 
mistrust. Gentle mediation by the visiting Japanese Zen 
Roshi and the respectful setting of shared mindfulness 
brought healing for many. 

After the ten "Days of A we" separating the two holidays 
had passed, we gathered again to celebrate the eve of the 
solemn Day of Atonement. The service opened with a 
poignant and powerful song, Kol Nidre. This ancient prayer 
absolves us of vows that could not be kept from the previous 
year, and symbolizes cleansing and purifying our failures. 
Jacqueline, a violinist whose Jewish parents raised her as a 
non-Jew, said that she had "lived, eaten, and breathed" the 
Kol Nidre music for two weeks at her tent site. Now she 
played it for the ceremony, and her violin cried and soared. 
We could feel the pain and joy of her Jewish spirit, finding 
its voice after a very long sleep. 

On Yom Kippur, Jews and non-Jews gathered in the 
Transformation Hall throughout the entire day, fasting, 
praying, singing, breathing, and sharing together. The 
ceremonies were profound: meditations on forgiveness; 
recollecting our dead; casting rose petals into bowls of water 
as we shared our memories, traditional Hebrew prayers and 
song; a writing exercise, beginning with the words, "I 
remember" ; a symbolic purification ritual, washing of the 
hands; the prayer for healing, preceded by calling aloud the 
names of our loved ones who were ill. Then it was sundown, 
and we heard the thrilling, ancient sound of the shofar, the 
ram ' s horn. "May you have a good year!" We all embraced, 
went through the food lines together, and broke our fast in 
hungry and eager mindfulness . Over and over the words 
kept turning in my mind: "We are the heart of the Buddha." 

Anne Rogal Winiker is a wife, mother, musician, and 
physician living in Boston, Massachusetts. She practices 
with the Community of Interbeing. 

Walking barefoot along The Path of Joy 
I stumbled into a path of thorns-
and laughed! 

Kaite Matilda, Avalon Beach, Australia 



Family Practice 1 
We hope you enjoy this new section. The editor is Leslie 
Rawls. Please send stories, poems, photos, drawings, music, 
cartoons, and youth retreat schedules to Leslie at 14200 
Fountain Lane, Charlotte, NC 28278, Tel: (704)588-1413, 
Fax: (704)583-1279, Email: LCRawls@aol.com. The 
deadline for the spring issue is March 1, 1997. 

Seasonal Family Practice 
by Sister Fern Dorresteyn 

W inter is a wonderful time to have family practices 
which bring us together. When I was younger, I lived 

in a community that celebrated the darkness of winter as a 
time to kindle the inner light. In December, every Sunday 
evening we gathered in a dark room. A child would light a 
candle placed in a beautiful wreath and then we would listen 
to two stories. One was a magical fairy tale about a poor soul 
lost in the cold winter night, who found the flame of truth, 
love, and goodness. The other was a true story of how 
someone like Nelson Mandela found light in the midst of 
suffering and darkness. After this, we sang songs about the 
beauty of winter. While in my community this season is 
called Advent and is based in Christian tradition, the 
practice can nourish people of any faith . Here are some 
ideas for family practice in the winter: 

Create a beautiful centerpiece, like a wreath made from 
pine boughs. Use treasures from nature gathered with your 
children which cultivate feelings 
of warmth and joy. Everyone can 
have their own candle in the 
centerpiece. 

Begin your evening with 
walking meditation. The clear, 
crisp night sky in the winter is 
wonderful and refreshing for the 
spirit. When you come back, 
each person can light a candle 
from the center one and say a 
special prayer: 
Winter is here, 
the time of night 
we make our heart fire bright. 
When we are kind and loving, 
we give warmth 
to the hearts of others. 
Happiness is like 
the candle flame 
shining light into darkness. 

Afterwards, share hot milk or 
tea by candlelight. Sing songs, 
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tell stories, draw, read poetry, and express appreciation of 
each other. If you celebrate the Solstice, Christmas, or 
Chanukah, it might be a nice time to share the deeper 
meaning of these special times and talk about your own 
tradition. You may have a specific prayer each week to 
nourish the seed of loving kindness: 

Week 1: Thinking of my family, I wish each one of 
them feels happy and loved by me. 

Week 2: Thinking of the animals living outside, I hope 
they are warm and have found some food . May they be 
happy and safe through these winter days. 

Week 3: Thinking of people who feel sad and lonely, 
may they be warmed by friendship and love. 

Week 4: Mayall beings, people, animals, fish , birds , 
trees, and the whole earth be happy and peaceful. 

You may like to take the prayers one step further by 
asking "What can we doT We often feel too busy for acts 
of generosity but doing them with our children gives us 
energy and helps us feel more connected with others. Bake a 
pie for a lonely neighbor. Invite some friends who need 
cheering to a tea party. Donate a blanket or food to a local 
shelter for people who are cold and hungry. Share with your 
children what happens to animals in the winter with picture 
books from the library, and then make a bird feeder or visit 
a local shelter. You can wish the whole world peace. 

Sister Fern Dorresteyn, Ha Nghiem, pictured below with 
Bettina Schneider and Gaia Thurston-Shaine, lives at Plum 
Village. She was ordained as a novice nun in 1996. 

Ben's Laces 
by Peggy Mallette 

Sitting contorted on the floor, 
eyes peering over bent 

knees, foot held firml y in place 
by fists clenched on two ends of a 
shoelace, the process begins. 
Forming a giant loop with two 
hands, grasping the loop in a fist 
with the left hand, circling the 
loop, the fist is in the way. 
Opening the fist , the loop 
collapses. Concentration increas
ing, forming a giant loop again , 
circling the loop and tucking it 
into the fisted grasp, separating 
the fingers to allow the other 
hand to seek the tangled lace, the 
loop collapses. 



Concentration increasing, forming a giant loop again, 
circling the loop and tucking it into the fisted grasp. But Ben 
has now pivoted his body in a circle pursuing the elusive 
lace ends, and I was unable to see the magic movement he 
made with his fingers that completed the knot. 

I crane my neck to see the completed product and 
discover he is not yet done. Now he is grasping the flopping 
loops of the bow in two fists and crossing them over each 
other in the elaborate ritual of a second knot that would 
ensure not having to struggle with the first one again. 
Patiently he turns to the other shoe and with equal concen
tration accepts the repeated challenge. All completed very 
matter-of-factly, he stands and trots off. No expression of 
the injustice of shoes with laces, no self-criticism at taking 
so long at the task. When I am overwhelmed with a struggle 
and feel the need to demonstrate competence immediately, I 
will remember Ben and this shoelace gatha: 

Struggles are a reflection of inexperience and matura
tion, not inadequacy. 

Peggy Mallette is a mother, school counselor, and member 
of the Open Way Sangha in Missoula, Montana. 

Always Coming of Age 
by Ariadne Thompson 

I took the Five Precepts when I was 13 years old. I 
felt completely ready and knew that I wanted to live my 

life following these guidelines. Many people thought I was 
too young to make that big a commitment and wondered 
why I decided to do it. 

The precepts are a basis for my spiritual life. They 
motivate me to be a better person, living my life in peace 
and harmony. I practice mindfulness and meditation 
wherever I can, incorporating the precepts into my life 
where I know they will be helpful. For instance, when 
working with the fifth precept, I refrain from watching 
movies or reading books that are based on senseless 
violence. When I have not followed this precept, I often get 
a frightening image stuck in my head which brings fear into 
my life. I learn from my experience that the precepts are 
worthwhile and make deep psychological sense to me. 

One of Thich Nhat Ranh' s most important teachings is 
the concept of interbeing, an interconnection and oneness 
among all beings. We are interdependent on each other. We 
would starve to death were it not for the farmers who grow 
our food, the earthworms who strengthen the soil, the truck 
driver who brings it to the store, and the store owner who 
sells us the food. Reminding myself each day that I am 
connected with everything else in the universe is refreshing 
to me. It reminds me to be aware of and grateful for my 
connection to the whole, and of the fact that we are all 
responsible for each other. I want to respond in an open, 
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clear, healthy, compassionate way, no matter what the 
circumstances surrounding me may be. 

Today is not the only day that I come of age. Every 
morning when I wake up I am coming of age. Every time I 
take action or responsibility, I am coming of age. At 26, 46, 
66 years old, I will be coming of age with different tasks for 
different stages of my life. In our coming of age group, we 
have called ourselves "blooming adults." I feel honored to 
grow into myself in the supportive presence of this congre
gation. I would like to close with a poem I wrote about the 
spirit of mindfulness in my everyday life: 

May I develop the capacity to be alone; 
to take time out from my day 
and go places that I love 
to speak with the earth, 
reflecting on the beginning of the world 
or talking about the weather. 

Ariadne Thompson, Peacemaker of the Source, is 15 years 
old and lives in Santa Monica, California. This is an excerpt 
from a piece she wrote for her Coming of Age Ceremony in 
the Unitarian Church. 

Family Practice Opportunities" 
'March 8 
Green Gulch Farm, Muir,Beach, California; Seeds of 
Joy: Family Day of Mindfulness led by Wendy JOlulson 
with the Communit~ of Mindful Livin9,.Familie§will enjoy 
being together, sitting and walking meditation, chll.nting, . 
working, 'playing, gardening, and sharing a silehtirtieal. 
Every family will take home seedlingstfr0m the f8;rm. To 
register, call Greenpulch Farm (415)~§3-3134 . .. 

June 13-18 
Camp Albemarle, yirginia. Fred Eppsteiner w~l1!ead the 
third annual family retreat for adults, teenagers, and children 
at Camp Albemarle'near Charlottesville: Activitiesinclude 
sitting and walking meditation, swimming, singing, and 
storytelling. On Father's Day, the chilq,lien will conduct a tea 
ceremony. Contact Fred at (941)566-1769 to register. 

July 15-August 15 .. 
Plum Village, France. Summer Opening. Children six and 
older are welcome to participate in the family program, 
which includes meditation, art, music, festivals, and many 
other activities. Registration forms are available twough the 
Community of Mindful Living, tel: (519)527-3751, and 
Plum Village, tellfax: (33)5-56-61-61-51. 

Monthly 
New York City, New York. The Mindfulness with Chil
dren group meets monthly on the Upper West Side, In the 
past, we have enjoyed yoga taught by a four-Year-old, 
singing, discussion,stories, mindful eating, and m~qitation . 
Please call Susan Sp6iler at (212)877-0355 for more 
information. 



Order of Interbeing member Greg Keryk, pictured here with 
his daughter Diana, died of cancer on August 16, 1996 at 
the age of 44. A ceremony to celebrate Greg's life was held 
on August 23 near Santa Cruz, California. Sangha members 
shared their memories of Greg and of witnessing his dying 
process. 

Devotion 
by Nanda Currant 

Greg Keryk took the Fourteen Precepts in May at a 
ceremony in Santa Cruz. That evening, he became a 

member of the Order of Interbeing and received the name 
True Good Birth. Greg was the first person to receive his 
precept name via fax, and it was the first time the precepts 
were read by Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald for Thay. 
The stability of the practice and the kindness we felt that 
night guided us in the days and weeks that followed. 

Sangha, family, and friends wove a wonderful web of 
community around the Keryks. The Ulrichs were like 
guardian angels, bringing food and care daily and postpon
ing a vacation to come and help at the edge of life and 
death. Irene's coworkers donated some of their sick days so 
that she could have nearly two months off to be with Greg. 

Greg gave richly to us with the remaining moments of 
his life. He watched over his adopted grand-nephew, 
Matthew Ulrich, with humor and interest. He wanted to 
know about Matthew's new haircut and complimented him 
on the fine newsletter he has been doing for us. Matthew is 
16 years old going on ancient, so it was fitting that he and 
Greg found each other at this time in their lives. 

Greg came to the Sangha a few more times to sit with us, 
and then we took turns going to his house to sit with him, 
sometimes at his bedside. At one point, Irene set up a tent 

(intended for a summer camping trip) in their backyard and 
lay by Greg as he rested. We all sat outside and kept watch 
as the mosquitoes hovered around us. 
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In Irene's face we saw the hope, resolve, and tenderness 
it took for her to sit lovingly by her husband's side. He was 
less here than there, but he touched in with a tiny joke or a 
little ~ap. Sometimes he wandered around the. one-story 
house trying to find the "upstairs," or to step In and out of 
the door to another life. 

Irene's devotion to Greg moved me. She was beautiful as 
she poured through wedding pictures on the living room 
floor while he rested nearby . Strong feelings intermingled 
with memories, moments, and plans which would never be 
met. As she told me about their wedding ceremony, the 
feeling floated into the ceiling and the walls and was there 
when Greg woke up and drank some water. She brought the 
wholeness of their relationship into the moments they had 
left together. It was a gift to experience that kind of love in a 
room with two people. 

After my mother died when I was in my twenties, I 
began to work with Turning Point, a support group for 
children and their families with serious illness. Even though 
members of our group gradually stopped meeting, the 
awareness of that work lives on in our lives. My visits with 
Greo and his wife Irene reminded me of the time with those 
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families . The presence of love was palpable, and the highly-
charged atmosphere was imbued with light in the midst of 
suffering. By sustaining love in a tenuous and fragile place 
in life, a very gentle and subtle quality is generated. It is 
something felt, not necessarily seen, an open quality that 
breathes into the atmosphere. Humanity is often at its best 
when life hangs in the balance. The courage and quiet 
devotion that pulls a family together, or gives an individual 
a stronger sense of the heart of his or her life, awakens us to 
the simple fact of existence. 

Greg had a favorite oak tree that he visited throughout 
his life in both good and hard times. Although I was unable 
to attend a memorial ceremony held there, I was inspired to 
draw an oak tree with a seed floating in the sky above it. 
This seed is planted in all of us through our having known 
Greg and through our continued friendships with Irene and 
his lovely daughter Diana. Greg may no longer be with our 
Sangha, but he will always be a part of us as we breathe and 
move through the day . I don't know if things turn out the 
way they should, but I do know that waking up is possible, 
and if we are lucky we get a glimpse of it now and then. We 
will miss Greg and his gritty, honest nature, humor, and 
inspiration. 

Nanda Currant, True Good Nature, is an artist alld does 
environmental restoration work with home-school students. 
She cofounded the Hearth Sangha in Santa Cruz. 



Remembering Greg 
by Grace Sanchez 

I first met Gr~g .Keryk at the 1993 retreat held with Thay 
at Camp SWig III Northern California. He was hearty, 

strong, and straightforward. After the retreat, we attended 
Sangha meetings in Santa Cruz. Gradually, the meetings 
stopped happening, and I didn't see Greg until two years 
later. 

We met again in 1995 for another retreat with Thay. 
When I first saw Greg, I knew right away that he was ill. He 
told me very directly that he had cancer and was expected to 
live only two more months. I was somewhat shocked by his 
direct manner, but realized he felt safe in the atmosphere of 
the retreat setting. Greg was very happy that his wife, Irene, 
and daughter, Diana, were able to attend the retreat with 
him. At the retreat, Diana spoke with the young people ' s 
group about what was most precious to her. She said that to 
her, life was the most precious thing. I was deeply moved by 
her sharing and clarity, which seemed to be brought about 
by the knowledge of impermanence. 

Being so close to death, Greg understood the importance 
of the Sangha in supporting practice. He had an incredibly 
intense desire to learn from Thay, as well as to share his 
understanding of the Dharma. He lived much longer than he 
anticipated, and took leadership in sharing and teaching with 
the Sangha. At one of our meetings, a small group of us had 
a tea ceremony together. I knew it would be my last tea 
ceremony with Greg, but it was okay. 

Greg's death came just a few weeks before my own 
brother's death. I am the only Buddhist in my family . While 
my brother was dying in the hospital, I sat by his side and 
read from Thay's book Touching Peace. I felt very peaceful. 
I felt the Sangha holding me with compassion so that I could 
be present with my brother and my family . I feel this was a 
gift brought to me by Greg. 

I think all of us feel Greg's presence when the Sangha 
meets . We have learned how important it is to take care of 
and nourish this precious jewel. 

Grace Sanchez is the mother of two children and practices 
with the Hearth Sangha in Santa Cruz, California. She is an 
occupational therapist. 

Greg's Tree 

Soft rain sweeps over pliant meadow grass. 
Sparrow flocks scatter 
as we slosh along trails pungent with bay . 
Fog-veiled curtains hide an entire world from our view. 
Through laughter and tears we press on, 
remembering, approaching, Greg's tree. 

An image steals into my mind: 
You, sitting there cross-legged, 
smiling impishly, waiting for us 
on a carpet of damp fallen leaves. 

Wispy sprays of mist blow sideways around your tree 
like the soft ash particles sprinkled 
from a bone white vase. 
Dressed now in green finery of damp velvet moss, 
your solid trunk supports us 
in our need to lean against your strength. 

To trust this firmly rooted reliability 
is to touch, once more, the same solidity that 
your living, breathing human form once gave us, 
in our need for you to lean against our strength. 
Spouse, Friend, Father, Son, Spiritual Brother to us all . 

Jewels glisten on spider webs, 
trusting permanence 
until they evaporate. 

Wind gusts tear 
at such delicate threads. 
Acorns stashed 
in a hidden crevice 
remind us of how we try 
to hold on to what we love. 

Stephanie Ulrich, Santa Cruz, California 



.... BeiQg Wonderfully Together 
~epfrt from the Order of Interbeing Second International Conference 

"Being Wonderfully Together" was the theme for the 
Second International Conference of the Order of Interbeing 
held September 30 to October 2, 1996, at Plum Village. 
More than 100 core community members from Australia, 
New Zealand, England, France, Germany, Switzerland, 
Holland, Italy, Russia, Sweden, Canada, the U.S., Vietnam, 
and other countries attended. Most of the meeting time was 
devoted to working group meetings and reports, following 
an agenda prepared by agenda committee members Fred 
Eppsteiner, Howard Evans, Mai Nguyen, and Fran~oise 
Pottier. We also had one inspiring afternoon tea meditation. 

Reports From Working Groups 

Administrative Structure 
After reviewing the current structure and the role of 
monastics and laypeople, we proposed that the work of the 
Order fall under the guidance of a Council of Elders 
(composed of members, both older in age and those who 
have practiced twenty years or longer) and a Coordinating 
Council (composed of nine positions). On the Coordinating 
Council, at least one monastic and layperson will share 
responsibility for each area (communication, practice, 
training, youth and family, Sangha building, and social 
action). We also proposed the formation of a small Admin
istrative Committee, composed of two directors, two 
secretaries, and two treasurers. The Youth Council as such 
will be discontinued, but the YouthlFamily committee will 
provide for retreats and attention to youth issues. After 
discussion and nomination in the General Assembly, 
members of the current Administrative Committee are: 
Co-Directors: Thich Nguyen Hai, Jack Lawlor, Therese 
~itzgerald, Fran~oise Pottier; Co-Secretaries: Thich Phap 
An, Karl Riedl, Fred Eppsteiner; Co-Treasurers: Sister 
Huong Nghiem, Lyn Fine, Andrew Weiss . 

The following are committee proposals. They are not Order 
resolutions: 

Education I Training 
Implicit in our recommendations is the need for local 
Sanghas to provide consistent opportunities and introduc
tions to practicing mindful sitting and walking, chanting, 
tea meditation, etc. The four-year Dharma teacher training 
curriculum devised by Sister Annabel was reviewed and 
suggested as a course outline. We suggest flexibility in how 
local Sanghas implement their training programs. Each 
group must learn how to strike a balance between welcom
ing newcomers and deepening the practice of long-time 
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members. Sanghas can integrate the training into their 
weeknight sittings, Days of Mindfulness, retreats, or 
whatever schedule is practical and enjoyable for the group. 
The Order will conduct a survey of members to determine, 
among other things, what talents are available to facilitate 
Sangha de vel opment, training, and retreat acti vity. Efforts 
will be made to coordinate with the Communications / 
Resources Group to create a library of videotapes, audio
tapes, and transcripts of Thich Nhat Hanh' s Dharma talks. 

Communications I Transcribing I Resources 
We discussed the need for transcriptions and translations; 
how local Sanghas could use their talents to help transcribe 
and edit Dharma talks by Thich Nhat Hanh and others, 
following the lead of the Lotus Buds Sangha in Australia; 
how to develop archives of audio and videotapes; how talks 
could be indexed for particular topics; and how to facilitate 
individuals and groups obtaining audio and videotapes and 
transcriptions, especially of winter retreat talks which Thay 
gave in Vietnamese. 

Fourteen Mindfulness Trainings 
Thay has replaced the term "precepts" with the telm 
"mindfulness trainings" to more accurately reflect their 
intention and purpose. A first draft was revised on the basis 
of suggestions from more than 30 people, and appears on 
pages 22-23. 

Application for the Order of Interbeing 
An application form and guidelines are being developed. 
General recommendations: 

1) Keep the current guidelines for applicants, but add 
requirement of a one-year mentoring period. When the core 
community reaches a decision on an applicant, it should use 
its Sangha eyes and nourish the bodhichitta of the applicant, 
even if that means suggesting a delay. While the Dharma 
teachers and core community make the decision on an 
application, long-standing members of the extended 
community should be consulted in the process. 

2) To encourage experimentation, local Sanghas are 
authorized to embellish the application procedures to 
address local culture, geography, and circumstances, 
provided that the goals and aspirations of the Order are not 
compromised. For example, local Sanghas may choose to 
formally celebrate the submission of an aspirant 's letter in a 
public or private ceremony, permit the aspirant to select a 
mentor or mentors from among the core and extended 
community (or another resource), and provide the aspirant 
with a gift copy of the book Interbeing. 

3) Provisions of the charter regarding ordination may be 
waived in individual cases under special circumstances 



(such as medical 
hardship) provided that 
the chairperson of the 
Order and the local or 
most appropriate 
Dharma teachers are 
first consulted and, if 
time permits, the local 
or most appropriate core 
community members. 

4) The charter's 
existing description of 
the extended commu
nity should be retained, 
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but it should emphasize that long-standing members of the 
extended community (i.e., those who have participated 
regularly for a year or more) should be consulted about 
potential ordinations, whether or not that member has taken 
the Five Mindfulness Trainings. 

5) While the charter may continue to state that partners 
of an Order member should be members of either the core or 
extended community, it is proposed that language be added 
stating that, in the alternative, an aspirant would live 
harmoniously with his or her partner so that the aspirant's 
partner supports his or her practice. 

Youth and Family Practice 
The Youth and Family Practice group was a wonderful 
meadow of beautiful smiling flowers. We listened to each 
other deeply as we promised to have fun and to work from 
our own experiences rather than theory. We discussed the 
challenges to practice with youth. We recognized that 
sometimes children suffer rather than enjoy children's 
programs on retreats. We encouraged each other to listen 
deeply to children and to look deeply at ourselves so that we 
might make creative growth experiences out of opportuni
ties that arise. Our purpose statement embodies that vision: 

We recognize the joy of mindfulness practice with 
children, families, and communities. We want to embrace 
the spark of children's enthusiasm. Through the practice of 
looking through children ' s eyes and into their hearts, we 
wish to provide loving opportunities for them to creatively 
explore the Dharma. We recognize the challenge of includ
ing children in our practice. We wish to share with each 
other our diverse experiences of practice. We honor the 
value of diversity and acknowledge the need for skillful 
means to make the Dharma available to children of different 
backgrounds. Therefore, to encourage an experientially
based approach and to nourish the seeds of mindfulness, we 
envision these tools for practicing with children: 

o A family section in The Mindfu lness Bell, composed of 
an "adults" page, with anecdotal experiences, suggestions 
~OT practice, seasonal practices, and family retreat informa
tion, and a children's page with children's writings and 
drawings. 

o A resource notebook which would serve as a family 
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practice handbook. The notebook could be composed, in 
part, from Thay ' s Dhanna talks and from the family section 
of The Mindfulness Bell. 

o Cassettes and videotapes (fun and instructional), some 
prepared by young people on retreat and some prepared for 
youth and children in practice. 

o Making Thay ' s Dhanna talks for children more widely 
available in tapes or transcripts. 

o Support for local family retreats through notice of 
retreats, sharing experience of what does and does not work 
in local Sanghas, and helping to organize family retreats. 

o A catalog of resources on practice with children, 
compiled by members of the Youth and Family Council 
with contributions from the larger Sangha. 

Sangha Building 
The role and responsibility of Order of Interbeing members 
is to practice, to offer practice, and to support other people 
in the practice. The following recommendations were made: 

I) Help Jack Lawlor revise the draft of the manual on 
starting a Sangha. 

2) Support Dharma teachers to lead retreats within and 
outside their geographic areas. Assist newer groups and 
individuals to organize these retreats. 

3) Commit ourselves to practicing consensus, Beginning 
Anew, and the Peace Treaty in our Sanghas, and deepening 
our Sangha relationships. Create a suggestion box as a way 
for newer people to offer their fresh perspective to the 
Sangha. 

4) Commit ourselves to develop shared leadership by 
teaching our skills and developing ourselves in less skilled 
areas, honoring different styles of approaching the work. 

5) Gain wisdom from elders. Help newer folks. Support 
and receive support from monks and nuns. 

6) Commit ourselves to look deeply at how our collec
tive consciousness and individual experiences shape how we 
see differences between us, in order to understand and honor 
differences (e.g. cultural, ethnic, gender, sexual orientation, 
economic). 

7) Commit ourselves to helping Sanghas solve problems. 
Enlist support of Dharma teachers and international re
sources to help. 



8) Support and receive support from monastic commu
nity. Help Western aspirants enter the monastery. Support 
and receive support from residential practice centers In the 

West. 
9) Devise a calendar based on suggestions from Plum 

Village for international practice (monthly or weekly 
themes) incorporating seasonal changes, other religious 
traditions ' important holidays, etc. 

10) Develop mechanisms for networking and support: 
e.g., Order of Interbeing address and phone list. 

Inclusiveness and Special Needs 
Recognizing the interbeing nature of all humanity and the 
suffering caused by isolation and exclusion, we are aware 
that there are many silenced and marginalized groups in our 
society, and that we need to listen deeply to these groups 
and individuals in their own language and ways of living. 
We need to become more aware and open to the tensions 
and misunderstandings between us and to explore ways to 
address areas that reflect our own suffering. 

We agree to be open to suggestions from all racial and 
ethnic groups regarding inclusiveness; to listen deeply to 
our lesbian, gay, bisexual , and transsexual members to help 
eliminate misunderstandings which may exist; and to 
increase awareness of ways our Sanghas can welcome 
people with mental and physical disabilities and the chroni
cally ill. Economic inclusion, financial support and scholar
ship to Sangha events, and health-related dietary needs were 
all identified. We hope that The Mindfulness Bell will 
present a broader picture with more diversity. 

Social Action 
To reflect the complex and diverse nature of social action, 
and to support our international community in responding to 
suffering, we submit the following: 

1) To facilitate the exchange of information and the 
networking of people, resources, materials, and spiritual 
support, we propose a designated time on the schedule 
during general retreats where those involved in social action 
can present their work to the Sangha. In addition, we 
propose that affinity groups concerning social action be 
encouraged and supported as part of the retreat schedule. 

2) We propose that The Mindfulness Bell provide a 
section in each issue to inform members about social action 
projects; resources and support needed anc\Jor available both 
within and outside the community; continuing updates of 
the projects; immediate action calling for response to 
suffering and injustices. We encourage those involved in 
social action to write articles for The Mindfulness Bell. 

3) We propose organizing retreats for those involved or 
interested in social action, facilitated by experienced 
teachers both in and outside of the Order of Interbeing. We 
propose circulating the Fourteen Mindfulness Trainings in a 
non-Buddhist context as a skillful means of connecting and 
working with others. 

Finances 
We discussed the following issues: 

1) The membership fee of $50 for the Order of 
Interbeing is dana: it is suggested, not required. Of this, $18 
goes for a subscription to The Mindfulness Bell. Payments 
outside of the U.S. can be made by Euro-check to one 
European account, or in U.S. dollars to the U.S. account. 
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2) Local and national Sanghas are encouraged to have 
their own membership dues to cover local expenses. The 
UK Sangha has accomplished this by having their newslet
ter subscription be the Sangha dues. 

3) The Order of Interbeing finances are separate from the 
finances of Plum Village, Parallax Press, and the Commu
nity of Mindful Living. 

4) Questions for discussion: Should local Sanghas tithe 
10% of their funds to the International Order of Interbeing? 
Should a portion (e.g., 25%) of receipts from Plum Village 
retreats and workshops with a significant involvement of 
Order of Interbeing members be tithed to the Order of 
Interbeing1 

5) Twenty to twenty-five percent of Order funds may be 
used for administrative costs, mailings, and phone calls . A 
portion of the remaining funds may be used to support 
Order of Interbeing retreatants at Plum Village and to 
respond to needs for social action. 

6) Questionnaires may be sent to determine the percent
age of funds to go to scholarships and to needs for social 
action. Decisions about social action responses to be based 
on questionnaire responses. Decisions about scholarships 
may be made by financial coordinators. 

Reflections 
by Jack Lawlor 

After returning from this year's meeting in Plum 
Village, I was immersed in gratitude for the mindful

ness practices we share, and for the efforts of Th§y, Sister 
True Emptiness, and the growing community of monks and 
nuns. I am also in awe of the spiritual growth and maturity 
in the Order since its first international meeting in 1992. 

This collective deepening of our practice may be due to 
the steady growth of healthy Sanghas in over 20 countries 
during the past four years. When we met in 1992, there were 
many lay Order members who were not closely connected 
with a Sangha-apart from Plum Village-which could 
nourish their practice. As a result, our practice may have 
been wobbly and intermittent. More and more of us have 
begun to hear Thay 's gentle and consistent reminders about 
the value of practice with our home Sangha, however small 
it may be. The fruits are obvious-regular practice of sitting 
meditation, walking meditation, and the use of gathas is 



resulting in more stability and peace in our lives. We have 
become better listeners and communicators, though there is 
always room for improvement. In our daily verses, we vow 
to "practice wholeheartedly so that understanding and 
compassion will flower." The quality of dialogue in the 
small group discussions held during the meeting showed 
that members have been practicing in this way. 

During the meeting, we shared a moment of silent 
gratitude for the support of members of the extended 
community. Even though many in the extended community 
may not be able to afford the time necessary to practice as a 
formal member of the Order or the expense of going to 
Plum Village, they practice mindfulness diligently and to 
the best of their ability, consistent with their family respon
sibilities. Thus, it makes little sense to pursue the creation of 
an organization based solely on the thin reeds of certificates 
and robes. Both members of the Order and the extended 
community aspire instead to create genuine networks of 
spiritual communities which enable us to learn from each 
other in a warm, tolerant, and open-hearted atmosphere. 
Those who choose to ordain in the Order simply commit to 
make extraordinary efforts to help these community
building efforts succeed. When we do so, we may find that 
our wisdom and compassion flourish simultaneously in 
ways we could not foresee, and that our ability to under
stand, love, and help others is much deeper and more 
resilient than we had suspected. If the Order is to act 
consistently with its lineage and manifest the Bodhisattva 
ideal of "working mindfully and joyfully" for the sake of 
others, we must have a deep commitment to service, not 
only for the Order, but also for the extended community, for 
our blood families, and for our communities and biosphere. 

As we learn the value of community, fewer people view 
the one-year waiting period before joining the Order as a 
barrier. In many countries, this time is being transformed 
from a negative source of impatience and frustration to an 
immensely positive period of spiritual training and friend
ship in the company of Sangha members who have gone 
before. If we rush into the Order, there should be little 
surprise that we feel a bit disoriented once we are ordained. 
But if we join after a period of spiritual friendship with a 
fellow Dharma brother or sister in the company of an 
accessible Sangha, the value of the Order and the extended 
community has been experienced through our pores, and 
there is little need for further written explanation . 

A remarkable degree of experimentation is taking place 
within the Sangha to meet the needs of local culture and 
temperament. At this meeting, it was agreed to retain the 
guidelines for initiation into the Order. (See Charter of the 
Order of Interbeing in Thich Nhat Hanh's book Interbeing.) 
However, it was also agreed to emphasize the mutual 
benefits of the one-year mentoring period for both the 
aspirant and the Sangha in each country or region, stressing 
the need to nourish the bodhichiua of each aspirant, and 
allowing local Sanghas to embellish the admission process 
to reflect local culture, geography, and circumstances. 
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This experimentation has already resulted in the creation 
of several resources: the Sangha in the United Kingdom has 
developed extensive written materials about the ordination 
process; I have written the book Sangha Building to 
encourage the growth of new Sanghas and maintain the 
health of existing ones in the face of challenges which 
sometimes arise from excessive weariness or zeal. A 
number of Dharma teachers and Sanghas are developing 
explanations of how one may join the Order, which we hope 
will suit the needs of people in our regions. 

There is much more work to be done. The Order has 
organized itself into committees of monks , nuns, and 
laypeople to enhance Sangha building, social action, youth 
and adult education, the development of the Fourteen 
Mindfulness Trainings and the Charter, and communication 
within the Sangha. Everyone is encouraged to incorporate 
these efforts into practice, to accept help offered by others, 
and to know how and when to ask for help when needed. 
We ' ll undoubtedly make mistakes, but even mistakes are a 
healthy part of the beautiful maturation process which 
makes both the Order and the extended community so 
relevant to the transformation of human society. 

Dharma teacher Jack Lawlor, True Direction, is one of the 
founders of the Lakeside Buddha Sangha in Evanston, 
Illinois, and a newly elected co-director of the Order of 
Interbeing. 

1997 Order of Interbeing Gatherings 

United States 
Members of the Order ofInterbeing will gather for a 
weekend retreat at the Ralston White Retreat Center in 
Northern California, February 15-17. All members are 
welcome and encouraged to attend. This retreat is an 
opportunity to get to know each other, provide support as 
we practice the Mindfulness Trainings in daily life, learn 
more about the teachings from Thay, and enjoy several 
days of mindfulness. Registration, including lodging and 
food , is $150. Please contact William Chan, 1267 Page 
Street, Apt. D, San Francisco, CA 94117, tel: (415)565-
0998, fax: (415)554-7053, Email: wchan10244@aol.com. 
For information about lodging, travel, or program, 
contact Susan Murphy, tel: (415)969-3452, Email: 
somurphy@email.sjsu.edu 

Canada 
Vietnamese members of the Order of Interbeing are 
invited to a retreat at Maple Village in Canada, May 16-
18. Please contact Chan Huy, tel: (514)591-8726. 

Switzerland 
German-speaking members of the Order of Interbeing 
will gather May 30-June 1 at Haus Tao in Switzerland to 
discuss Order structure, retreats, and training. Please 
contact Marcel and Beatrice Geisser at 41(71)44-35-39. 



Xhe'l!ourleen Mind/llfness Trainings 
{;'" 

Thay has recently replaced the tenn "precepts" (sila) with 
the tenn "mindfulness trainings" (siksa) to more accurately 
reflect their intention and purpose. This is a term also used 
by the Buddha. Thay also rewrote the Fourteen Mindfulness 
Trainings of the Order of Interbeing, which were revised by 
Order Members in September and now read as follows: 

The First Mindfulness Training: Openness 
Aware of the suffering created by fanaticism and intoler
ance, we are determined not to be idolatrous about or 
bound to any doctrine, theory, or ideology, even Buddhist 
ones. Buddhist teachings are guiding means to help us learn 
to look deeply and to develop our understanding and 
compassion. They are not doctrines to fight, kill, or die for. 

The Second Mindfulness Training: Nonattachment 
from Views 
Aware of the suffering created by attachment to views and 
wrong perceptions, we are determined to avoid being 
narrow-minded and bound to present views. We shall learn 
and practice nonattachment from views in order to be open 
to others' insights and experiences. We are aware that the 
knowledge we presently possess is not changeless, absolute 
truth. Truth is found in life, and we will observe life within 
and around us in every moment, ready to learn throughout 
our lives. 

The Third Mindfulness Training: Freedom of 
Thought 
Aware of the suffering brought about when we impose our 
views on others, we are committed not to force others, even 
our children, by any means whatsoever-such as authority, 
threat, money, propaganda, or indoctrination-to adopt our 
views. We will respect the right of others to be different and 
to choose what to believe and how to decide. We will, 
however, help others renounce fanaticism and narrowness 
through compassionate dialogue. 

The Fourth Mindfulness Training: Awareness of 
Suffering 
Aware that looking deeply at the nature of suffering can 
help us develop compassion and find ways out of suffering, 
we are determined not to avoid or close our eyes before 
suffering. We are committed to finding ways, including 
personal contact, images, and sounds, to be with those who 
suffer, so we can understand their situation deeply and help 
them transform their suffering into compassion, peace, and 
joy. 
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The Fifth Mindfulness Training: Simple, Healthy 
Living 
A ware that true happiness is rooted in peace, solidity, 
freedom, and compassion, and not in wealth or fame, we are 
determined not to take as the aim of our life fame, profit, 
wealth, or sensual pleasure, nor to accumulate wealth while 
millions are hungry and dying. We are committed to living 
simply and sharing our time, energy, and material resources 
with those in need. We will practice mindful consuming, not 
using alcohol, drugs, or any other products that bring toxins 
into our own and the collective body and consciousness. 

The Sixth Mindfulness Training: Dealing with 
Anger 
Aware that anger blocks communication and creates 
suffering, we are determined to take care of the energy of 
anger when it arises and to recognize and transform the 
seeds of anger that lie deep in our consciousness. When 
anger comes up, we are determined not to do or say any
thing, but to practice mindful breathing or mindful walking 
and acknowledge, embrace, and look deeply into our anger. 
We will learn to look with the eyes of compassion at those 
we think are the cause of our anger. 

The Seventh Mindfulness Training: Dwelling 
Happily in the Present Moment 
Aware that life is available only in the present moment and 
that it is possible to live happily in the here and now, we are 
committed to training ourselves to live deeply each moment 
of daily life. We will try not to lose ourselves in dispersion 
or be carried away by regrets about the past, worries about 
the future, or craving, anger, or jealousy in the present. We 
will practice mindful breathing to come back to what is 
happening in the present moment. We are determined to 
learn the art of mindful living by touching the wondrous, 
refreshing, and healing elements that are inside and around 
us, and by nourishing seeds of joy, peace, love, and under
standing in ourselves, thus facilitating the work of transfor
mation and healing in our consciousness. 

The Eighth Mindfulness Training: Community and 
Communication 
Aware that the lack of communication always brings 
separation and suffering, we are committed to training 
ourselves in the practice of compassionate listening and 
loving speech. We will learn to listen deeply without 
judging or reacting and refrain from uttering words that can 
create discord or cause the community to break. We will 
make every effort to keep communications open and to 
reconcile and resolve all conflicts, however small. 



The Ninth Mindfulness Training: Truthful and 
Loving Speech 
Aware that words can create suffering or happiness, we are 
committed to learning to speak truthfully and constructively, 
using only words that inspire hope and confidence. We are 
determined not to say untruthful things for the sake of 
personal interest or to impress people, nor to utter words 
that might cause division or hatred. We will not spread news 
that we do not know to be certain nor criticize or condemn 
things of which we are not sure. We will do our best to 
speak out about situations of injustice, even when doing so 
may threaten our safety . 

The Tenth Mindfulness Training: Protecting the 
Sangha 
Aware that the essence and aim of a Sangha is the practice 
of understanding and compassion, we are determined not to 
use the Buddhist community for personal gain or profit or 
transform our community into a political instrument. A 
spiritual community should, however, take a clear stand 
against oppression and injustice and should strive to change 
the situation without engaging in 
partisan conflicts. 

The Eleventh Mindful
ness Training: Right 
Livelihood 
Aware that great violence 
and injustice have been 
done to our environment 
and society, we are 
committed not to live with 
a vocation that is harmful 
to humans and nature. 
We will do our best to 
select a livelihood that 
helps realize our ideal of 
understanding and 
compassion. A ware of global 
economic, political and social realities, we will behave 
responsibly as consumers and as citizens, not investing in 
companies that deprive others of their chance to live. 

The Twelfth Mindfulness Training: Reverence for 
Life 
A ware that much suffering is caused by war and conflict, we 
are determined to cultivate nonviolence, understanding, and 
compassion in our daily lives, to promote peace education, 
mindful mediation, and reconciliation within families, 
communities, nations, and in the world. We are determined 
not to kill and not to let others kill. We will diligently 
practice deep looking with our Sangha to discover better 
ways to protect life and prevent war. 
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The Thirteenth Mindfulness Training: Generosity 
Aware of the suffering caused by exploitation, social 
injustice, stealing, and oppression, we are committed to 
cultivating loving kindness and learning ways to workfor 
the well-being of people, animals, plants, and minerals. We 
will practice generosity by sharing our time, energy, and 
material resources with those who are in need. We are 
determined not to steal and not to possess anything that 
should belong to others. We will respect the property of 
others, but will try to prevent others from profiting from 
human suffering or the suffering of other beings. 

The Fourteenth Mindfulness Training: Right 
Conduct 
(For lay members): Aware that sexual relations motivated 
by craving cannot dissipate the feeling of loneliness but will 
create more suffering, frustration, and isolation, we are 
determined not to engage in sexual relations without mutual 
understanding, love, and a long-term commitment. In sexual 
relations, we must be aware of future suffering that may be 
caused. We know that to preserve the happiness of ourselves 

and others, we must respect the 
rights and commitments of 
ourselves and others. We 
will do everything in our 
power to protect children 
from sexual abuse and to 
protect couples and 
families from being broken 
by sexual misconduct. We 
will treat our bodies with 
respect and preserve our 
vital energies (sexual, 
breath, spirit) for the real
ization of our bodhisattva 
ideal. We will be fully 
aware of the responsibility 
of bringing new lives into 

the world, and will meditate 
on the world into which we are bringing new beings. 

(For monastic members): Aware that the aspiration of a 
monk or a nun can only be realized when he or she wholly 
leaves behind the bonds of worldly love, we are committed 
to practicing chastity and to helping others protect them
selves. We are aware that loneliness and suffering cannot be 
alleviated by the coming together of two bodies in a sexual 
relationship, but by the practice of true understanding and 
compassion. We know that a sexual relationship will destroy 
our life as a monk or a nun, will prevent us from realizing 
our ideal of serving living beings, and will harm others. We 
are determined not to suppress or mistreat our body or to 
look upon our body as only an instrument, but to learn to 
handle our body with respect. We are determined to 
preserve vital energies (sexual, breath, spirit) for the 
realization of our bodhisattva ideal. 



On September 27, 1996, Thich Nhat Hanh ordained the following people 
into the Order of Interbeing at the Upper Hamlet in Plum Village: 

Alberto Annicchiarico, True Gathering of Understanding Pamela Overeynder, True Sun of Understanding 
Alice Barrett, True Shining of Understanding Pham Van Hoa Fran~ois, True Lamp of Understanding 
Emanuele Basile, True Brightness of Understanding Ruby Phillips, True Roots of Understanding 
Odette Bauweleers, True Stream of Understanding Ian Prattis, True Body of Understanding 
Mike Bell, True Sword of Understanding Adriana Rocco, True Practice of Understanding 
Lynn Bement, True Fruit of Understanding Sietske Roegholt, True Substance of Understanding 
Arthur Dahl, True City of Understanding Jo-Ann Rosen, True River of Understanding 
Hoang Monique Dzung, True Incense of Understanding Ingrid Rothkrug, True Teaching of Understanding 
Carol Gover, True Nature of Understanding Tom Sarriugarte, True Treasure of Understanding 
Werner Heidenreich, True Palace of Understanding Tracy Sarriugarte, True Meaning of Understanding 
Manfred Heil, True Learning of Understanding Kate Small, True Lotus of Understanding 
Manfred Jamlich, True Seeds of Understanding Annie Speiser, True Jewel of Understanding 
Galina Labkovsky, True Eye of Understanding Marci Thurston-Shaine, True Joy of Understanding 
Joseph Lam, True Capacity of Understanding Tran Thi Lien Huong, True Source of Understanding 
Duncan Alexander Liddle, True Solidity of Understanding Chantal Van Den Bogaert, True Condition for Understanding 
Marjorie Markus, True Awakened Understanding Maaike Van Den Brink, True Gate of Understanding 
Marge McCarthy, True Seal of Understanding Paulinka Vegting, True Torch of Understanding 
William Menza, True Shore of Understanding Vo Thi Minh Tri, True Garden of Understanding 
Daniel Milles, True Sound of Understanding Michel Walzer, True Ocean of Understanding 
Fumon Shoju Nakagawa Roshi, True Mirror of Understanding Jeanine Williams, True Colors of Understanding 
Nguyen Thi Bich Hien, Chfm Vien Nghiep (Hai Nghihn) Lama Yesche, True Land of Understanding 

~ Daniel Odier, Vraie Voie de La Comprehension 

D harma teachers Arnie Kotler, Chi Nguyen, and 
Harrison Hoblitzelle performed a ceremony on 

December 7, 1996, transmitting the Fourteen Mindfulness 
Trainings of the Order of Interbeing to Susan Bridge, 
Boundless Understanding of the Heart, in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts on Thich Nhat Hanh's behalf. 

Thich Nhat Hanh has often asked us to consider what the 
face of Western Buddhism will look like. On December 

15, 1996, it had a distinctly Southwestern flavor as Dharma 
teacher Joan Halifax ordained six new members into the 
Order of Interbeing in Santa Fe, New Mexico. This was the 
first direct transmission of the Fourteen Precepts by one of 

Thay's Dharma teachers. As snow fell outside 
the Cerro Gordo Zendo, the ordinees chanted 
The Heart Sutra, went through a purification 
ritual, took the Three Refuges, and received the 
Fourteen Precepts. After the ceremony, the 
ordinees, family, friends, and local Sangha 
members gathered in Upaya House for a 
celebration that included eating spicy New 
Mexican cuisine, breaking pinatas, and dancing 
to a salsa band. The new members of the 44th 
generation of the Lam Te Dhyana School are: 

Andrea D' Amato, One Action Mountain 
Sandia Douglas, Red Moon Mountain 
Carolyn Clebsch, Mountain Path With No Trace 
Maria Duerr, Jeweled Mirror Mountain 
Deborah Gorman, Empty Gate Mountain 
Avi Magidoff, Sword on Flower Mountain 

Joan Halifax transmitting the Fourteen Precepts in Santa Fe 
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[~ _____________ s_an_g_h_a __ M_e_w_s ____________ ~l 
The following communities of mindful living 
practice together regularly and invite you to 
contact them. They are listed by region, and 
then alphabetically by country or state, and by 
postal code within each country or state. This 
full list, as well as the schedule of retreats that 
follows, is also all the Parallax Press World 
Wide Web site: www.parallax.org 

AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND 
Australia 
Lotus Buds Sangha 
Khanh and Dan Le Van 
43 Osprey Drive, Illawong, NSW 2234 
Tel: 61 (2)9543-7823 Fax: 61 (2)9541-1272 
We meet Wednesday evenings for meditation. 
We have a Day of Mindfulness the second 
weekend of the month, and Dharma discussions 
the second Monday evening. We also have 
local weekly and biweekly sutra study nights, 
biweekly meditation for Young Lotus Buds, 
and a monthly precept recitation near the time 
of the full moon. Our journal, Lotus Leaves, is 
published quarterly. In October, we had a 
weekend retreat with new friends. Mindfulness 
practice is still a miracle to many people. Our 
Sangha thoroughly enjoys the work of 
transcribing and editing Thiiy' s Dharma talks. 
Togetherness makes the path much easier. In 
January, Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald 
led a Day of Mindfulness, two public talks , 
and a weekend retreat. 

Malcolm Hollick and Christine Connelly 
98 St. Leonard's Avenue 
West Leederville, Western Australia 6007 
Email: hollick@cwr.uwa.edu.au 
To attract more members, we've written ar
ticles on the summer retreat for several maga
zines and newsletters. We have a small library 
of books, tapes, and videos to provide teach
ings and inspiration for Dharma discussions. 
As we write this , it is spring in Perth. The birds 
are singing (or screeching in the case of the 
parrots) and myriad wildflowers are coming 
into bloom in the bush. Please let us share them 
with you as most of you move towards winter, 
and please share with us the joys and difficul
ties of starting a Sangha. 

New Zealand 
Long White Cloud Sangha 
Kees Lodder 
166 Horseman Road 
R.D. 2 Henderson, Auckland 
Tel: 64 (9)810-9775 Fax: 64(9)846-0975 
We meet every other Wednesday night for 
meditation and Dharma discussion, and hold 
Days of Mindfulness on the first Sunday of the 
month. 

Members of the Japanese Sangha at Plum Village 

Joyful Heart Sangha 
Shalom 
Mana Retreat Centre, R.D. 1 Coromandel 
Tel: (64)7-866-8972 Fax: (64)7-866-8214 
We have sitting meditation and a discussion 
group every Sunday afternoon . 

India 
New Delhi Sangha 
Shantum Seth 
309 B Sector 15A 

ASIA 

Noida, UP 20 1301 TelIFax: 91 (11)852-1520 
Email: shantum@ivpas. unv.ernet.in 
Thich Nhat Hanh will be visiting India from 
Feb. 20 to March 10, 1997. Shantum will lead 
pilgrimages to the sites of the li feofthe Buddha 
in December and January. Contact Aura 
Wright, USA, tel: (503) 335-0794. 

Japan 
Mindful Sangha, Web of Life 
Tamio Nakano 
6-8-26-103 Daita, Setagaya-ku 
Tokyo TI55 Tel: 81 (3)3466-3460 

Bamboo Sangha 
Hisayo Ikeda 
Shin Osaka Tel: 81 (7)437-6-8062 
We meet once a month for meditation, Dharma 
discussion, and tea. 

Odawara Sangha 
Keisuke Shimada 
1 17 Uchiyama Minami Ashigara, Kanagawa 
Tel/Fax: 81 (465)73 -0831 
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We have a Day of Mindfulness every other 
month, usually on Sunday. In Kyoto, meetings 
are led by Keiko Okuyama, student of Shin 
Watanabe; and in Nagoya, by Ann Ellis, 
participant in Isehara retreat. 

This has been the year of the Rat. In J apa
nese mythology, rats and mice are very help
fu l to humans - tunneling and retrieving lost 
items, transmitting important messages, and 
signifying grain in plenty . Twelve of us , many 
of whom helped with Thiiy and the Sangha' s 
visit to Japan, have been meeting monthly 
through the mail. We are becoming friends 
through sharing our thoughts and feelings about 
the teachings. We have exchanged wonderful 
letters as well as sunflower seeds (homegrown 
by Kei suke!) , lavender, Buddha photos, or
ganic green tea, and videotapes. 

Korea 
Frank and Jenny Tedesco 
516-85 Suyu 5 Dong, 
Kangbuk-gu, Seoul 142-075 
Tel/Fax: 82 (2)997-3954 
UMADK@emh7.korea.army.mil 

Taiwan 
Thich Thien Son 
P.O. Box 7-605 
Taipei Tel : 886 (2)686-5019 

EASTERN EUROPE 
Latvia 
Juri Kutirev, Firma Jonathan 
Box 251, Sapieru iela 5 
Riga Tel: 371 (2)323-701 



Poland 
Mindfulness Sangha 
Tanna Jakubowicz-Mount 
Czerniakowska 36/80 
00-714 Warszawa 
Tel/Fax: 48 (22)40-06-58 
We meet monthly for a Mindfulness Day in 
different people ' s homes or at local meditation 
halls. We are planning to invite Sr. Jina for a 
Day of Mindfulness. 

Russia 
Moscow Sangha 
Boris Orion 
Novogireevskaya Street 14-2-34 
111401 Moscow Tel : 7 (095)304-4562 
Fax: 7 (095) 209-3841 (B. Orion, c/oG.di Feo) 
We meet every Saturday for sitting, walking, 
tea, and guided meditation , chanting, and 
Dharma talks. Thay's books and articles 
provide us with the topics. We realize that 
Thay's teaching is his kindness going straight 
from his heart into ours and we search for the 
understanding of the essence of his teachings. 
We all benefit from this and find ourselves 
becoming calmer and kinder. 

The Moscow Sangha has been meeting 
together since Thay's first trip to Russia in 
1992. Over the past few years, our practice has 
been greatly enriched by visits and assistance 
from Elizabeth Wood, Arnie Kotler, Therese 
Fitzgerald, Sr. Annabel, Br. Chan Phap An, 
and Karl and Helga Riedl. Our good friend 
Gioacchino di Feo is also a big supporter. 
Thanks to his contributions, we are able to 
have our regular meetings, retreats, and trips 
to Plum Village. 

Boris Labkovsky 
Yan Rainis Boulevard, 24-2-240 
Moscow 123373 Tel: 7 (095)949-8671 

WESTERN EUROPE 
Belgium 
Leven in AandachtlBelgie 
Odette Bauweleers 
Memlingstraat 11 
2018 Antwerpen Tel: 32 (03)231-7932 
We gather for a Day of Mindfulness on the 
first Sunday of each month (except August). 
We are a new Sangha which formed after 
Thay's visit to Belgium this past spring. 

Denmark 
Peace Is Every Step Sangha (Fred Er Vejen) 
Katla and J¢rgen Hannibal 
Vinkelvej 16 C 
3200 Helsinge Tel/Fax: 45 (48)79.62.88 
We meet every Wednesday evening for 
meditation and Dharma discussion. One 
Sunday every other month, we share a Day of 
Mindfulness. In August, we enjoyed a Sangha 
weekend in Sweden. In October, we held a 
retreat with Sr. Jina and J¢rgen Hannibal in 
Tisvildeleje. 

France 
Pari s Sangha 
Daniel Milles 
8 rue Crebillon , 4th floor 
94300 Vincennes Tel: 33 (1)43 .28 .09.11 
Email: 101606.426@compuserve.com 
We meet every Friday night for meditation at 
Thay Hao Bach ' s house (Tel:43.74.23.28) . 
We also meet on the second Sunday of each 
month (except July and August) at Fleur de 
Cactus Monastery for a Day of Mindfulness, 
guided by two Plum Village residents. 
Travelers to Plum Village are welcome to stay 
overnight with us in Paris. Please phone first. 

Plum Village 
13 Martineau 
33580 Dieulivol Tel/Fax: 33.5 (56)61.61.51 
Retreatants stayed in the five hamlets during 
the summer retreat. Nearly 1200 people came 
from Asia, Africa, Europe, North America, 
Australia , and New Zealand. Thay gave 
Dharma talks to the children on preparing for 
the 21 st century. Other Dharma talks focused 
on the practice of forbearance, looking deeply 
to understand and forgive in situations of 
personal and social injustice, and the practice 
of healing our body and mind by stopping, 
resting, and fasting . 

"The Heart of the Buddha," a three-week 
retreat, was held in September with 400 people. 
Thay gave Dharma talks on the Four Noble 
Truths. 

On October 26, four novices were ordained: 
Br. Chan Phap Thuan, Br. Chan Phap Chau, 
Sr. Chan Thuong Nghiem, and Sr. Chan Thang 
Nghiem. On the same day, Sr. Trung Chinh 
and Br. Nguyen Hai were installed as Abbess 
of New Hamlet and Abbot of Upper Hamlet. 

On November 14, we celebrated the 150th 
anniversary of the founding of Thay ' s root 
temple, Tu Hieu Monastery in Hue, Vietnam, 
by Dhyana Master Nhat Dinh. We felt inspired 
to offer poems and insights to our spiritual 
ancestor on thi s occasion. 

The Jade Candles Precepts Transmission 
Ceremonies were held November 30 to De
cember 4. Transmission of the Five Mindful
ness Trainings, the Fourteen Mindfulness 
Trainings, the Novice, Siksamana, Bhikshu, 
and Bhikshuni Precepts and the Transmission 
of the Lamp Ceremonies were held in Upper 
Hamlet and New Hamlet. 

Our spiritual ancestors in Vietnam, Dhyana 
Masters Tang Hoi, King Tran Thai Tong, and 
Bamboo Forest Master left beautiful writings 
and we learned how to apply their teachings in 
our meditation practice. Continuing the theme 
of the "Living Tradition of Buddhist Medita
tion," Thay is giving Dharma talks during the 
Winter Retreat on meditation masters of En
gaged Buddhism in Vietnam during the past 
50 years . 
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Germany 
Achtsamkeit in Oldenburg e. V. 
Manfred Folkers 
Franz-Poppe-Str.ll 
26121 Oldenburg Tel: 49 (441)77.67.37 
We meet Wednesday evenings for meditation 
and discussion, and have a Day of Mindfulness 
nearly every month. We will have a workshop 
on Buddhism and ecology April- 18-20 and a 
Weekend of Mindfulness May 23 -25. 

Gemeinschaft fUr achtsames Leben e.V. 
Karl Schmied Tel: 49 (8)025.5059 
Attenbergstra13e 20/P.O. Box 60 
83730 Fischbachau Fax: 49 (8)025.7159 
We meet every Thursday in Munich for 
mindfulness practice and monthly in Gmund, 
Tegernsee, for a Day of Mindfulness. We hold 
Days of Mindfulness in the Stuttgart area. 

Bodensee Sangha 
Claudia Wieland 
Oberlingerstr. 23 
88682 Salem-TUfingen Tel: 49 (7)55.35.96 
We meet once a week for meditation practices. 

Sangha Freiburg 
Margrit Irgang 
Kaiserhausstrau13e 20a, 79872 Bernau 
Tel: 49 (7)675.10.51 Fax: 49 (7)675.17.66 
We offer an evening meditation every Thursday 
in Freiburg and a Day of Mindfulness the last 
Sunday of every month. We do sitting and 
walking meditation, eat together, recite the 
mindfulness trainings, and share the joys and 
problems of our practice. In April, Marcel 
Geisser will lead a Day of Mindfulness. 

Zen-Klausen in del' Eifel 
Judith Bossert and Adelheid Meutes-Wilsing 
Huffertsheck I 
54619 Lautzerath/Leidenborn 
Tel: 49 (6)559.467 Fax: 49 (6)559.1342 
Our center is open every day fo r people who 
want to practice mindfulness in a beautiful, 
quiet setting. We have a Weekend of 
Mindfulness on the first weekend of every 
month. We plan to have week-long mindfulness 
retreats in the fall , winter, and spring. 

Holland 
Eveline Beumkes 
De Genestetstraat 17 
1054 AW Amsterdam Tel: 31 (2)616-4943 
We meet on Friday evenings. 

Sunflower Sangha 
Anneke Brinkerink 
Dorpsweg 8 
1711 RJ Hensbroek Tel: 31 (2)2645-2499 
Fax: 31 (2) 2645-3590 
We meet once a month for a Day of Mindfulness 
in the beautiful new zendo of the Firebutterfiy 
Foundation. We practice with a group of people 
who have chronic illness or work as caregi vel'S 



with this group. Enjoying silence together 
gives deep support. In December, we organized 
a reunion for people who stayed in the Middle 
Hamlet during the September retreat. 

Gertje Hutschemaekers 
A Ikrn aar Tel : 31 (7)2561-6289 
Several members of our Sangha were moved 
by stories of the suffering of Burmese women 
Ii ving in Thailand. We collected and sent them 
packages of diapers, clothes, and sewing sup
plies. 

Zen Group for Mindful Living 
Noud de Haas 
Weezenhof 6455 
6536 A W Nijmegen Tel: 31 (24)3444953 
We meet one Saturday each month for sitti ng 
and walking meditation and Dharma discus
sion. Meetings are scheduled for December 
21, January 25, February 15, March 22, April 
19, May 24, and June 21. At our December 
meeting, we will remember two great spiritual 
ancestors: Christ and the Buddha. The theme 
will be "Living Buddha, Living Christ," and 
we will share texts, meditations, and songs 
from both spiritual traditions. There will also 
be a silent Christmas lunch. Twice a year we 
have a Weekend of Mindfulness based on 
Thay's book Transformation and Healing. In 
the spring of 1997 we will conduct a course on 
the Five Mindfulness Trainings. 

Though we are a young Sangha, many 
friends participate. In June we organized an 
evaluation day and planned more frequent 
meetings and regular mindfulness trainings 
recitations. We appreciate being together, shar
ing life 's joys and sorrows . 

Italy 
Essere Pace (Being Peace) 
Deanna Malago and Alberto An nicchiarico 
Tertulliano, 30 
20137 Milano Tel : (02)54-57-915 
Fax: (02)49-88-63-51 
Email: A.Annicchiarico@agora.stm.it 
We meet on Tuesday evenings and Sunday 
afternoons for meditation, reading Thay's 
books, studying sutras, Dharma discussions, 
and potluck dinners in silence. Once a month 
we have a Weekend of Mindfulness . We also 
organize Family Days of Mindfulness . 

Roberto Mander 
Via Le Gorizia 25/C 
00198 Roma Tel: 39 (6)855.89.01 
We meet once a month for sitting and walking 
meditation, and mindfulness training recitation, 
followed by discussion of Thay 's writings. 
Sangha members share experiences and 
information about social actions they are 
involved in. 

Norway 
Sangha of Floating Clouds (Drivende skyer) 
B j0rn Petter Hernes 
Monrads gt. IE, 0577 Oslo 
Tel: 47 (22)68-73-67 Email: bjoernph@sn.no 
Svein Myreng 
Mellomb0lgen 26,1157 Oslo 
Tel: 47 (22)28 44 08 Email: eevi@ifi.uio.no 
We meet every Monday evening for medi tation 
and discussion, and recite the Mindfulness 
Trainings every full moon. We try to have 
Days of Mindfulness the last Sunday of every 
month. In October, Svein led a retreat with Sr. 
Jina in Hemsedal. The retreat was also 
sponsored by the Mountain Sangha. 

Eevi and Svein would like to thank all 
friends, new and old, for the great care and 
love put into our wedding in Plum Village in 
July. We were overwhelmed by your generos
ity. It was a truly unforgettable celebration! 

Mountain Sangha (Fjell-sangha) 
Kirsten and Jeremy Aalstveit 
3560 Hemsedal Tel: 47 (32)06-06-20 
We meet for weekly meditation and monthly 
mindfulness training recitation. 

Sweden 
Source of Joy Sangha (Gltidjens Kalla) 
Hans Malstam 
Ri:idabergsgatan 10 
113 33 Stockholm Tel: 46(8)33 -46-87 
We meet every Thursday for sitting medita
tion and Dharma discussions . Retreats are 
held two times a year. 

Switzerland 
Haus TaolFoundation of Mindful Living 
Marcel and Beatrice Geisser 
9427 Wolfhalden, Switzerland 
Tel/Fax: 41 (71 )888-35-39 
Email: 101676.1466 @compuserv .com 
The meditation center is open for individual 
practice all year round. We offer Days of 
Mindfulness and several retreats during the 
year. There is an intensive practice period 
from October through December. We also 
offer a three-year program for Buddhist stud
ies and practice. 
(See Sangha Profile, Mindfulness Bell #16.) 

United Kingdom 
Buddhist Interhelp Network 
Mai Nguyen 
12 Shell Road 
London SEl3 7TW Tel: 44 (181)692-1 737 
We hold a monthly Day of Mindfulness and 
precept recitation. 

Vari McCluskie 
60 Cavendish Road 
London SWI2 ODG Tel: 44 (171)673-6691 
We meet on the first and third Tuesday of the 
month for meditation, mindfulness training 
recitation, and a shared meal. We have quarterly 
Days of Mindfulness in central London. 
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The Community of Interbeing 
Val Philpott 
12, The Mount, Thornton-Ie-Dale 
Pickering, North Yorkshire Y018 7TF 
Tel: 44 (1751)477-246 

Martin Pitt 
42 Hangingroyd Road, Hebden Bridge 
West Yorkshire HX7 6AH 
Tel: 44 (1422)842-804 
Email: Pittma@cs.man.ac.uk 

Mike Bell 
69 Cambridge Road 
Oakington, Cambridge CB4 5BG 
Tel : 44 (1223)233-200 
Email: MPBell@msn.com 
We meet for mindfulness soirees on the second 
and fourth Sunday of each month. Regional 
groups hold Days of Mindfulness throughout 
the UK. Contact Val, Martin, or Mike for 
details about these groups. In the London area, 
contact Maire Pompe at 44 (181)670-6388. 

Brighton Sangha 
Dave Tester 
18A Hove Park Villas, Hove 
East Sussex BN3 6HG Tel: 44 (1273)703-469 
Email: 100345.3214@compuserv.com 
We meet alternate Wednesdays for meditation, 
tea, discussion, and reading of the mindfulness 
trainings. Days of Mindfulness are held on 
Sundays once a month. 

Scottish Sangha 
Stephen Malloch 
2 Blinkbonny, Currie 
EdinburghEH146AF Tel:44(131)449-6703 
Fax: 44 (131)650-3461 
Email: Stephen .Malloch@ed.ac.uk 
On Thursday evenings, we meet for meditation. 
Every third Sunday we hold a Day of 
Mindfulness. Sr. Annabel led a retreat in 
Scotland Oct. 10-14 and presented a public 
talk on Oct. 9. Our Sangha continues to grow 
in numbers, as well as in warm friendship
something needed during a Scottish winter. 

CENTRAL AMERICA 
Guatemala 
Antigua Sangha 
Mary Thompson c/o Conexion 
4a Calle Orienta #14, Antigua, Guatemala 
Tel/Fax : (502)201-4251 
Email : marydee@itinet.net 
We meet Monday evenings for meditation 
practice, and have regular Mornings of 
Mindfulness. 

NORTH AMERICA 
Canada 
Bow Valley Sangha 
Mary Dumka 
Box 3285 
Canmore, AB TOL OMO Tel: (403)678-2034 



We meet Tuesday evenings for meditation 
practice and discussion. Mindfulnes Trainings 
are recited monthly . We are currently studying 
The Satipattana Sutra. Mary was fortunate 
enough to attend the October retreat at Maple 
Village, with Dharma talks on living in a 
loving way with our fami lies . It was wonderfu l 
to feel part of a large, extended family. 

Mill Hill Mindfulness Society 
Phil N. Rossner 
2550 Wentwich Road 
Victoria, BC V9B 3N4 Tel: (604)478-7098 
Email: pnr@islandnet.com 
We meet each week for sitting and walkin g 
meditation followed by tea and conversation. 

Smiling Flower Sangha 
37 Kingsgarden Road 
Toronto, ON M8X IS7 Tel: (416)750-2399 
Fax: (416)750-37 11 
We meet for meditation on Wednesday 
evenings, Saturday afternoons, and Sunday 
mornings. We have been involved wi th other 
faith communities in an ongoing vigil and 
prayer for the poor si nce last October. We are 
interested in form ing an "Engaged Buddhist" 
community house that will be interfaith. Those 
interested in living in community and practicing 
together are warmly welcome to help us. 

Toronto Zen Meditation Group 
Phu Trong Nguyen 
148 Elvastone Dr. 
Toronto, ON M4A IN6 Tel: (416)752-6894 
Fax : (416)538-3931 
We practice in five small groups: the Youth 
Group meets every third Saturday (contact : 
Ms . Dieu Lien, tel: 416-614-3483); the Adult 
Group meets every third Friday (contact: Mr. 
Tim Nguyen, tel: 4[6-463-4241); the 
Professional Group holds aDay of Mindfulness 
one Sunday a month (contact : Ms. Van Tuong 
Nguyen, tel: 416-515-8831); the English
Speaking Group gathers every Saturday 
(contact: Mr. Henry Ky Cuong, tel: 416-422-
[406); and the Toronto Chapter of the Members 
of the Order of Interbeing has a Day of 
Mindfulness each month. In addition to these 
regular programs, we hold a weekend retreat 
or Day of Mindfulness at various camping 
sites or at the Meditation Centre in Ontario 
every three months. We are also involved in 
fundraising for the orphans and elderly in 
Vietnam and sponsoring students at a Tibetan 
Buddhist school in India. 

Warm Snow Sangha 
Gabrielle Yensen, Ottawa, ON 
TeVFax:(613)236-8662 
Email: ah529@freenet.carleton .ca 
We meet Saturday mornings for walking and 
sitting meditation, followed by tea, recitation 
of the Mindfulness Trainings, and/or Dharma 
discussion. 

Tu-An Pagoda Meditation Group 
Vinh D . Nguyen 
12 Coupal 
Vanier, ON KIL 6AI Tel: (613)747-9096 
Email: vinh.nguyen@ nrc.ca 
We gather every Sunday afternoon. This sched
ule will be maintained until the end of April. 

Maple Village 
Chan Huy 
9089 Richmond 
Brossard, PQ J4X 2S[ 
Tel: (514)59 1-8726 
Email: chanhuy@prisco.net 

Fax: (514)466-8958 

Evenings of meditation are held on Mondays, 
Wednesdays, and Fridays in Montreal. During 
the summer, we have a Day of Mindfulness 
every two weeks at Maple Village. We organize 
four retreats every year. 

USA 
Alaska 
Anchorage Zen Center 
Elizabeth McNeill 
3852 Caravelle Drive 
Anchorage, AK 99502 Tel: (907)278-6732 
We sit Sunday mornings and have a short 
recitation . A Dharma discussion on the 
mindfulness trainings is held once a week, and 
Days of Mindfulness each month in our forest 
retreat. 

Arizona 
Desert Cactus Sangha 
Marcie Colpas 
5437 East Pinchot Avenue 
Phoenix, AZ 85018 Tel: (602)952-0915 
Fax:(602)495-2342 
Email: mcolpas@ci.phoenix .az. us 
We have a half-Day of Mindfulness with a 
potluck lunch on the first Sunday of every 
month. We also meet the third Friday of each 
month for meditation practice. 

Arkansas 
Ecumenical Buddhist Society 
Sandi Formica 
1010 West Third 
Little Rock, AR 72201 Tel: (501)376-7056 
On the second Sunday of each month, we 
gather for sitting and walking meditation, 
mindfulness training recitation, and group 
discussion on The Heart of Understanding. 
We wi ll have a retreat with Arnie Kotler and 
Therese Fitzgerald in April. 

Eureka Springs Sangha 
Tina Moon 
Rt. I, Box [84A 
Eureka Springs, AR 72632 Tel: (501) 253-6984 
We meet on the second Thursday of the month 
for mindfulness practice. In October, two 
Sangha members participated in the Being 
with Dying Teacher Training in Santa Fe with 
Joan Halifax. 
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California 
Manzanita Village 
P.O. Box 67, Warner Springs, CA 92086 
TellFax:(619)782-9223 Email:Chanbao@aol.com 
We have a daily practice and regular retreats 
as well as introductory meditation classes. 
Visitors are always welcome to join us. (See 
Sangha Profile, Mindfulness Bell #14, and 
advertisement on p. 40.) 

Ordinary Dharma Tel: (310) 394-6653 
Santa Monica 
Christopher Reed and Michele Benzamin 
We meet on Tuesday evenings for meditation 
and Dharma talk. On Monday, Tuesday, Fri
day, and Saturday, we hold a morning medita
tion. Other events include mindfulness train
ingrecitation , introductory meditation classes, 
study groups, and a monthly Sangha pot luck. 

Santa Monica Sangha 
Penelope Thompson and Lee Lipp 
Santa Monica, CA Tel: (310)392-1796 
We meet Monday evenings fo r sitting and 
Dharma di scussion. Once a month we have a 
Beginning Anew Ceremony to main tain 
harmony in our Sangha. 

Greg Smith 
639 Pearl Street, Laguna Beach, CA 9265 [ 
Tel: (714)494-4734 
Email: gmsmith@deltanet.com 
Wesit Wednesday evenings and have a Day of 
Mindfulness every Sunday. We sit for one 
hour and then discuss practice-re lated topics. 

Open Door Sangha 
Thea Howard 
440 Whitman Street, #46, Goleta, CA 93 [ [7 
Tel: (805)685-8787 Fax: (805)893-2902 
We meet Wednesday evenings, and have a 
Day of Mindfulness each month. On these 
days, we sit and walk in silence in the morning, 
walk to a nearby park for a silent lunch together, 
and do a mindfulness trai n ing reading 
ceremony in the afternoon and/or listen to a 
Dharma talk on tape. 

White Heron Sangha 
Rosemary Donnell 
P.O. Box 870 

Morro Bay, CA 93443 Tel: (805)772-4580 
We meet every Sunday evening in San Luis 
Obispo for meditation, followed by a Dharma 
discussion or a Dharma tape. On the first 
Sunday of the month we recite the Mindfulness 
Trainings. 

Palo Alto Friends Mindfulness Sangha 
Susan Murphy 
2043 EI Sereno Avenue 
Los Altos , CA 94024 Tel: (4 15) 969-3452 
Email: somurphy @email. sjsu .edu 
We meet Thursday mornings for meditation 
and discussion based on practices in The 
Miracle of Mindfulness. 



San Francisco Mindfulness Community 
A vi Magidoff 
3991 17th Street, San Francisco, CA 94 114 
Tel: (415) 252-8452 Email: sfinsf@aol. com 
We meet Monday evenings at the Hartford 
Street Zen Center for sitting and walking 
meditation, mindfulness training recitation, 
and listening to tapes of Thay's talks. 

Dharma Gate Sangha 
Patrick Thornton 
P.O. Box 1933 
Benicia, CA 94510 Tel: (707)747-9550 
Fax:(707)647-1253 Email: upekkha@well.com 
We meet Sunday eve nings for sitti ng 
meditation, followed by a Dharma talk or 
discussion period about application of practice 
in daily life. Mindfulness Training reci tations 
are given on the meeting closest to the new 
moon. We also offer beginning meditation 
classes and retreats . 

Oakland Sangha 
Connie Cronin 
574 Forest 
Oakland, CA 94618 Tel: (5 10)655-4650 
We meet Sunday afternoons for meditation 
and discussion. 

Caleb Cushing 
5995 Chabolyn Terrace 
Oakland, CA 94618 Tel: (510)654-2456 
On Sunday mornings, we practice sitting and 
wa lk ing meditation , recite the Five 
Mindfulness Trainin gs, and di sc uss the 
Dharma. 

Community of Mindful Living 
850 Talbot Avenue, Albany, CA 94706 
Tel: (5 10)527-3751 Fax: (510)525-7129 
Email: parapress@aol.com 
Every Tuesday evening we have sitting and 
walki ng meditation followed by either a 
Dharma talk, discussion, or tea ceremony. 
Once a month, we recite and discuss the Mind
fulness Trainings. On the full moon, we enjoy 
outdoor walking meditation in a local park. A 
group of Order of Interbeing aspirants have 
been meeting with older Order members to 

design a training schedule for the year-long 
mentoring program. We will also have train
ing sessions for meditation hall caretaking. 

During Veterans' Day weekend, we gath
ered in Soquel for a retreat with Maxine Hong 
Kingston, Arnie Kotler, Wendy Johnson, and 
Therese Fitzgerald. Maxine 's Dharma talk 
inspired us to consider the radical idea of 
watering the seed of happiness in our creati ve 
process, and members of the Veterans' Writ
ing Workshop shared their writings with us. In 
November, Arn ie and Therese led a workshop 
on mindfulness in the workplace for employ
ees of Apple Computer. Sangha members will 
continue to lead classes at Apple. 

Green Gulch Farm 
Wendy Johnson 
160 1 Shoreline Drive, Sausalito, CA 94965 
Tel: (415)383-3134 Fax: (415)383-3128 
We have a family lecture and program on the 
firs t Sunday of every month and family prac
tice days throughout the year. On March 8, we 
will have a Family Day of Mindfulness wi th 
sitting and walking meditation, chanting, work
ing, playing, gardening, and sharing a meal. 

Hearth Sangha 
Nanda Currant 
530 Amigo Road 
Soquel, CA 95073 Tel: (408)462-3703 
Email: hearth @cruzio.com 
We meet Monday evenings at the Santa Cruz 
Zen Center for sitting and walking meditation , 
followed by a short Dhatma talk and discussion. 
We have a mindfulness training rec itation 
ceremony on the Monday closest to the new 
moon. 

Almond Blossom Sangha 
Stan Cunningham 
50 1 Thor Street 
Turlock, CA 95380 Tel: (209)634-2172 
Email: scunningham @stan-co.kI2.ca.us 
We meet every other Tuesday evening. 

Arcata Sangha 
Ginger Kossow 
3471 Jacoby Creek Road 
Bayside, CA 95524 Tel: (707)443-6558 
Email: grkoss@humboldtl.com 
We meet for sitting meditation on the second 
and fourth Mondays of each month and have a 
study group on the fourth Saturday of the 
month. Arn ie Kotler and 
Therese Fitzgerald wi ll 
lead a Day of Mindfulness 
in March. 

Fort Bragg Sangha 
Carole Melkonian 
P.O. Box 496, Mendocino, 
CA 95460 
Tel: (707)937-3177 
We meet for meditation 
every Monday night and 
every other Wed nesday 
night. 

Sebastopol Sangha 
Marg Starbuck 
and Bill Boykin 

Occidental Sitting Group 
Bruce Fortin 
3535 Hillcrest Avenue 
Sebastopol, CA 95472 TellFax: (707)874-2234 
We meet Sunday mornings at Anderson Hall 
in Camp Meeker for mindfulness practice, 
including walking meditation and a Dharma 
talk. The first Sunday of each month we have 
a mindfulness training recitation. 

Ukiah Sangha 
Betty Lacy 
932 Helen Ave. , Ukiah, CA 95482 
Tel:(707)462-3212 
Email: jbrlacy@mail.telis.org 
We meet on the first Saturday and the third 
Sunday of the month. 

Colorado 
Gaia Mika and Hank Brusselback 
3546 Nyland Way 
Lafayette, CO 80026 Tel: (303)499-741 8 
Emai l: Gaia.Mika@Colorado .EDU 
We meet the first Sunday of each month for a 
Morning of Mindfu lness including sitting, 
outdoor walking , mindfulness training 
recitation, and tea ceremony. We meet one 
Friday evening a month for sitting and Dhat'ma 
discussion. 

Connecticut 
Ann ie Speiser 
86B Forest Road, Storrs, CT 06268 
Tel : (860)429-1867 
We meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays fo r sit
tin g and walking meditation, reading, discus
sion, and tea meditation. 

89 15 Barnett Valley Road 
Sebastopol, CA 95472 
TellFax : (707)829-6796 
We meet T hur sday 
eveni ngs for meditation 
and di scussion. We host a 
Veterans ' Writing 
Workshop each season. 

Full Moon Festival at Upper Hamlet 
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District of Columbia 
Washington 
Mindfulness Community 
Mitchell Ratner 
6814 Westmoreland 
Takoma Park, MD 20912 
TellFax: (301)270-8353 
Email: childers@mail.erols.com 
We meet each Sunday evening at the Wash
ington Buddhist Vihara for meditation, mind
fulness training recitation, and Dharma dis
cussion. Neighborhood groups meet on Tues
day evenings and Wednesday and Friday morn
ings for sitting meditation. 

Florida 
Blueberry Sangha 
Phil Robinson 
1841 Selva Grande 
Atlantic Beach, FL 32233 
Tel : (904)246-7263 
We sit Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday mornings. 

Pure Light Sangha 
Wendy Kapner 
1000 East Island Blvd. #1806 
Williams Island, FL 33160 
Tel: (305)931-4921 
We meet the first Tuesday of 
every month for meditation, 
recitation of the Mindfulness 
Trainings, listening to Thay's 
tapes, and tea and cookies. 

Fred Eppsteiner 
99 North Street 
Naples, FL 33963 Tel: (813)566-1769 
We meet twice a month for sitting and walking 
meditation, Dharma talk, and discussion. In 
October, Fred transmitted the Three Refuges 
and the Mindfulness Trainings to both the 
Naples and the Pure Light Sanghas. The day 
began with sitting and walking meditation . 
Before the ceremony we chanted The Heart 
Sutra. We all came home feeling like bloom
ing lotuses. 

Hawaii 
Still Life Sangha 
Royce Wilson 
106 Haili SI. 
Hilo, HI 96720 Tel: (808)935-5966 
We meet once a month for meditation, precept 
rec itation, Dharma discussion, viewing Thay ' s 
videos, and a meal. 

Idaho 
Beginner' s Mind Sangha 
Tom and Tracy Sarriugarte 
Boise, ID Tel: (208)342-5358 
We have meditation and Dharma discussions 
on Wednesday evenings, aDay of Mindfulness 
every two months, and mindfulness training 
recitation every three months. 

Pamela Berger and Pat Hine 
106 East Third Street, #3B 
Moscow, ID 83843 Tel: (208)883-3311 
Email: Pat@uidaho.edu 
We practice together Wednesday and Sunday 
evenings, and Saturday mornings. Our weekly 
Sunday evening gatherings begin with sitting 
meditation and are followed either by a 
mindfulness training recitation, a tea ceremony, 
a sutra recitation, or a Dharma discussion. 
When there is a fifth Sunday in the month, we 
have special events (Mindfulness Days, Family 
Days, or pot lucks and planning meetings) . 

Sisters Vandana and Ani Lodro 

Illinois 
Lakeside Buddha Sangha 
Jack and Laurie Lawlor 
P.O. Box 7067 
Evanston,IL60201 Tel/Fax: (847)475-0080 
Lakeside is in its sixth year of meeting every 
Sunday evening for meditation and Dharma 
discussion. Seventy people attended our August 
4 interdenominational Day of Mindfulness on 
Engaged Buddhism, which included Dharma 
discussion with Sulak Sivaraksa of Thailand 
and Dr. A.T. Ariyaratne of the Sarvodaya 
movement in Sri Lanka. Our September 
regional retreat with sister Sanghas in 
Wisconsin was also well-attended . 

We are planning a Day of Mindfulness in 
Milwaukee and northern Illinois in early 1997, 
and everyone is invited to a special three-day 
retreat in the countryside just beyond Chicago 
from June 27-29. The theme will be "Spiritual 
Friends and Sangha Building in the Buddhist 
Tradition," and will be led by Jack Lawlor, 
author of Sangha Building: Creating the Bud
dhist Practice Community. 

(See Sangha Profile, Mindfulness Bell #15.) 
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Prairie Buddha Sangha 
Bruce and Estelle von Zellen 
136 Ilehamwood 
DeKalb, IL 60115 Tel: (815)756-2801 
We meet on the first and third Sundays of the 
month for mindfulness practice. We sometimes 
call ourselves the "Traveling Prairie Buddha 
Sangha" because we meet at the homes of 
various Sangha members. Our time together 
includes sitting and walking meditation, 
readings, music , and poetry, followed by 
socializing and refreshments. We offer an open 
invitation to share knowledge and experience 
along with presence and silence. We practice 

to affirm and deepen our 
understanding of the Dharma, 
and to recognize that the truths 
in all teachings converge into 
one whenever people join to 
share them. 

Indiana 
Indiana Lotus Sangha 
3887 E. Woodsmall Drive 
Terre Haute, IN 47802 
Tel: (812)299-2926 
Fax: (812)299-8945 
We meet on Sunday afternoons 
for sitting and walking medita
tion. 

Kentucky 
Louisvil1e Community of 
Mindfulness 
Bronson Rozier 
1544 Quadrant Avenue 
Louisville, Ky 40205 

Tel: (502)451-2193 
We meet Sunday mornings for sitting, walking, 
and guided meditation, reciting sutras, and 
discussion . On the first Sunday of each month 
we recite the Five Mindfulness Trainings and 
on the third Sunday we recite the Fourteen 
Mindfulness Trainings of the Order of 
Interbeing. 

Recently we read The Sutra on the Full 
Awareness of Breathing and Th e Surra on the 
Four Establishmenls of Mindfulness. We con
tinue to help clean up a local park as a service 
to the many beings there. 

Louisiana 
Blue Iris Sangha 
Dewain Belgard 
2419 Chartres 
New Orleans, LA 70117 Tel: (504) 947-6227 
Email: 75716.1124@compuserv.com 
We meet Monday evenings for Dharma 
discussion , Mindfulness Training recitation, 
and meditation. 

Maine 
Brunswick Sangha 
Anne Dellenbaugh 
941 Mere Point Road 
Brunswick, ME 04011 Tel: (207)721-9005 



We meet Wednesday evenings for practice 
and Dharma discussion, and recite the 
Mindfu lness Trainings on Wednesdays nearest 
the new moon. 

Morgan Bay Zendo 
Howard Evans and Vicki Pollard 
P.O. Box 838, Blue Hill, ME 04614 
Tel: (207)374-9963 Fax:(207)374-5469 
Email: howard7@downeast.net 
We meet Sunday mornings for sitting and 
walking meditation, discussions, and work. 
On the first Sunday of the month, we also 
recite the Mindfulness Trainings. The zendo is 
open April through November, so we are now 
ending our summer retreat season and looking 
towards next year. We have completed major 
roof repairs and are adding two showers . 

True Heart/Mid-Coast Sangha 
Mair Honan 
RR2 Box 596 
Lincolnville, ME 04849 Tel: (207)763-3692 
We meet at the Camden Yoga Studio the first 
and third Sunday of every month for sitting, 
walking, mindfulness training recitation, and 
Dharma discussion. Our Sangha is sharing 
mindfulness practice in a local state prison. 

Maryland 
Bill Menza 
4340 East-West Highway, Room 709 
Bethesda, MD 20814 Tel: (301)504-0994xI388 
Email: wmenza@capaccess.org 
We meet Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 
noon for meditation and Dharma discussion . 

Massachusetts 
Hopping Tree Sangha 
Ann Gibson 
80 Silver Lane 
Sunderland, MA 01375 Tel: (413)665-3983 
We meet for meditation every Wednesday 
morning in Amherst. Depending on the week, 
we also have recitation of the Mindfulness 
Trainings, reading, and/or Dharma discussion. 

Alice Barrett 
Keili Meditation Center 
16 Miles Street 
Greenfield, MA 01301 Tel: (413)773-8259 
The Center offers seven sittings a week, as 
well as classes and discussion groups. 

West County Sangha 
Prudence Grand 
Windy Hill-131 
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370 Tel:(413)625-9495 
We meet on the first, third, and fifth Sunday 
evenings of the month for meditation and 
mindfulness training recitation or discussion. 

Claude An Shin Thomas 
321 Bedford Street, Concord, MA 01742 
Tel: (508)369-6112 Fax: (508)287-4316 

Weekly Mindfulness Days for Vietnam War 
combat veterans and Sunday Days of 
Mindfulness for everyone. 

Stow Sangha 
Barbara Atenasio 
First Parish Church, Box 16 , Stow, MA 01775 
Tel : (508)264-9076 Email: baa@genrad.com 
We meet every Wednesday evening for sitting, 
and the last Sunday evening each month for 
meditation, recitation of the Mindfulness 
Trainings, and discussion. 

Community of Interbeing 
Sue Bridge 
38 Temple St., Boston, MA 02108 
Tel: (617)367-3165 
We gather the first Sunday evening of each 
month for sitting, recitation of the Mindfulness 
Trainings, tea, and Dharma discussion at the 
Cambridge Buddhist Association . We will 
offer a Day of Mindfulness with a potluck 
vegetarian lunch on February 8 and April 12. 
Local sitting groups meet weekly. For Tuesday 
evenings in Boston, contact Sue Bridge. For 
Wednesday mornings in Wellesley, contact 
Kathy Ahern (617-431-1385). Over 50 people 
turned out in the middle of a major snowstorm 
for a Day of Mindfulness with Arnie Kotler in 
December. Dharma teac hers Arnie, Hob 
Hoblitzelle, and Chi Nguyen ordained Sue 
Bridge into the Order ofinterbeing in a moving 
ceremony capped by a Dharma talk by Maha 
Ghosananda. 

Clock Tower Sangha of Magical Maynard 
Andrew Weiss 
20 Elm Street, Maynard, MA 01754 
Tel: (508)897-0796 Fax: (617)237-1127 
Email: AndreWeiss@aol.com 
We meet every other Thursday evening for 
sitting, tea , and Dharma discussion, and hold 
a Day of Mindfulness monthly . The Days of 
Mindfulness are oriented around the teachings 
of basic Buddhism and include listening to 
tapes of Dharma talks given by Thiiy during 
the September 1996 retreat. 

Michigan 
Clear Water Sangha 
Katherine Roth and Greg Holmes 
6423 Pleasant River Drive 
Dimondale, MI 48821 Tel: (517)646-9828 
We meet the third Sunday of the month for 
meditation, reading, and discussion. 

Chua Tam Quang/Clear Mind Temple 
Tom Holmes 
2923 Memory Lane 
Kalamazoo, MI 49311 Tel: (616)344-0836 
Email: HolmesT @wmich.edu 
On the second Saturday of each month we 
have a half-Day of Mindfulness that includes 
a meal in mindfulness. In October, we installed 
a sculpture of Avalokiteshvara in the garden. 
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Dancing Rabbit Sangha 
Trisha Perlman 
P.O. Box 422 
Elk Rapids, MI 49629 Tel: (616)264-88 13 
We gather every other Sunday evening for 
Dharma discussion and meditation with various 
Plum Village practices. 

Minnesota 
Clouds in Water Meditation Group 
Mike Port 
570 I Garfield A venue South 
Minneapolis, MN 55419 Tel: (612)798-5821 
Email: cloudsnh20@aol.com 
We meet on Sunday mornings for meditation 
and a Dharma talk. The theme of our 100 Days 
of Engaged Mindfulness session has been 
"Cultivating the Mind of Love," inspired by 
Thay ' s book. The theme for the spring session 
will be "Receiving the Bodhisattva Precepts." 

Missouri 
Silver Maple Sangha 
Kristen Hunt 
73 Strecker Rd. 
Ellisville, MO 63011 Tel: (314)225 -3573 
We meet on Mondayevenings for mindfulness 
practice. On January 11, we had a Day of 
Mindfulness at the Emerson Unitarian 
Universalist Chapel. 

Montana 
Helena Sangha 
David Cooper 
Helena, MT Tel: (406)442-4344 
We meet Sunday evenings for sitting and 
walking meditation, and a reading. We have 
monthly Days of Mindfulness. 

Open Way Sangha 
Michel Colville 
1440 Harrison Street 
Missoula, MT 59802 Tel: (406)543-6443 
Email: darwin@selway.umt.edu 
We meet on Sunday and Thursday evenings 
for meditation, Dharma discussions, and tea. 
We recite and discuss the Fourteen Mindful
ness Trainings monthly. 
(See Sangha Profile, Mindfulness Bell #17.) 

Nevada 
Dharma Zephyr Sangha 
Kathy Schwerin 
3585 Ormsby Lane, Carson City, NV 89704 
Tel: (702)849-3668 Fax: (702)882-9043 
We have sitting and Dharma discussion on 
Monday nights, mindfulness trainingsrecitations 
monthly, and occasional retreats and Days of 
Mindfulness. 

New Hampshire 
Peggy Cappy and Ferris Urbanowski 
10 Route 101 West 
Professional Health Center 
Peterborough, NH 03458 Tel: (508)856-3755 
Email: ferris. urbanowski@banyan.ummed.edu 



We meet Wednesday evenings for meditation 
and discussion or reading from Thay's books. 

New Jersey 
Sid Kemp and Kris Lindbeck 
The Wholeness Center 
54 Elm Street 
Morristown, NJ 07960 Tel: (201)898-9368 
We meet Wednesday evenings for mindfulness 
practice, have monthly Days of Mindfulness, 
and introductory meditation classes. 

Juniper Ridge Community 
Bill Alexander 
Kitchell Road 
ConventStation,NJ0796 1 Tel: (201)455-7133 
Email: alex322@concentric.net 
We offer meditations and Dharma discussions, 
with an emphasis on the Twelve Steps. 

Is land Refuge Sangha 
Jules Hirsch 
6 Ross Drive E. 
Brigantine, NJ 08203 TellFax: (609)266-8281 
Email: JHintuit@aol.com 
We have daily sitting and walking meditation 
and chanting each morning. We also hold a 
monthly Day of Mindfulness with recitation 
of the Mindfulness Trainings, discussion, and 
extended meditation periods. 

Central New Jersey Sangha 
Amy Rhett LaMotte 
37 Maple Street, Princeton, NJ 08542 
Tel: (609)924-4506 Fax: (609)924-7477 
We meet for an Evening of Mindfulness once 
a month and for a Day of Mindfulness every 
season. 

Buddhist Sangha of South Jersey 
Walt Lyons 
Moorestown, NJ Tel: (609)953-9215 
Email: wslyons@voicenet.com 
We meet every Sunday evening. 

New Mexico 
Mindful Heart Sangha 
Lorena Monda 
166 Camino de San Francisco 
Placitas, NM 87043 Tel : (505)867-8623 
Email : lorenamon@aol.com 
We a.re a new Sangha forming in the Albu
querque area. We meet on Sunday evenings 
for sitting and walking meditation . We recite 
the Mindfulness Trainings every other week. 
On Thursdays at noon we have a Mindful 
Lunch . Depending on interest, we may also 
have sutra study, Dharma discussion, tea, and 
monthly half-Days of Mindfulness. 

Open Way Sangha 
Cynthia Jurs and Hugh Wheir 
Route 4, Box 60B , Santa Fe, NM 87501 
Tel: (505)982-3846 Fax: (505)982-9481 

We meet Wednesday evenings for sitting and 
walking meditation, and Dharma discussion . 
Days of Mindfulness are held monthly, with 
mindfulness training recitation and writing 
practice. 

Upaya Foundation 
Joan Halifax 
1404 CelTo Gordo Road, Santa Fe, NM 8750[ 
Tel: (505)986-8518 Fax: (505)986-8528 
Email: upaya@RT66.com 
We meet for meditation Monday through Fri
day evenings. On the first Sunday of the 
month, we have an event called "Coming 
Home," including sitting, walking, Dharma 
talk, and eating practice. Precept recitation 
and Days of Mindfulness are held monthly. 
We also celebrate solstices and equinoxes. 

Physicians, nurses, social workers, and 
therapists from around the U.S. and Canada 
recently came to an eight-day "Being With 
Dying" retreat to learn contemplative prac
tices to use in their work with dying people. 
We also recently held a women ' s retreat with 
Joan, Mirabai Bush, and Zuleikha. 

Open Heart Sangha 
Stephen Rose or Barbara Zaring 
Box 4534 
Taos, NM 87571 
Tel: (505)758-1212 Fax:(505)758-8323 
Email: roselaw@laplaza.taos .nm.us 
We meet on Wednesday evenings for sitting 
and walking meditation and often mindfulness 
training recitation, Dharma d iscussion, and 
tapes or readings from Thay. We have occa
sional Days of Mindfulness and share in so
cially engaged activities like Taos Feeds Taos 
and Habitat for Humanity. 

New York 
Phyllis Joyner 
I 10 Reed Street, #2 
New York, NY 10013 Tel: (212)732-4921 
We meet Wednesday nights for sitting, 
walking, and chanting. 

New York Community of Mindfulness 
Lyn Fine 
P.O . Box 61, Planetarium Station 
New York, NY 10024 TellFax: (212)362-5923 
Email: leonoref@aol.com 
A Day of Mindfulness is held on the second 
Saturday of every month. Jewish-Buddhist 
practices are also held. Our community is 
growing. During 1996, we have been blessed 
with wonderful retreats, Days of Mindfulness, 
and Dharma talks with guest teachers Susan 
Postal , Arinna Weisman, Anh Huong Nguyen, 
Claude Thomas, Sr. Annabel , and Thay Giac 
Thanh. We held our second summer retreat 
with Anh Huong Nguyen and Lyn Fine at 
beautiful Pumpkin Hollow Farm in upstate 
New York. A deep bow of thanks to everyone 
who was present and helped with organizing. 
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Our practice deepened as we organized our 
second winter concert to benefit the Commit
tee for Hungry Children in Vietnam. This year 
we used part of the concert donations to begin 
a Sangha Fund for New York City. As a 
community, we also responded to a request by 
Bhante Suhita Dharma and the New York 
Buddhist Council for warm caps and mittens 
for homeless people in the Bronx. We were 
able to challenge racism by contributing to a 
fund sponsored by the National Council of the 
Churches of Christ to help with restoring and 
rebuilding the burned churches. 

Amy Krantz 
115 West 86th SU'eet, #9B 
New York, NY 10024 Tel: (212)873 -3142 
We meet for guided meditation on the third 
Thursday of the month. 

David Flint 
311 West 97th Street, #6E 
New York, NY 10025 Tel : (212)666-4104 
Each Tuesday evening we meet for sitting and 
a short reading. 

Judy Davis 
49 Florence Drive 
Chappaqua, NY 10514 Tel: (914)238-8296 
Email: Judithdav@aol.com 
We meet the first Sunday evening of each 
month for sitting and walking meditation, with 
a potluck afterwards. 

Westchester, Rockland, and Fairfield 
Counties Mindfulness Group 
Sally and Eric Taylor 
Box 0089 
Maryknoll , NY 10545 Tel: (914)762-9097 
We meet one Sunday each month for a Day of 
Mindfulness that includes sitting, indoor and 
outdoor walk in g meditation, readings, 
mindfulness train ing recitation, discussions, 
and a potluck meal. The location alternates 
between Bailey Farm in Millwood and Hunt 
Farm in Waccabuc . 

Patrecia Lenore 
412 9th Street, #3 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 Tel: (718)499-5104 
On Sundays and Tuesdays we have meditation 
practices and mindful discussion. On Sundays 
we do walking meditation in a local park. We 
have a monthly Day of Mindfulness. 

Long Island Sangha 
Tonia Leon-Hysko 
[0 Gail Court 
Huntington, NY 11743 Tel: (516)427-9790 
We meet the first Friday evening of the month 
for sitting meditation, and the third Saturday 
afternoon of the month for meditation practices. 
The location rotates among members ' homes. 
Persons interested in family practice with 
children are invited to contact Karen Leon 'at 
(516)767 -0677. 



North Carolina 
Eno Ri ver Buddhist 
Community 
Kim Warren 
4907 Garrett Road 
Durham, NC 27704 
Tel: (919)220-0321 
Email: 

Making music at Plum Village 

wan-eO 16@mc.duke.edu 
We meet Monday 
evenings at the Eno 
River Unitarian 
Universalist 
Fellowship for sitting 
and walking med
itation, reading, 
discussion, and 
practice support. 
Arnie Kotler and 
Therese Fitzgerald 
will lead a retreat at 
Hot Springs, North 
Carolina, June 12-15. 

We celebrated our annual Day of Mindfulness 
with the New York City Sangha here in 
Huntington. We enjoyed the presence ofThiiy 
Giac Thanh of Plum Village. 

Budding Flower Sangha 
Patricia Hunt-Perry 
77 Wells Road, Rural Delivery 7 
Newburgh, NY 12550 Tel: (914)561-0995 
Meditation practice is held on Monday, 
Thursday, and Sunday. 

Saratoga Clr. for Meditation and Mindful Living 
Kathryn Tracy 
II Marion Place 
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866 Tel: (518)587-2667 
We meet the second Sunday morning of the 
month for sitting and walking meditation, 
mindfulness training recitation, and a children's 
program. 

Rochester Sangha 
Patricia Hogenmiller 
260 Rosedale Street, Rochester,NY 14620 
Tel: (716)442-3821 
We are a new Sangha of 10-15 people who 
meet twice a month, generally on Sunday 
afternoons for mindfulness practice, mindful
ness training recitation, and Dharma discus
sion. Members join us from as far away as 
Geneva and Canandaigua. 

Jayne Demakos 
5801 Route 414 
Valois, NY 12888 Tel: (607)277-5685 
We meet on the first Sunday afternoon of each 
month at Wisdom's Golden Rod in the Finger 
Lakes Region for sitting and walking medita
tion and tea ceremony. We are exploring the 
possibility of meeting weekly to study The 
Hearl SUlra or another Buddhist text. 

Charlotte Community of Mindfulness 
Leslie Rawls 
14200 Fountain Lane, Charlotte, NC 28278 
Tel: (704)588-1413 Fax: (704)583-1279 
Email: LCRawls@aol.com 
We meet on Wednesday evenings and Sunday 
mornings for sitting, walking, and Dharma 
discussion, and for a Day of Mindfulness and 
mindfulness trainings recitations the second 
Saturday of each month. 

Celo Community Sangha 
Herb and Marnie Walters 
278 White Oak Creek Road 
Burnsville, NC 28714 Tel: (704)675-4626 
We meet every Wednesday for walking 
meditation and other mindfulness practices. 

Ohio 
Lynn Lyle 
5102 Pickfair Drive 
Toledo, OH 43615 Tel: (419)534-3063 
Email: jim.lynn@sylvania.sev.org 
We meet for meditation on the second and 
fourth Sunday evenings of the month for 
meditation and support. A Day of Mindfulness 
is held quarterly . 

Donna Kwilosz 
2188 Chatfield 
Cleveland Heights,OH 44106 
Tel: (216)932-0579 
We meet monthly formeditation, mindfulness 
trainings recitation, and discussion. 

Oregon 
Portland Community of Mindful Living 
Katie Radditz 
Looking Glass Bookstore 
318 S.W. Taylor Portland, OR 97204 
Tel: (503)227-4760 Fax: (503)227-0829 
Email: lookglas@teleport.com 
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We meet every Wednesday evening for 
meditation and precept recitation. 

River Sangha 
Jerry Braza 
6810 Corvallis Road 
Independence, OR 97351 
Tel: (503)838-0182 Fax: (503)838-6222 
Email: BRAZAJ@fsa.wosc.osshe.edu 
We meet for meditation, tea, and Dharma 
discussions on the second and fourth Sun
days of the month. 

Bonnie Whittington 
2430 Cherry Grove Street 
Eugene, OR 97403 Tel: (503)683-2127 
We have a Day of Mindfulness the third 
Sunday of the month in a country setting. 

Eugene/Cottage Grove Sangha 
Sandy Alridge and Dale Lugenbehl 
Cottage Grove, OR Tel: (541)942-0583 
We gather on the third Sunday of every 
month for a Day of Mindfulness. 

Ashland Mindfulness Sangha 
Juli Schwartz 
237 Almond Street 
Ashland, OR 97520 Tel: (541)482-9315 
We are a new Sangha. We meet the first 
three Wednesday mornings of the month for 
meditation and the last Sunday afternoon for 
meditation and Dharma discussion . 

Central Oregon Interfaith Meditation Group 
Marion Tripp 
123 South Ninth 
Redmond, OR 97756 Tel: (541)548-0590 
Wemeet Monday and Friday nights in Bend 
for meditation. On the second Saturday of 
each month, we hold a Day of Mindfulness 
in Bend, Redmond, Sisters, or Tumalo. In 
October, Brother Ivar Shoholm visited us 
from Plum Village. 

Pennsylvania 
Laughing Rivers Sangha 
Katie Hammond 
1006 South Trenton Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15221 
Tel: (412)243-1545 
Email: KHammll@aol.com 
We meet on the first and third Sunday of the 
month in the afternoon to enjoy sitting, 
walking, and tea meditation, followed by 
Dharma discussions and support for one 
another. We also produce a local quarterly 
community newsletter. 

Mt. Equity Sangha 
P. Dai-En Bennage 
R .R. 4, Box 603, Muncy, PA 17756 
Tel/Fax: (717)546-2784 
We meet Tuesday evenings and Wednesday 
mornings to meditate and share readings by 
Thiiy. 



We also have monthly Days of Mindfulness. 
One of our Sangha members in the maximum 
security prison Gateless Gate Sangha said, "If 
I want to have the Buddha's teachings right at 
hand, I just bring to mind Thay's incense 
offering gatha. It contains everything I need." 
We celebrated the New Year with meditation, 
I 08 bows, rings of the bell, and tea. 

Old Path Zendo 
Philip and Judith Toy 
2725 Aquetong Road 
New Hope, PA 18938 Tel: (215)862-2968 
We sit together every weekday morning at 
dawn. On Sunday mornings we have sitting 
and walking meditation, tea, and Dharma 
discussions. We had a Day of Mindfulness 
with Lyn Fine in October. We were also visited 
by the Washington-United Nations FreeTibet 
Marchers, including Thubten Norbu Rinpoche 
(brother of H. H. Dalai Lama) and Padin 
Gyatso, a Tibetan monk held prisoner by the 
Chinese for 33 years. 

Eve and David Dimmack 
29 Cavendish Drive, Ambler, PA 19002 
Tel:(215)646-1655 Email: Diep94@aol.com 
We meet every Monday evening, have morning 
sittings and week ly recitation of the 
mindfulness trainings . 

Lilac Breeze Sangha 
Joyce Haase 
267 South Van Pelt Street 
Philadelphia, PA 191 03 Tel: (215)545-3319 
We meet every other week for meditation, 
mindfulness trainings recitation, reading, and 
listening to tapes of Thiiy. 

Texas 
Dallas Community of Mindful Living 
Luke Barber and Lee Paez 
8015 Forest Trail, Dallas, TX 75238 
Tel: (214)342-3309 Fax: (214)238-6352 
Email: LeePaez@DCCD.EDU 
We meet Sunday mornings for meditation 
practice, readings, and sometimes mindfulness 
training recitation. On the first Sunday of each 
month, we have a potluck silent meal. 

Houston Zen Community 
Doug Lindsay 
P.O. Box 131372, Houston, TX 77219 
Tel: (713)880-1030 Email: zenml@hal.pc.org 
We meet Sunday evenings for meditation, 
discussion, and chanting The Heart Sutra. On 
the first Sunday of the month we recite and 
discuss the Mindfulness Trainings. On the 
fifth Sunday we have a tea cermony and share 
poems, songs, and stories. We have also been 
studying Old Path White Clouds. 

In August, we held a retreat led by Tenshin 
Reb Anderson and in October with Hoa Van 
Do. Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald will 
lead a Weekend of Mindfulness in April. 

Sangha del COl'azon 
Bonnie Flake 
10606 Sayonara 
San Antonio, TX 78216 Tel: (210)344-0681 
We meet every Sunday morning for meditation. 
We recite the Mindfulness Trainings and have 
tea the first meeting of each month. 

Sangha of the Rio Grande Valley 
Mark Matthews 
548 Guava Drive 
Harlingen, TX 78552 Tel: (210)428-9571 
We meet twice monthly for sitting and walking 
meditation. We end with a shared reflection on 
a topic that someone in the Sangha suggests. If 
there is no suggested topic, we read a few 
pages from a book. 

Plum Blossom Sangha 
Nuba Shores 
1501 Nickerson 
Austin, TX 78704 Tel: (512)442-8262 
We meet every Sunday evening for sitting 
meditation, mindfulness training recitation, 
tea, and discussion. We also have deep 
relaxation evenings with poetry. We have 
several retreats during the year, usually held at 
Stone Haven Ranch, a beautiful, old, secluded 
space outside San Marcos. 

Utah 
Vaughn and Joanne Lovejoy 
1588 Princeton, Salt Lake City, UT 84105 
Tel: (801)583-9238 
We meet every Sunday for sitting and walking 
meditation, tea, and discussion. Arnie Kotler 
and Therese Fitzgerald will lead a retreat in 
March. 

Vermont 
Mindfulness Community of Southern Vermont 
Eva Mondon 
RR2, Box 345 
Putney, VT 05346 Tel: (802)387-4144 
We meet on the first Sunday of the month for 
meditation and on the third Saturday of the 
month for a Day of Mindfulness. We also have 
special walking meditation through local 
flower gardens through the spring, summer, 
and fall. We meet at the local Quaker Meeting 
Home in Putney. 

Pot Lid Sangha 
Bill Lipke, Vermont Respite Home 
P.O. Box 954 
Williston, VT 05495 Tel: (802) 864-0981 
Email: WLIPKE@moose.uvm.edu 
We meet Friday afternoons for sitting and 
Dharma discussion, and recite the Mindfulness 
Trainings once a month. We also meet with 
residents at the Vermont Respite Home. 

Summer Vine Community Sangha 
Carlene Bagnall 
19 Vine Street 
Montpelier, VT 05602 Tel: (802)229-9678 
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We meet Wednesday evenings for sitting and 
walking meditation. We read the Mindfulness 
Trainings on the first Wednesday of each 
month. We welcome applicants for live-in 
positions in exchange for child care. 

Fire on the Mountain 
Ellie Hayes 
RDI Box 133 
S. Woodbury, VT 05650 Tel: (802)456-1983 
We are a small but devoted Sangha of women 
practitioners meeting every Thursday morning 
for meditation. Ellie recently returned from 
the September Heart of the Buddha retreat in 
Plum Village. Our Sangha has been slowly 
digesting the teachings on the Four Nutriments 
in The Sutra 011 Right View. We are also 
building bridges with other Sanghas in the 
region , from Montpelier to Montreal. On 
January 4, Lyn Fine will lead us in a Day of 
Mindfulness. 

Virginia 
Loudon County Sangha 
Alice and Dan Magorian 
20711 Sycolin Road 
Leesburg, V A 22075 Tel: (703)777-1618 
We meet once a month for sitting and walking 
meditation, a potluck, and discussion . 

Tuesday Mindfulness Meditation Group 
Bill Menza 
8502 Rehoboth Court 
Vienna, VA 22031-5061 Tel: (703)356-4912 
Email: wmenza@capaccess.org 
We meet Tuesday evenings for meditation , 
recitation of the Mindfulness Trainings, and 
Dharma discussion. 

Mindfulness Community of Washington, D.C. 
Anh Huong Nguyen and Thu Nguyen 
10413 Adel Road 
Oakton, VA 22124 Tel: (703)938-9606 
Charlottesville Sangha 
Kim Cary 
Box 33 
Massie ' s Mill, VA 22954 Tel: (804)980-1470 
We meet the first and third Wednesday 
evenings of the month at the Friends Meeting 
House for meditation, recitation of the 
Mindfulness Trainings, and discussion. We 
also have periodic Days of Mindfulness. We 
have a Morning of Mindfulness on the third 
Sunday of every month. 

Fred Eppsteiner will lead a family retreat 
for adults, teenagers, and children at Camp 
Albemarle near Charlottesville, June 13-18. 

South Anna River Sangha 
Craig Green 
Twin Oaks Community 
Louisa, V A 23093 Tel: (540)894-5126 
We share daily morning practice and a weekly 
sitting and discussion group. 



Mindfulness Community of Hampton Roads 
Allen Sandler 
612 Westover Avenue 
Norfolk, V A 23507 Tel: (804)625-6367 
As our Sangha begins its fifth year, we continue 
to meet the first and third Sunday mornings of 
each month. 

Washington State 
HumanKind Clear Bead Sangha 
Michelle and Joel Levey 
5536 Woodlawn Avenue North 
Seattle, WA 98103 
Tel: (206) 632-3551 Fax: (206)547-7895 
Email: Shalom@concentric.net 
We meet on Tuesday evenings to share 
mindfulness and loving kindness meditations, 
enjoy Dharma discussions, Sangha building, 
and meditation instruction . 

Michelle and Joel led a mindfulness retreat 
for corporate clients in Hawaii . Two of our 
Sangha members attended the September re
treat at Plum Village . 

Peach Tea Sangha 
Laura Mae Baldwin 
Seattle, WA Tel: (206)527-0797 
We meet Monday evenings for meditation in 
North Seattle. 

Mindfulness Community of Puget Sound 
Kate Wehr 
2320 E. Denny Way, #C 
Seattle, WA 98122 Tel: (206)325-2839 
We meet Monday evenings for sitting 
meditation and discussion. On the third Sunday 
of each month, Eileen Kiera leads a Day of 
Mindfulness. 

Mountain Lamp Community 
Eileen Kiera 
Bellingham Dharma Hall, 115 Unity Street 
Bellingham, WA 98244 Tel: (360)592-5248 
We meet Wednesday evenings for meditation 
and discussion, and we also have a Day of 
Mindfulness on the second Saturday of each 
month. In the fall, we held a five-week class on 
the practice of mindfulness and the Five 
Mindfulness Trainings, and in November, 
Eileen Kiera led a retreat at Camp Samish. 

Laughing Frog Sangha 
Carol Ann Stockton and Ed Brown 
P.O. Box 1447, Poulsbo, WA 98370 
Tel : (360)598-424'7 Fax: (360)697-2598 
We meet every Wednesday and the first Friday 
of the month for sitting, walking and tea with 
kindred spirits. 

Wisconsin 
Mindfulness Community of Milwaukee 
Mary Bernau-Eigen and Chuck Eigen 
2958 South Mabbett A venue 
Milwaukee, Wl 53207 Tel: (414)271-9988 

We meet every Friday evening at Plymouth 
Church for meditation, readings from Thiiy, 
discussion, and have occasional half-Days of 
Mindfulness. 

SnowFlower Sangha 
Susan O ' Leary 
2220 West Lawn Avenue 
Madison, WI 53711 Tel: (608)256-0506 
We meet every Friday evening for sitting and 
walking meditation, reciting the mindfulness 
trainings , and Dharma discussions. At the end 
of the summer, we sponsored the third annual 
Regional Mindfulness Weekend in Spring 
Green, Wisconsin, led by Jack Lawlor. On 
Thanksgiving, we had a Sangha potluck. 

East Side Sangha 
Kate Behrens and Cindy Cowden 
2037 Winnebago Street 
Madison, WI 53704 Tel: (608)244-2446 
We meet Sunday evenings for meditation and 
reading from Thay ' s books. On the lastSunday 
of every month, we offer a tea ceremony. 
Everyone is welcome to bring something 
personal to share with the Sangha. We also 
celebrate the solstices and equinoxes . 

Sacred Lakes Buddha Sangha 
Catherine and LatTY Mandt 
2254 Monroe Street, Madison, WI 53711 
Tel: (608)256-0398 Fax: (608)223-9768 
Email: Imandt46@execpc.com 
Wemeetonce a monthon Sunday afternoon to 
recite the Fourteen Mindfulness Trainings. 

Sun Farm Sangha 
Chris LaForge and Amy Wilson 
Route I, Box 71 

Sangha-Building 
These people have expressed interest in 
beginning a Sangha in their area. Please 
contact them if you would like to join tize 
practice. 

Russell Chan 
4/11 Simpsons Rd. 
Box Hill, Victoria 
Australia 3128 

Keriata Stuart 

Tel: (61)3-9898-3377 

1117 Huntingdon SI. 
Wellington, New Zealand 
Tel: (64)4-475-8966 (home) 
(64)4-473-4112 (day) 

Jo Bennett 
P.O. Box 101 2 
Bethel, AK 99559 

Paul Williams 
Box231155 

Tel: (907)543-308 1 

Encinitas, CA 92023 Tel : (619)753-1815 
Email: 102705.3522 @compuserv.com 

Patricia Callahan 
50 Monte Cimas A venue 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 Tel: (415)383-3898 

Robert Smith Johnson 
P.O. Box 234 
Langley, WA 98260 Tel: (360)34 1-1951 

Port Wing, WI 54865 
Tel: (715)774-3374 
We gathertwice a month 
for a Day of Mindful
ness. We sit for several 
hours and end the day 
with a silent meal. More 
people hav e become 
involved with our 
Sangha and we now 
share Days of Mindful
ness in two locations to 
accommodate everyone. 

I n the Footsteps of the 
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Buddha 
Pilgrimage in India & Nepal 

with Shantum Seth 
With each step and breath the 

Buddha comes alive. Shantum's bal
ance of knowledge, insight, and hu
mor brings joy to those journeying with 

him in the footsteps of the Buddha. 
Thich Nha'C Hanh 

JOURNEYS: 
1997,1998,1999 

1997/98 <¢> Dec. 20, 1997 - Jan. 4, 1998 
1998 <¢> Jan. 10, 1998 - Jan. 29, 1998 
1998/1999 <¢> Dec.19, 1998 - Jan. 3,1999 

Free brochure: Aura Wright 
Suite 207, 3439 NE.Sandy.Portland,Or.97232 

U.S.A. T:503-335-0794 
F:503-288-1558 

(ask for video) 



Sangha Profile: 
Maple Village, Brossard, Canada 

Contact: Chan Huy 
9089 Richmond 
Montreal, PQ J4X 2S 1, Canada 
Tel: (514) 591-8726 Fax: (514)466-8958 
Email: chanhuy@prisco.net 

In 1984, Toan and Quyen Do enjoyed their experience at 
Plum Village so much that they invited about ten of us to 
organize a retreat in Montreal with Thay. At the time, what 
happens in a retreat was a mystery to almost all of us, but 
we enthusiastically organized it under Thay's guidance. 

In September 1985, we had our first retreat with Thay at 
Camp Les Sommets, a simple weekend resort. That was all 
it took for the Maple Village Sangha to take form and begin 
its marvelous journey. Our small group spent many week
ends searching for a good location . We gathered to make 
cushions for sitting meditation, prepare meal menus, and 
enjoy being together. We looked after almost everything; 
but none of us knew that we also needed a bell in a retreat! 
We ended up using a cassette tape and a speaker for the 
mindfulness bell. Thay called it our "electronic bell master." 

In 1986, we organized our second retreat with Thay at 
the Entrelac Scout Camp. This time we were better 
equipped, with big and small bells . The highlight of this 
retreat was the ordination of our first six Tiep Hien brothers 
and sisters. As Thay was sitting in his room searching for a 
Dharma name for our eldest brother, an oriental cactus plant 
which we brought along began to bloom. That night, instead 
of sitting meditation, we enjoyed two hours with Thay in a 
tea ceremony celebrating the Quynh flower, which blooms 
and withers within three hours. Thay gave our brother the 
Dharma names Tam Khai (Opening of the Heart)-Chan 
Hoi (True Understanding). 

For five years, Thay came to teach us. Maple Village 
was not only blessed by his and Sister Chan Khong's loving 
care, but also by contributions and support from friends in 
Canada, the U.S., and other countries. Five years after our 
first meeting, Maple Village made a home on a hilly wild 
land of 100 acres with a lake. A road was built and a simple 
building was constructed with electricity and water. The 
building, large enough to host 100 people, has a meditation, 
dining, and activity hall, and a dormitory. 

In 1996, 11 years after our first retreat, we are still 
together on our mindful and joyful journey. Hundreds of 
people have joined us, and we cannot count the numbers of 
people who have taken the Five Mindfulness Trainings at 
Maple Village. Forty brothers and sisters belong to the 
Order of Interbeing, ten are Dharma teachers, and one sister 
has become a nun and now practices at Plum Village. Many 
have brought the practice back to their homes and built 
strong Sanghas in Boston, Toronto, Ottawa, Edmonton, and 
Quebec City. Every year, many come back to participate in 
our spring and fall retreats with Sister Annabel and other 
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Dharma teachers, or in a 
summer Day of Mindful
ness. 

In Montreal , the 
present Sangha consists 
of 15 families. Medita
tions are held Sunday 
morning and night, and 
Wednesday and Friday 

nights. At Maple Village, we are all volunteers and work 
part-time for the Maple Village Society. We often speak 
three languages (French, English, and Vietnamese) at our 
retreats . We keep participation fees for activities as low as 
possible. Our core community includes many non-Order 
members, who are sometimes even more dedicated than the 
ordained ones. 

For many of us, Maple Village has become a second 
family . Slowly, we have discovered that we have more 
sisters, brothers, aunts, uncles, and friends than we previ
ously perceived. A phone call from a caring elder sister, a 
small gift from a younger brother, advice from a concerned 
uncle, and a helping hand from a considerate frie nd are 
some of the most precious gifts we receive. Suddenly, for 
some of us who live alone, we are not truly alone anymore . 
This family link between us has developed through doing 
things with mindfulness, lovingkindness, and compassion. 
Together we practice sitting meditation, and together we 
clear bushes for a walking meditation path. Together we 
repair damages of a spring flood in the Village building, and 
together we sing "Breathing In, Breathing Out" for people 
in a prison. Together we celebrate the birth of a new baby, 
and together we mourn the death of a beloved brother. 

We also have problems and improvements to make in 
this second family. We know that living together is an art to 
learn with the practice of mindfulness; but we know that we 
are trying our best. Come visit us and be part of our fami ly. 
On this continuing mindful journey , many have j oined us 
and discovered a familiar and comforting link, a Famille 
Sans Frontieres. 



Retreat Schedules-January-June 1997 
1 

Retreats Led by Thich Nhat Hanh 

NOVEMBER 15, 1996-FEBRUARY 15, 1997 
Plum Village Winter Retreat 

Theme: "Living Tradition of Buddhist Meditation" 

FEBRUARY 
20·22 Delhi, India 

Lectures. (For all India events: Shantul/1 Seth, telljax: 
(91) 11-852-1520) 

23 Delhi, India 
Day of Mindfulness. 

25·27 Vulture Peak, India 
Days of Mindfulness. 

28 Bodh Gaya, India 
Tea with children of Uruvela village. 

2 Calcutta, India 
Public Lecture. 

4·5 Madras, India 
Public Lecture. 

6·9 Madras, India 
Retreat. 

9 Madras, India 

MARCH 

Day of Mindfulness open to the public . 
23 London, England 

Vietnamese Day of Mindfulness . (Dr. Ho, 01223-242824) 
24 London, England 

Public Talk. (Vivien Sunlight, 0181-948-3085) 

25 Birmingham, England 
Public Talk. (Meg Stacey, 01926-312094) 

26·30 Stourbridge, England 
"Touching Peace" Retreat. (Venetia Harrowes, 01179-
738323) This retreat is now filled. 

30 Stourbridge, England 
Vietnamese Day of Mindfulness . (Rev. Phuoc Hue, 
0181-692 -1737) 

31 London, England 
Public Talk. (Vivien Sunlight, 0181-948-3085) 

APRIL 
22 Florence, Italy 

Public Talk. (Adrianna Rocco, (39) 55-64-5513) 
23·26 Assisi, Italy 

Retreat. (Roberto Mander, (39) 6-855-8901) 
27 Florence, Italy 

Interreligious Dialogue. (Adrianna Rocco, (39) 55-64-
5513) 
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13 
MAY 

Tel Aviv, Israel 
Dharma Talk at the Duhl Center. (European registration: 
Pm'rage, (33)1-44-07-06-07; North American registra
tioll: Community of Mindful Living, (510)527-3751; 
information about travel arrangements: Matty Yaniv, 
Uniworld Travellnternationai, (800)867-9382; 
information abollt Israel: Avi Magidoff, (4 15)252-8452) 

16·17 Tel Aviv, Israel 
"Peace Is Every Step" Retreat. 

19 Jerusalem, Israel 
Dharma Talk in Jerusalem Auditorium. 

20 Tel Aviv, Israel 
Dharma Talk Tel Aviv Auditorium. 

23·24 Tel Aviv, Israel 
"Peace Is Every Step" Retreat. 

25 Nablus, West Bank, Israel 
Dharma Talk . 

26 Bethlehem, West Bank, Israel 
Dharma Talk . 

JULY 15-AUGUST 15 
Plum Village Summer Retreat 

For information and registration, please contact: New Hamiet, 13 
Martineau, 33580 Dieulivoi, France, telljax: (33)5-56-61 -61-51 or 
Upper Hamiet, Le Pey, 24240 Thenac, France, tel: (33)5-53-58-
48-58. Please include your address when sending faxes. 

Retreats Led by Order of 
Interbeing Dharma Teachers 

JANUARY 1997 
4 Wentworth Falls, Australia 

Day of Mindfulness with Arnie Kotler and Therese 
Fitzgerald. (all Australia events: Khanh Le Van, 61-2-
9543-7823) 

7 Annandale, Australia 
Public Talk by Arnie and Therese. 

8 Camperdown, Australia 
Public Talk by Arnie and Therese. 

10·12 Wisemans Ferry, Australia 
Retreat with Arnie Kot ler and Therese Fitzgerald. 

15-19 Gwatt·Center, Switzerland 
Retreat with Marcel Geisser. (Gwatt-Ce11ler, 41-33-33-
51-335) 

17 Auckland, New Zealand 
Public Talk by Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald. 
(Shalom, 64 (7) 866.8972) 

18 Auckland, New Zealand 
Day of Mindfu lness with Arnie Kot ler and Therese 
Fitzgerald. (Shalom, 64 (7) 866.8972) 



19-25 Coromandel, New Zealand 10-13 Little Rock, Arkansas, USA 
Retreat with Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald. (Mana Retreat with Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald. 
Retreat Center, (64)-7-866.8972) (Ecumenical Buddhist Society, 501-661-9819) 

24 Cologne, Germany 17-20 Missoula, Montana, USA 
Public Talk by Marcel Geisser. (Wemer Heidenreich, 49 Retreat with Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald. (Betsy 
221-955-91-97) Hart, 406-549-0218) 

25-26 Cologne, Germany 24 Brossard, Quebec, Canada 
Days of Mindfulness with Marcel Geisser. (Wemer Day of Mindfulness in celebration of Earth Day. (Maple 
Heidenreich, (49) 221-955-91-97) Village, 514-591-8726) 

31-2/2 Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA 24-27 Tisvildeleje, Denmark 
Retreat with Joan Halifax. (Upaya House, 505-986-8518) Retreat with Svein Myreng and Jl'lrgen Hannibal. (l¢rgen 

Hannibal, (45) 4879-62-88) 
FEBRUARY 26-27 Freiburg, Germany 

1-2 South Island, New Zealand Public Talk by Marcel Geisser. (Margrit 1rgang, (49) 
Retreat with Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald. 7675-/0-51) 
(Shalom, 64 (7) 866.8972) 27 Freiburg, Germany 

9 Sacramento, California, USA Day of Mindfulness with Marcel Geisser. (Margrit 
Day of Mindfulness with Arnie Kotler. (Sacramento lrgang, (49) 7675-10-51) 
Buddhist Meditation Group, Dennis Warren, 916-447-
9999) MAY 

14 Stjarnsund, Sweden 9 Stuttgart, Germany 
Retreat with Svein Myreng. (Eva Bellander, (46)225- Public Talk by Marcel Geisser. (Haus Tao, 41(71)44-35-
80156) 39) 

14-17 Warner Springs, California, USA 10-11 Stuttgart, Germany 
Retreat with Christopher Reed. (Manzanita Village, 619- Days of Mindfulness with Marcel Geisser. (Haus Tao, 
782-9223) 41(71)44-35-39) 

26-3/2 Waldhaus am Laacher See, Germany 16-18 Brossard, Quebec, Canada 
Retreat with Karl Schmied. (Dr. Paul Kappler, (49) Retreat for Vietnamese Order of Interbeing members. 
2636-33-44) (Maple Village, 514-591-8726) 

MARCH 23-25 Munich, Germany 

1 Arcata, California, USA Retreat with Karl Schmied. (Gemeinschaft fur achtsames 

Day of Mindfulness with Arnie Kotler and Therese Leben, (49) 8025-50-59) 

Fitzgerald. (Ginger Kossow, 707-443-6558) 24-31 Warner Springs, California, USA 

8 Muir Beach, California, USA Retreat with Christopher Reed. (Manzanita Village, 619-

Family Day of Mindfulness with Wendy Johnson. 782-9223) 

(Green Gulch Farm, 415-383-3134) JUNE 
6-9 Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA 12-15 Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA 

Retreat with Joan Halifax. (Upaya House, 505-986-8518) 
Retreat with Joan Halifax . (Upaya House, 505-986-8518) 

14-16 Salt Lake City, Utah, USA 
13-15 Hot Springs, North Carolina, USA 

Retreat with Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald. 
Retreat with Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald . 

(Vaughn Lovejoy, 801-583-9238) 
(Southem Dharma Retreat Center, 704-622-7112) 18 Zurich, Switzerland 

13-18 Camp Albemarle, Virginia, USA Public talk by Marcel Geisser. (Haus Tao, 41(71)44-35-
39) Family Retreat with Fred Eppsteiner. (Fred Eppsteiner, 

27-31 W olfbalden, Switzerland 941-566-1769) 

Retreat with Marcel Geisser. (Haus Tao, 41(71)44-35-39) 18-22 Socking, Germany 

28-4/4 Seattle, Washington, USA Retreat with Karl Schmied. (Gemeinschaft furachtsames 

Retreat with Eileen Kiera. (Diana Ruth, 206-722-6603) Leben, (49) 8025-50-59) 
20-22 Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA 

APRIL Retreat with Joan Halifax. (Upaya House, 505-986-8518) 
1 Austin, Texas, USA 26-29 Moscow, Idaho, USA 

Public talk by Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald . Retreat with Eileen Kiera. (Pat Hine, 208-883 -1 471) 
(Nuba Shores, 512-442-8262) 26-29 Waldhaus am Laachersee, Germany 

1-5 Wolfbalden, Switzerland Retreat with Marcel Geisser. (Dr. Paul Kappler, (49) 
Retreat with Marcel Geisser. (Haus Tao, 41(71)44-35-39) 2636-33-44) 

3~ Houston, Texas, USA 27-29 Chicago, Illinois, USA 
Retreat with Arnie Kotler and Therese Fitzgerald. Retreat with Jack Lawlor. (Lakeside Buddha Sangha, 
(Houston Zen Community, Peter Bamard, 713-790-2070) 847-475-0080) 
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Dear Friends; 
qyer the~~~r~, the number of ~anghas aq over the world has grown 

st~ad!(y, and ryquestsfor retreats ~ddressed to Dharmacharyas at Plum Vil
lage~ave inc~~~ed accordingly. We are happy that the practice is bringing so 
mucJfjoy into,p.eople's lives and "",e always try our best to respond to all the 
requ~~~s we t~Qeiye. W~have tra.veled to many places and have had the 
plea~,w:e of m~fting ang, ~haring the practice with many of you. Our brothers 
and sist~rs at!iP?le haye<pways given us their full support, although at times 
they may havyliked toq~ve us .with them.a little more often, so they too can 
be~efiffrom opr experieflce in the 'practice and we can benefit from their 
fr~sh~ess andgeginners'minds. Thour delight, Thay has recently transmit
ted theLamp t9illore brothers and sisters in Plum Village. Now we will be 
able:to respond to all the requests for retreats as well as the wish of our Plum 
Village Sangha for Dharmacharyas to be able to spend more time here. 

}n?rderforthis tobepossible,we wotIld appreciate it if you could 
address future requests for retreats to the newly installed Abbess (Sister 
TrurtgChinhirithe New Hamlet) or Abbot (Thay Nguyen Hai in the Upper 
Ha~et). We ~m then look at all requests and decide which Dharmacharya is 
eligible and m()st suitable to go and share the practice, taking the needs of 
both the requestjng Sangha and the Plum Village Sangha into account. In this 
way,the worlgiVide Sangha can benefit more from the practice at Plum 
Vi11age, as every Dharmacharya has his or her own experience and way of 
shariflg thatex~rience with others. At the same time, the Plum Village 
Sangha can remain an integral Sangha, firmly planted in the practice, nourish
ing the larger Sangha. 

According \0 the tradition, two Dharmacharyas will travel and lead 
retreqts together, or a Dharmacharya may be accompanied and assisted by a 
younger brothe,ror sister. If the requesting Sangha is not able to cover travel 
expenses for more than one person, Plum Village will look into the matter 
and try to meet~ome of the expenses. When a Sangha requests a certain 
Dharmacharya, we will take that into account. Because we wish to share all 
Dharmacharyas with everyone equally, we ask for your understanding in case 
another Dharmacharya is appointed for you to enjoy the practice with. 
Although we are of slightly different tastes, we all stem from the same tree. 

Thay has transmitted the Lamp to many Dharmacharyas in Asia, Europe, 
the U.S., Canada, and Australia (see list below). These teachers have our full 
support and we are grateful for their commitment to the practice and their 
readiness to travel and share their experience joyfully with so many practi
tioners in their home countries and elsewhere. Holding hands and walking the 
Path of Understanding and Love together as a Sangha is our greatest happi
ness. We look forward to sharing the practice with you far into the future. 

Thich Nu Chan KMng, Thich Giac Thanh, Thich Nu Chan Duc 
(Sister Annabel), Thich Nu Dieu Nghiem (Sister Jina) 

Asia 
Thich Giac Vien 
Thich Thien Phuoc 
Thich Thanh Due 
Thich Nu Dam Nguyen 
Thich Nu Minh Huyen 
Vietnam 

Australia 
Khanh Le Van, True Transmission 
Than Bach Mai, CMn Luong 
Lotus Buds Sangha, Sydney, Australia 

Europe 
J¢rgen Hannibal, True Loving Eyes 
Peace Is Every Step Sangha, Denmark 

Eveline Beumkes, True Peace 
Nora Houtman de Graaf, True Fruition 
Dutch Sangha 

Martin Pitt, True Learning 
Community of Interbeing, England 
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Thich Giac Thanh 
Brother Shariputra, Chan Phap Bao 
Brother Doji, Chan Dao Tri 
Thich Nguyen Hai, Chan Nguyen Hai 
Sister Chan Khong, True Emptiness 
Sister Annabel Laity, True Virtue 
Sister Jina van Hengel, True Wonder 
Adornment 
Sister Vien Quang, Chan Vien Quang 
Chan Nguyen, True Vow 
Karl Riedl, True Communion 
Helga Riedl, True Wonderful Loving Kindness 
Thich Phap Dang 
Sister Doan Nghiem 
Sister Eleni Sarant, True Loving Kindness 
Adornment 
Plum Village, France 

Claudia Wieland, True Moonlight 
Bodensee Sangha, Germany 

Karl Schmied, True Dharma Eye 
Gemeinschaft for achtsames Leben, Gennany 
Judith Bossert, True Form 
Zen-Klausen in der Eifel, Germany 

Svein Myreng, True Door 
Sangha of Floating Clouds, Norway 

Marcel Geisser, True Realisation 
Fdn. of Mindful Living/Haus Tao, Switz. 

Jean-Pierre Maradan, True Way 
Pres De Freibourg, Switz. 

Canada 
Nguyen Tan Hong, Chan Hoi 
Trinh Dinh Tan, Chan Co 
Tran Minh Dung, Chan Huy 
Maple Village, Montreal 

Nguyen Van Ky Cuong, Chan Tinh Nhan 
Nguyen Trong Phu, Chan Tinh Gi6i 
Nguyen Dao Nhu Tuyen, Chan Hao 
Toronto Zen Meditation Group 

Nguyen Duy Vinh, Chan Ngo 
Ottawa Sangha 

Nguyen Huu Loi, Chan Tue 
Edmonton, Alberta 

United States 
Arnold Kotler, True Realization 
Wendy Johnson, True Compassion Adorn
ment 
Therese Fitzgerald, True Light 
Community of Mindful Living, Berkeley, CA 

Thich Tu-Luc 
Hayward, California 

Christopher Reed, True Jewel 
Manzanita Village, California 

Sister Nhu Phuoc 
San Jose, California 



Anh Huong Nguyen, Chan Y 
Thu Nguyen, Chan Tri 
Mindfulness Community of Washington, D.C. 

Fred Eppsteiner, True Energy 
Naples, Florida Sangha 

Jack Lawlor, True Direction 
Lakeside Buddha Sangha, Evanston, IL 

Harrison Hoblitzelle, True Vehicle 
Larry Rosenberg, True Calm 
Nguyen Huu Chi, Chan Dat 
Barry Roth, True Healing 
Community of lnterbeing, Cambridge, MA 

Cynthia Jurs, True Source 
Open Way Sangha, Santa Fe, NM 

Joan Halifax, True Continuation 
Upaya Sangha, Santa Fe, NM 

Lyn Fine, True Goodness 
Community of Mindfulness, New York, NY 

Robert Schaibly, True Deliverance 
Do Van Hoa, Chan Thien Can 
Houston, Texas Zen Community 

Eileen Kiera, True Lamp 
Mountain Lamp Community, Bellingham, WA 

those 
people. 
and philos 
for care givers 
controli spiritual 
to dying, dea th and 
ing and cross-cultural 
the care giver. 

Manzanita Village 

Retreat Center 
in the Chaparral Hill Country of Southern California 

21/2 hours from Los Angeles, 11/2 hours from San Diego 

Buddhism, Mindfulness and Deep-ecology 
retreats, workshops, long & short-term stays, aikido 

A full time residential practice center in the tradit ion of 
Thich Nhat Hanh, a sister community to Plum Village 

Resident Teachers: 
Michele Benzamin-Masuda & Christopher Reed 

Scheduled Meditation and Mindfulness Retreats: 
February 14-17 February 22-23 May 1-5 (Aikido) 

May 10-11 May 23-31 July 3-6 

Write or call for full schedule of retreats and events 
PO Box 67, Warner Springs, California 92086 

Telephone: 619-782-9223 

ON BEING WITH DYING ANNOUNCES Two TRAINING RETREATS 

ve WORk WZTh Dyzn'i PeopLe 
& OCTOBeR 26-NovemBeR 2, 1997 

Trainings are led by Joan Halifax 
joined by: 

een O'Rourke 
Alicia Allen 

THE PROJECT ON BEING WITH DYING is a cOIJtemplative traiIJiIJg aIJd support program for 
health care professiolJals, people with severe illIJesses, 

ami others who are lVorkilJg with issues related to dyiIJg aIJd death. 

loan Halifax, Ph.D., anthropologist, author and Buddhist teacher in the Tiep Hien Order of Thich Nhat Hanh, 
has worked with dying people since 1970 and founded the Project on Being with Dying. 

For more information on this and other Upaya retreats and programs, please see the sangha listing. 
505 .986.8518 • 505.986.8528/fax· Upaya@RT66.com • Calligraphy by Kazuaki Tanahashi 
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Temple Anniversary 
by Sisters Annabel and Eleni 

On November 14, monks and novices in Hue, Vietnam, 
observed a Day of Mindfulness in honor of the 150th 

anniversary of Tu Hieu Temple. Tu Hieu is the temple 
where Thay Nhat Hanh received novice precepts at the age 
of 16 and practiced as a young monk. Following faxed 
instructions from Thay, the monks and novices practiced 
listening to the sound of the bell, breathing mindfully, 
walking meditation, and enjoying the present moment. 

The temple was built in honor of Dhyana Master Nhat 
Dinh in 1847. Master Nhat Dinh was born in 1783 in Quang 
Tri Province. He received his novice precepts at Thien Tho 
Temple and his Bhikshu Ordination at Quoc An Temple. At 
the age of 50, King Minh Mang appointed him Abbot of the 
Linh Huu Temple. Six years later, the King invited him to 
be the Leader of the Sangha at Giac Hoang Temple. By 
nature he was a simple monk and didn ' t enjoy being an 
Abbot. At the age of 60, he asked the King to accept his 
resignation. Because the King loved and respected him, his 
request was granted. Nhat Dinh wrote, "With one body and 
one begging bowl, the road for the mendicant monk to travel 
is very wide." 

He went to the Duong Xuan Thuong Mountain in Thua 
Thien Province and built the Peace Nourishing Hermitage. 
He practiced and lived there, enjoying the beauty and 
tranquility of nature. 

Master Nhat Dinh is most widely known and respected 
for his example of filial piety, his love for his mother. It was 
said that when his mother was old and sick, he brought her 
to his hermitage so that he could take care of her. Although 
he was a vegetarian and a monk, he nonetheless went to the 
market to buy the fish his mother requested, withstanding 
people's criticisms and astonishment at seeing a monk buy 
fish . On November 14, 1847, Master Nhat Dinh passed 
away. The Tu Hieu Temple, which means loving kindness 
or filial piety expressed as loving kindness, was built on the 
site of his hermitage. 

Sister Annabel Laity, True Virtue, was ordained as a nun in 
1988 and as a Dharma teacher in 1990. She lives at Plum 
Village. Sister Eleni Sarant, True Loving Kindness Adorn
ment, has been a resident of Plum Village since 1990. She 
was ordained as a Dharma teacher in 1996. 
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Devastating Floods in Vietnam 
by Sister Chan Kh6ng 

A s I write these lines, Tho, who lives in Switzerland and 
often comes to Plum Village each summer, has had the 

opportunity to spend the night in Vietnam in a flood rescue 
van. Cold winds blew as flood waters from Mount Truong 
Son of the Ha Tinh area rushed past the parked van. The 
local residents advised the rescue team to spend the night at 
the foot of the mountain until the flood water subsided. 
Since the water in this area has the tendency to rise and fall 
quickly, it was hoped that by morning the water would have 
gone out to sea and made way for the van to continue its 
mission. 

The rescue team slept and waited in the van throughout 
the night, but in the morning, the water had risen twice as 
high. Members of the rescue team decided to leave the van 
behind since the gift packages from Hue had already been 
distributed to the flood victims in Thanh Hoa. 

The day before, the rescue team-Sister Chan Nhu 
Minh, Sister Minh Tu, Brother Le Van Dinh, Sister Chan 
Doan, Sister Chan Tam, and Tho---drove a van loaded with 
old clothes, 30 boxes of instant noodles , and 300 envelopes 
of 50 thousand dong each, from Hue to Thanh Hoa, then to 
two villages deep in the mountains, Tan Thinh and Tan Loc 
(of the province Thieu Yen). The van encountered danger
ous conditions, traveling through winding, narrow mountain 
paths and crossing turbulent water on a raft, in order to 
provide flood victims with emergency supplies. Each family 
received five bags of instant noodles, one bag of old clothes, 
and 50 thousand dong. As the recue team's van tried to go 
forward in the storm, the powerful wind blowing in the 
opposite direction almost pushed it off the road. But once 
the team reached its destination, the people were so happy 
that they were moved to tears. Even the local authorities 
were touched by the team's effort, since that area has 
suffered tremendous harvesting losses in three consecutive 
seasons. They allowed the team members to personally give 
the gift parcels to each victim. 

Besides our aid, there has been no other outside help. 
Many villagers were forced to leave their homes to look for 
work in the city, but the majority of them ended up begging 
for food and sleeping on the street. The government's 
Emergency Hunger Fund dried up long ago, and there is no 
means to restore it to provide for the poor. 

After leaving their vehicle at Vinh, the team members 
continued their journey by train, since the train tracks are 
high up in the mountains and safe from the flood . On the 
way from Vinh to Quang Binh, they saw tens of thousands 
of acres of land covered in flood water. The water from the 
mountain and the rising tides of the sea overflowed the 
districts of Nghi Xuan, Hong Xuan, and Duc Tho. The roads 
from Lam River to Gianh also flooded, and hundreds of 
thousands of houses were filled to the roof with flood water. 



It was truly a sad sight. In witnessing people curling up 
under the cold, windy storm, no one was able to contain 
their tears. Tho wept softly as she whispered into her 
mother's ear, "Mother, besides the money you gave to the 
flood victims, please lend me whatever else you have so I 
can give each family enough to buy blankets and food to 
lessen their suffering. I'll work to pay you back." 

Two weeks before, another flood , in addition to a terrible 
storm, washed 86 boats to sea at Hau Loc Thanh Hoa 
province; 567 boat people were reported to be missing. 
Thousands of people lost their homes. In the same week, the 
Hong River rose to a very high level and many families 
were forced to camp out on a nearby shore. 

On September 13, 1996, at Quang Tri province, flood 
water from the mountain took the lives of many people and 
washed away many properties. The districts of Huong Hoa 
and Vinh Linh suffered the most damage. Our social 
workers at Quang Tri received a request for help from the 
local Buddhist organization and sent that request along to 
Plum Village. At Thua Thien province, the villages of 
Thanh Trung and Thuan Loc were also flooded due to their 
low altitude, but fortunately, no one was killed. This year, 
the farmers of Thua Thien and Quang Tri had a good 
harvest; however, after this devastating flood , they will be 
left with empty hands. Hunger and poverty are the two 
biggest worries of the residents of this area. At the end of 
August, Plum Village sent $4,800 to Sister Nhu Minh to be 
distributed to the rescue workers of Thua Thien. But it was 
hardly enough to help everyone. The fire of misery is huge, 
but we can only stop it with a few buckets of water. 

My dear friends, from the kindness of your heart, please 
contribute as much as you can to help alleviate the suffering 
of the helpless flood victims. Any amount you give will be 
much appreciated: $1 can buy 10 bags of instant noodles. $5 
can buy 20 pounds of rice. $7 can buy one big blanket for a 
family of four. In France, please send your donation to 
Eglise Bouddhique Unifee in care of Sister Gioi Nghiem, 
Meyrac, Loubes-Bernac 47120 Duras, France. In the United 
States, please send your donation to the Community of 
Mindful Living. Please send larger donations directly to the 
bank through which Plum Village sends money to Vietnam: 
Union Bank of Switzerland of BASLE, 4002 Aeschenplatz 
1, Switzerland, Swift Code UBS WCHZH 40 A in favor of 
the Unified Buddhist Church account number 0233 557 622 
60 M (if in U.S. dollars), 0233 557 622 63 (if in German 
marks), 0233557 62201 (if in Swiss francs). If in French 
francs, please send to Credit Agricole Mutuel of Lot-et
Garonne France Swift AGRIFRPP 850 Account of Eglise 
Bouddhique Unifiee 15006/00042/4290119911157. 

Knowing how you, my dear friends, wish to receive 
news about Thliy and Plum Village, I would like to tell you 
that there were 1,197 retreatants from 22 countries at the 
Summer Retreat. The majority of the practitioners felt quite 
happy after one week of practice. Thliy is healthy and his 
lectures were, as always, thoughtful and wonderful. AI-
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Relief workers helping Vietnamese villagers 

though the 450 retreatants at the Fall Retreat did not have 
the opportunity to personally meet and converse with Thliy, 
they were very appreciative of the nuns and monks in their 
own hamlet. This year, Plum Village has five hamlets: Xom 
Thuong (Upper Hamlet), Xom Ha (Lower Hamlet), Xom 
Trung (Middle Hamlet), Xom Doai (West Hamlet), and 
Xom Moi (New Hamlet). Each hamlet has enough nuns and 
monks to cook, plan activities, drive cars, plan meals, and 
give guidance to the Sangha. Five times a week, the hamlets 
join for Dharma talk and walking meditation with Thliy, and 
our own Tam from Delices d' Asie Restaurant in Bordeaux 
revealed her compassionate Buddha nature by helping to 
cook lunch for everyone. The atmosphere of 450 retreatants 
eating together in mindfulness was especially powerful. 

Sister Chi1n KhOng, True Emptiness, is a Dharma teacher 
and the author of Learning True Love. She assisted Thich 
Nhat Hanh in establishing the School of Youth for Social 
Service during the Vietnam war. 

Vietnam Update 
by Stephen Denney 

T hank you for your concern about the people suffering in 
Vietnam and your desire to help. At the Community of 

Mindful Living we have organized a program of humanitar
ian aid to the poorest people of Vietnam and have also 
circulated many appeals on behalf of imprisoned monks and 
other prisoners of conscience in Vietnam. 

With regard to the latter issue, we are pleased that there 
is more individual freedom in Vietnam than a few years ago, 
and that many prisoners of conscience have been released. 
People also have more freedom to participate in ordinary 
religious services than before. However, the Communist 
Party is still very afraid of losing power in Vietnam and for 
this reason punishes harshly those who openly challenge 



their political policies. 
Among those detained are Venerables Thich Quang Do 

(age 69) and Thich Huyen Quang (age 77). They have been 
punished because of their leadership positions within the 
Unified Buddhist Church of Vietnam, and open protests of 
the government's forced incorporation of the UBCV into a 
state-sponsored Buddhist Church. Ven. Quang Do was 
sentenced to five years in prison at a Jan. 1995 trial and is 
presently detained at B 14 prison in Hanoi. Ven. Thich 
Huyen Quang has been under house arrest for several years 
in central Vietnam (Quang Ngai province), is closely 
guarded and in poor health. Both monks are highly re
spected abroad and were nominated for the Nobel Peace 
Prize in 1978 by the Irish recipients from the previous year. 

Several other Buddhist monks have been arrested for 
supporting the protests of Venerables Quang Do and Huyen 
Quang. Among these are the following monks who were 
sentenced in 1995: Thich Khong Tanh (five years), Thich 
Nhat Bang (four years), Nhat Thuong (three years) and 
Thich Tri Luc ( two and a half years). They were charged 
with "undermining the policy of unity," which appeared to 
be based on their efforts to carry out religious and social 
work in the name of the Unified Buddhist Church. 

Other monks imprisoned include Thich Tue Sy and 
Thich Tri Sieu, both serving 20 years (sentenced in 1988) 
for their nonviolent opposition to government policies; and 
Thich Hai Thinh and Thich Hai Chanh, who were arrested 
during a police raid on the Linh Mu Pagoda in Hue. These 
two monks had previously been detained from 1993 to 1995 
for their involvement in a demonstration. In addition there 
are a number of prisoners of conscience: 

• Nguyen Dinh Huy, age 64, arrested in November 1993 
along with ten other members of his movement for a 
democratic society in Vietnam. He was sentenced to 15 
years imprisonment in August 1995. He and six colleagues 
remain detained. Amnesty International has adopted him as 
a prisoner of conscience. He is presently detained in Z30A 
prison camp of Xuan Loc, Dong Nai province. 

• Doan Viet Hoat, age 53, former professor of the 
Buddhist Van Hanh University in Saigon, was arrested and 
sentenced in 1990 to 20 years in prison (later reduced to 15 
years) for leading a group of southern intellectuals who 
advocated a more democratic society in Vietnam. He is 
presently detained in the north under harsh conditions. 

• Nguyen Dan Que, a medical doctor from Saigon, was 
also arrested and sentenced in 1990 to 20 years in prison for 
advocating political democracy. 

• Phan Duc Kham, age 64, serving 12 years in prison for 
his involvement with the Freedom Forum group led by 
Doan Viet Hoat. 

Our other human rights concerns in Vietnam include 
unfair political trials, increased use of the death penalty, and 
poor conditions in the prisons and re-education camps. 

Stephen Denney is editor of Vietnam Journal and a long
time activist for human rights in Southeast Asia. 
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f'hor;nix Studio is a small 
woorlshop dr;dicaterl t o sup
porting your practicr; with con
templative furniture-- mind
fully crafted and affordably 
priced-- specirJ lizing in prayer 
benches, shrines and altars, 
icon cases and shoji using only 
domestic hardwoods from cer
tifiably managed timberlands. 

website: 

http://wwvl.doubkdickd.comJphoenixlhome.html 

e-mail: 

phoeni,\(lilsmart . net 

Toll Free 1.800.683.7904 

Designed by' me 
for my own use, my 
portable meditation 
bench features beautifully 
figured wood, and combines 
my unique design with impec
cab le joinery to produce without 
question the most stable --and com-
forlable-- bench available. Goes together and 
knocks down in seconds l 

Bench alone $95 

To facilitate portability, I offer a specially designed 
tote of rugged black Cordura :,n which is fitted with 

closed-cell foam to protect the bench while 
travelling . The tote then folds open to double as a 

zubaton when meditating. 

Bench wi bag $140 

"Mindfully Craft;ed Fum/Cure 

of 

Uncompromiginq QualiCy " 



Announcements 

Thich Nhat Hanh to Visit India and Israel 
Thich Nhat Hanh will be traveling through India in Feb
ruary and March. For information about joining all or part of 
this journey, please contact Shantum Seth, teUfax: (91) 11-
852-1520, email: shantum@artisan.unv.ernet.in. 

In May, Thay will lead two weekend retreats at Kibbutz 
Harel and give public talks in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Nablus, 
and Bethlehem. The donation requested for Dharma talks is 
$15, for each retreat weekend $160. To register, Europeans 
and others should contact Partage in Paris, tel: (33)1 -44-07-
06-07. North Americans may register with the Community 
of Mindful Living, P.O. Box 7355 , Berkeley, CA 94707. If 
you are unable to attend, please consider donating to 
provide the opportunity for Israelis and Palestinians to share 
Thay's teachings. Donations may be sent to CML and 
marked for the "IsraelifPalestinian Scholarship Fund." 
Please see p. 37 for schedules for both of these trips. 

Transcribing Talks 
Local Sanghas are encouraged to 
help transcribe Vietnamese and 
English tapes of Thich Nhat 
Hanh's Dharma talks. For Viet
namese talks, contact Hoang Khoi, 
14 Maitland Avenue, Kingsford 
2032, Australia, tel: (61 )2-9313-
8489, fax: (61)2-9697-9007, email: 
K.Hoang@unsw.edu.au. For 
English talks, contact Michelle 
Bernard at Parallax Press, tel: 
(510)525-0101. 

AIDS Anthology 

Died: Greg Keryk, 44, died of cancer on August 16, 1996 in 
Santa Cruz, California. Greg was a member of the Order of 
Interbeing, the beloved husband of Irene Keryk, and the 
father of Diane Keryk. Please see tributes on pages 16-17. 

Died: On August 8, 1996, Jusan William "Frankie" Parker, 
42, died by lethal injection at Cummins Prison in Arkansas, 
after 10 years in prison for the murder of two people. His 
conversion to Buddhism in 1988 and wholehearted practice 
inspired people inside and outside of the prison. Frankie's 
spiritual advisor, Kobutsu Kevin Malone, ordained him 
before his death. Despite letters from H.H. The Dalai Lama 
and Thich Nhat Hanh and petitions signed by hundreds of 
Buddhist practitioners, the governor of Arkansas refused to 
commute Frankie's sentence to life in prison . 

Frankie spent his last day answering letters and calling 
teachers and friends. On the night of his death, family and 
friends gathered to support Frankie and oppose the death 
penalty. Rev. Kobutsu accompanied him to the execution 
chamber where they chanted the Three Refuges. At the 
moment of his death, Frankie was shown a picture of the 
Buddha by the executioner. 

The Buddhist AIDS Project is 
compiling an anthology on 
Buddhist practice and AIDS 
tentatively entitled, Heart Lessons 
from an Epidemic: Buddhist 

Shantum and Gitanjali's wedding procession at Plum Village 

Practice and Living with HIV. The working deadline for 
submissions has been extended to January 30. The anthol 
ogy editor, Steve Peskind, specifically requests submissions 
on practicing and living with the promises and challenges of 
protease inhibitors and other medical advances. Please call 
Steve at (415) 522-7473 in San Francisco for more informa-
tion. 

Passages 
Born: Jonah Lieberman Flint was born to New York City 
Sangha members David and Ann Flint on May 23, 1996. 

Married: Shantum Seth, True Right Path, and Gitanjali 
Varma celebrated their wedding vows with Thich Nhat 
Hanh at Plum Village on September 14, 1996. 
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Classifieds 
Pure Clear Water: Multi-Pure Drinking Water Systems. 
Sangha Discount. Contact David Lawrence, tel: (608) 832-
6444, fax: (608) 832-6458 

Sangha Building: Creating the Buddhist Practice Commu
nity by Jack Lawlor. An unpublished manuscript that has 
served as a source of inspiration for many Sanghas to 
develop the spiritual resources in their local communities in 
the way encouraged by Thay . Send $15 to Lakeside Buddha 
Sangha, P.O. Box 7067, Evanston, IL 60201. 



Letters to The Mindfulness Bell 
There isn't anything that touches my soul more deeply than 
your newsletter, especially Thich Nhat Hanh's Dharma talk. 
I cherish it, I carry it with me to many places, I reread it 
when I need to be reminded of the Way . I have read many 
important messages, good articles and books, but none have 
touched me more than Thay's words. They have literally 
transformed me, although I keep working on all of the 
precepts. Thank you for being there and taking the effort to 
transmit his teachings, which are so in touch with human 
weaknesses. 

Lorraine Keller de Schietekat 
Mexico City, Mexico 

I am a hospice nurse and carry a pager whenever I am away 
from home. Usually when I am paged I don't get upset, but 
yesterday morning I was on my way to work, my pager 
went off and, much to my chagrin, my reaction was 
"!*@*!" I realized that, to the person who paged me, it was 
necessary and not done to annoy me. I drove back up the 
mountain road to my home, phoned in, took care of the 
problem, and went on to work. 

Issue 17 of The Mindfulness Bell was waiting for me 
when I got home that night. The next morning I read the 
tributes to Jim Fauss. I first heard of Jim when I read of his 
death in the last issue. I, too, was struck by his smile. I read 
Maxine Hong Kingston's words, "He has an immortal 
smile, which he taught to the people who rode his bus. A 
passenger pulled the bell cord, and Jim took a joyful breath 
and smiled." Those words rang a bell in my mind and I 
immediately thought of my reaction to my pager. I decided 
that my pager would become my "pager of mindfulness." 
Each time it goes off I am reminded to breathe joyfully and 
smile. Thanks to Jim and to Maxine for sharing her story of 
him. I am reminded by this how interconnected we are, how 
we truly are a part of one another. Even though I never met 
Jim Fauss, I have been profoundly influenced by him and 
will continue to be each time my pager goes off. 

Tina Moon 
Eureka Springs, Arkansas 

Thank you for the recent issue of The Mindfulness Bell. I 
especially appreciated the many articles on Jim Fauss. 
Although I did not know him when he was alive, I now feel 
that I do know him and I am enriched for the experience. 

Bob Repoley 
Charlotte, North Carolina 

I was particularly pleased that you printed Fred Eppsteiner's 
letter in the last issue, as I felt that he raised substantial 
questions regarding Sangha building in a genuinely kind 
way. I was also interested in the article in a previous issue of 
The Mindfulness Bell which raised the issue of finding ways 
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to invite African Americans into the Order of Interbeing. 
These invitations to dialogue will, I feel, serve The Mindful
ness Bell very well in its long-term commitment to growth 
and to reaching a wider reading public. 

Mushim Ikeda-Nash 
Oakland, California 

I agree with Fred Eppsteiner's letter that longer articles, 
where issues could be discussed in greater depth, would 
make The Mindfulness Bell more interesting to a wider 
range of readers . In addition, I would like to see more 
articles on the history of Vietnamese Buddhism. This is our 
"ancestral tradition," but it is virtually unknown in the West. 
Western Buddhism must find its own forms and expres
sions, but a greater knowledge of those who went before us 
would certainly be useful. 

Fred also commented, "I sometimes wonder if anybody 
in the Sangha is having traditional spiritual experiences in 
meditation, awakenings ... which have been the experience 
and hard-won fruits of Buddhists for thousands of years." I 
think people in our Sangha do have such experiences, but 
they are not much talked about. This may be a good thing. 
In the Rinzai Zen tradition where I practiced before, one 
pursued such experiences relentlessly, putting a lot of 
pressure on people and sacrificing interest in ethics and 
daily life practice. This strongly goal-oriented attitude made 
it very hard to enjoy the present moment. Probably too 
much of the focus in Western Zen has been on experience, 
satori, sudden awakenings, etc., and we have tended to 
neglect the gradual practice of transforming mental knots. 
Thay's teachings address all kinds of suffering-psycho
logical, interpersonal, social, ecological- as well as the 
great spiritual questions . 

We don't need to create barriers between psychotherapy 
and meditation, but must remember that meditation has a 
dimension of silence and going beyond personal issues that 
we may rarely find in psychotherapy. Iffew people write 
about this aspect, it may be out of modesty-not wanting to 
claim "great insights"-but it may also be for lack of 
language! I suspect that many modern people have become 
alienated from the language of Christianity (and possibly 
Judaism), and experience it as too filled with dualistic 
connotations. And we don't always know the language of 
Buddhism well enough to express spiritual insights. The old 
Chinese Zen masters were great artists when it came to 
giving new and fresh words to the practice and insights of 
Buddhism. It's silly to copy them, but their challenge is 
valid: how can we express our deepest, most transforming 
experiences? 

Svein Myreng 
Oslo, Norway 



Audio Tapes Available from 
September Retreat with 

Thich Nhat Hanh at Plum Village 
Dear Friends, 
The listed tapes were recorded this year in autumn during the "Heart of the Buddha" Retreat in Plum 
Village. We all had an extraordinary experience and three weeks of beautiful pract ice with Thay and the 
community. Thay gave us very deep teachings and it is worth listening to the Dharma talks again. All 
the audiotapes have very good sound quality and range in length from 100 to 120 minutes. Fift y 
percent of all funds received will be transferred to Plum Village. All talks are by Thich Nhat Hanh unless 
noted. 

No. Theme 
1 Stopping, Calming, Healing 
2 The Four Holy Truths, Part I 
3 The Four Holy Truths, Part II 
4 The Nature of Interbeing, Buddha Eyes 
5 The Pali Sutra Text: 

Turning the Wheel (Sr. Annabel Laity) 
6 Questions and Answers 
7 The Three Dharma Seals 
8 Impermanence, Not Self, Part II, 

Right View, The Relative and the Absolute 
9 Perception, Illusion, Right View 
10 Three Gateways to Right Concentration: 

Emptiness, Signlessness, Aimlessness 

Please send me: 
D Complete set: 340.00 DM (approx. $210 US) 

11 Questions and Answers 
12 The Pali Sutra Text: Right View (Sr. Annabel Laity) 
1 3 Right Mindfulness 
14 Internal Formations, The Noble Eightfold Path 
1 5 Songs of the Monks and Nuns of Plum Village 
1 6 8 Categories of Holy People, 

The 14 Mindfulness Trainings in the 
Light of the Noble Eightfold Path 

17 Transformation 
1 8 Questions and Answers 
19 The Pali Sutra Text: (Sr. Annabel Laity) 
20 No Beginning, No End, No Birth, 

No Death, The 21 st Century 

DThe following @19.00 DM per tape plus 7.50 DM per shipping address for any number of tapes. 
Please circle: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Payment by: 
D Postal money order enclosed in German Marks (DM) to: 

Deutsche Bank Freiburg 
No: 157974 BLZ:68070030 

D Credit Card: -Master Card ---1'isa -American Express 
Card No.: ________ --!Expiration Date: ___ _ 
Name: _________ ________ __ ___ 
Address: ___________________ _ 
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Please send or fax this order form to: 
BUK-Audio-Planung, Bernd Ulrich 
Bahnhofstr. 2-4; 
0-79379 Mullheim, Germany 
Phone/Fax: 07631/170743 
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Simple Meditation Exercises 
for Health, Well-Being, and 
Enlightenment 
Tulku Thondup 
Foreword by Daniel Goleman 
This book is an invitation to 
awaken the healing power of our 
minds through inspiring images 
and sounds, positive perceptions, 
soothing feelings, trusting 
confidence, and the realization 
of openness. 
$22.00 cloth • Also available on 
Spoken Word Audio Cassette $18.00 

AWAKENING THE 
SLEEPING BUDDHA 
The Twelfth Tai Situpa 
This book is a simple and direct 
approach to the fundamental 
principles of Tibetan Buddhism. 
It emphasizes the practical side 
of Buddhism, interpreting 
profound cosmological principles 
in commonsense terms with 
down-to-earth examples. It is a 
handbook for beginners as well 
as an excellent reminder for long
time students. 
$12.00 paperback 

THE POSTURE OF 
MEDITATION 
A Practical Guide for 
Meditators of All Traditions 
Will Johnson 
Meditation is often thought to be a 
strictly mental activity, but the 
sirting posture itself-the common 
denominator of most meditation 
techniques-is also an integral 
component. Will Johnson shows 
that sitting not only provides the 
necessary alert yet relaxed posture, 
but naturally activates the healing 
energies of the body and mind into 
spontaneous transformation. 
$9.00 paperback 
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AFTER IKKYU 
And Other Poems 
Jim Harrison 
Widely acclaimed for the "renegade 
genius" of his powerful, expressive 
verse, Harrison is the author of 
novels as well as eight books of 
poetry. After Ikkyii is the first 
collection of his poems that are 
directly inspired by his many years 
of Zen practice. 
$10.00 paperback 
Simultaneous cloth edition $20.00 
Also available on Spoken Word 
Audio Cassette $12.00 

NOTHING ON My MIND 
Berkeley, LSD, Two Zen 
Masters, and a Life on the 
Dharma Trail 
Erik Fraser Storlie 
This frank account takes the reader 
on a journey through the cultural 
upheavals of the 1960s and the 
author's struggle to create for 
himself an authentically American 
Buddhism. 

"Books don't come any better 
than this." - ROBERT PIRSIG, 
author of Zen and the Art of 
Motorcycle Maintenance 
$14.00 paperback 

DHARMA ART 
Chiigyam Trungpa 
Art was a primary means of 
expression for Ch6gyam 
Trungpa during his twenty 
years of teaching Buddhism 
in the West-particularly 
calligraphy, poetry, and 
photography. This book 
presents his teachings about 
the power of art to awaken 
and liberate. 
$17.00 paperback 

Now at your bookstore, or order from Shambhala Publications . 
Horticultural Hall, 300 Massachusetts Avenuc, Boston , MA 02115 

SHAMBHALA PUBLICATIONS, INC .• 

Phone 800·769·5561 • Fax 617·236· 1563 . Distributcd by Random House ~ 
Visit the Shambhala web site at www.shambhala.com ~ 



%e Mintifu{ness tBe{{ 
Journal of the Order of Interbeing 

The Mindfulness Bell, the journal of the International Order of Interbeing, is published three times a year by the Community 
of Mindful Living, students of Thich Nhat Hanh who want to help one another be more mindful in daily life. Please let us 
know if you've enjoyed this issue or have any ideas for future themes. Send essays, anecdotes, poems, photographs, or 
artwork, on a computer disk or by email (parapress@aol.com) if possible, and include a brief autobiographical description 
with your submission. We receive many valuable offerings. If we are not able to include your work in the next issue, we 
would like your permission to hold on to it for possible future use. Portions of your writing may be edited for space and 
clarity. Let us know if you would like to see the edited version before it appears . 

Please Subscribe 
I would like to subscribe to The Mindfulness Bell. 

D $18 for three issues; outside the U.S.: $25 (Is this a renewal? _ _ _ ) 

D $30 for six issues; outside the U.S.: $40 (Is this a renewal? ___ ) 

D Simple Living/StudentlElder: $12 for three issues; outside the U.S. $15 

D In addition, I would like to make a tax-deductible donation to the Community of Mindful Living toward the work of 
cultivating the practice of mindfulness-including meditation retreats, classes, workshops for veterans, social work in 
Vietnam, and establishing a land-based residential practice center. I am enclosing $ . For donations of $30 or 
more, you will automatically receive a one-year (three-issue) subscription to The Mindfulness Bell. 

Please send check or money order payable in U.S. dollars to the "Community of Mindful Living." Thank you very much. 

Name _ ________________________________________ __ 

Address ___ _ ______ _ _____________________________ ___ 

City, State, Postal Code, Country _____ ..,-_ ____________________ ____ _ 

Your new subscription will begin with Issue Number 19. Back issues are available for $6.00 each: Issue 1 (Community), 
2 (Precepts), 3 (Relationships), 4 (Nonviolence), 5 (Health & Healing), 6 (Practicing the Precepts), 7 (Environment), 
8 (Looking Deeply), 9 (Returning to Our Roots), 10 (Returning Home), 11 (Mindfulness in the Workplace), 12 (Suffering 
and Transformation), 13 (Eightfold Path), 14 (Right Action), 15 (Communication and Love), 16 (Love and Understanding), 
17 (Prayer), 18 (Cultivating Joy). 
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